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Summary 
 
 Data mining is about the search for relationships and global patterns in large 
databases that are increasing in size.  Data mining is beneficial for anyone who has a 
huge amount of data, for example, customer and business data, transaction, marketing, 
financial, manufacturing and web data etc. The results of data mining are also referred 
to as knowledge in the form of rules, regularities and constraints. Rule mining is one of 
the popular data mining methods since rules provide concise statements of potentially 
important information that is easily understood by end users and also actionable 
patterns. At present rule mining has received a good deal of attention and enthusiasm 
from data mining researchers since rule mining is capable of solving many data mining 
problems such as classification, association, customer profiling, summarization, 
segmentation and many others. This thesis makes several contributions by proposing 
rule mining methods using genetic algorithms and neural networks. 
 The thesis first proposes rule mining methods using a genetic algorithm. These 
methods are based on an integrated framework but capable of mining three major 
classes of rules. Moreover, the rule mining processes in these methods are controlled by 
tuning of two data mining measures such as support and confidence. The thesis shows 
how to build data mining predictive models using the resultant rules of the proposed 
methods.  
Another key contribution of the thesis is the proposal of rule mining methods 
using supervised neural networks. The thesis mathematically analyses the Widrow-Hoff 
learning algorithm of a single-layered neural network, which results in a foundation for 
rule mining algorithms using single-layered neural networks. Three rule mining 
algorithms using single-layered neural networks are proposed for the three major classes 
of rules on the basis of the proposed theorems. The thesis also looks at the problem of 
rule mining where user guidance is absent. The thesis proposes a guided rule mining 
system to overcome this problem.  The thesis extends this work further by comparing 
the performance of the algorithm used in the proposed guided rule mining system with 
Apriori data mining algorithm. 
 Finally, the thesis studies the Kohonen self-organization map as an unsupervised 
neural network for rule mining algorithms. Two approaches are adopted based on the 
 xvii 
way of self-organization maps applied in rule mining models. In the first approach, self-
organization map is used for clustering, which provides class information to the rule 
mining process. In the second approach, automated rule mining takes the place of 
trained neurons as it grows in a hierarchical structure. 
 1 
Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Preamble 
Data mining (DM), often referred as knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), 
is a process of nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown and potentiality 
useful information from a large volume of data. The mined information is also referred 
as knowledge of the form rules, constraints and regularities.  Rule mining is one of vital 
tasks in DM since rules provide a concise statement of potentially important information 
that is easily understood by end users.  Researchers have been using many techniques 
such as statistical, AI, decision tree, database, cognitive etc. for rule mining.  Rule 
mining using neural networks (NNs) is a challenging job as there is no straight way to 
translate NN weights to rules. However, NNs have potential to be used in rule mining 
since they have been found to be a powerful tool to efficiently model data and modelling 
data is also an essential part of rule mining.  
Prior to proposing rule mining methods, this thesis will first review classes of 
rules, their metrics and the measure of their remarkable properties.  Next, a soft 
computing method is investigated for use in rule mining.  The scope of this investigation 
will be limited to genetic algorithms (GAs), which are a soft computing method. Since 
GAs are adaptive, robust and are global search methods, they are considered to be of 
great potential for use in rule mining because the search space is large. Prediction is a 
DM aspect which is applied to many real applications in recent times. This research will 
be extended to use mined rules to perform predictions using a bench mark dataset. 
NNs bury information in distributed weights of the links connecting the neurons 
at various layers of the network. The NN has the limitation of its inability to provide an 
accurate, comprehensible interpretation of these weights. NN researchers have been 
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attempting to convert these weight values into understandable information. One possible 
interpretation of this information is in the form of a rule.  Rule mining using NN 
weights is possible only after it has learned from the data. The NN is considered to have 
learnt when its training error is insignificant.  
The rule mining from Single-layered Supervised Neural Networks (SSNNs) is 
powerful since they use fast learning algorithms for training.  However, a SSNN does 
get trained completely with data when there are non-linear relationships in the data set 
in addition to linear relationships [McClelland and Rumelhart 1986]. This limitation can 
be overcome by using a piecewise linearization of the non-linear functions with many 
SSNNs.  Since practical DM applications deal with a huge amount of data where linear 
and non-linear relationships are inherent, it is appropriate to use SSNNs to mine 
different kinds of rules.  Considering these powerful features of SSNNs, the current 
research will propose rule mining algorithms from SSNNs.   
The research will also look at the problem of rule mining where user guidance is 
absent.  The primary understanding of this situation is that rule mining has no practical 
use since it cannot produce rules of interest to the user. This research will propose rule 
mining methods where the user will be given the choice to choose what s/he wants to 
mine, how s/he wants to mine and how s/he wants to see the result.  The research will 
determine the composition of such a rule mining methods. Benchmark datasets will be 
used to test these proposed rule mining methods. 
This research will study Kohonen neural networks (KNNs) for rule mining from 
the unsupervised NN class.  KNNs are proposed to be used because they should be able 
to mine rules from a dataset where class information is not known in advance. Since the 
NN model produces a large number of rules which have no practical use, the focus of 
this research will be to discover meaningful or interesting rules using the proposed 
algorithms. 
This chapter is organized as follows. First an introduction to rule mining 
methods for DM is given.  In Section 1.2, we describe the motivation and scope of the 
research presented in this thesis. This is followed in Section 1.3 by the contributions of 
this research. Finally, Section 1.4 describes the structure of this thesis. 
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1.2 Rule Mining Methods 
 As one of branches of DM methods, rule mining aims to apply algorithms of 
DM to stored data in databases. The core challenge of rule mining research is to turn 
information expressed in terms of stored data into knowledge expressed in terms of 
generalized statements about the characteristic of the data which is known as rules. 
These rules are used to draw conclusions about the whole universe of the dataset.  In the 
examples of inductive-inference learning technique from machine learning a description 
for a concept is extracted from a set of individual observations known as instances from 
databases. This description is represented in high-level language, such as if-then-else 
rules. Such generalized rules have the advantage of making information easier to 
understand and communicate to others, and they can also be used as the basis for 
experience-based decision support systems [Hamilton et al 1996].   
 Initial algorithms for rule mining include the AQ family [Michalski 1969], the 
ID3 family [Quinlan 1986], and CN2 [Clark and Niblett 1989]. The continuing 
development of rule mining algorithms is motivated by the increasing application of 
DM methods [Freitas  et al 2000; Fayyad  et al 1996; Frawley et al 1991], which apply 
inductive inference techniques to large databases. These methods did not use NNs as 
rule mining tool in their proposed algorithms.  The lack of enthusiasm of early DM 
researchers to use NNs for rule mining may be because of NN’s complex architecture 
and learning algorithms. Later, NN researchers recognized rule mining as an important 
method for DM.  The earliest work of rule mining using NNs is found in Rulenet 
[McMillan et al 1991].  Rulenet is designed for only a specific problem domain. 
Although the authors claim that it is as an abstraction of several interesting cognitive 
models in the connectionist literature, it still suffers from the lack of generality 
[Andrews et al 1995]. Craven and Shavilk proposed Rule-mining-as-learning for if-
then-else rule mining using a trained NN [Craven and Shavlik 1993]. They viewed rule 
mining as a learning task where the target concept is a function computed from the input 
features. The applicability of Rule-extraction-as-learning does not appear to be limited 
to any specific class of problem domains. This algorithm reduces the amount of 
computation to achieve the same degree of rule fidelity as RuleNet. The Tresp, Holtaz 
and Ahmad [Tresp at al 1993] method is based on the premise that prior knowledge of 
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the problem domain is available in the form of a set of rules. The salient characteristics 
of their method are that it incorporates a probabilistic interpretation of the NN 
architecture which allows the Gaussian basis functions to act as classifiers. However, 
this method fails to generate appropriate rules on one of the benchmarking data namely 
bicycle control problems [Andrews et al 1995]. Towel and Shavilk (1993) developed a 
subset algorithm for rule mining from artificial NNs and this has been extended by Fu in 
1994. Their method is suitable only for a simple NN structure, which has a small 
number of input neurons because the solution time increases exponentially with the 
number of input neurons. Sestito and Dillon [Sestito and Dillon 1994] demonstrated 
automated knowledge acquisition using multi-layered NNs in BRAINNE (Building 
Representations for Artificial Intelligence using Neural Networks). The rule mining 
method developed by Sestito and Dillon has been tested with a number of benchmarking 
data sets.  The basis of BRAINNE is more heuristic rather than mathematical.  Lu in 
1996 studied classification rule mining and reported the results in his research 
publication. He demonstrated the technique of mining classification rules from trained 
NNs with the help of neuro-links pruning. The Lu technique of rule mining needs expert 
knowledge to form the mathematical equations from clusters as well as solving them. 
Moreover, it does not guarantee a simple network structure at the end of the pruning 
phase. This can lead to a large set of mathematical equations for rule mining. This large 
set of equations can be difficult to solve simultaneously for rule mining.  In a recent 
paper, Duch et. al.  proposed a complete methodology of extraction, optimization and 
application of logical rules using NNs [Duch et al 2001].  In this method, NNs are used 
for rule extraction and a local or global minimization procedure is used for rule set 
optimization.  Gaussian uncertainty measurements are used in this method when rules 
are applied for prediction.   
 Rule mining algorithms have been continuously developed by both NN and non-
neural network researchers.  The focus of this research is given to the development of 
rule mining algorithms for DM using AI techniques mainly NNs. 
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1.3 Motivation and Scope 
The concept of artificial NNs is very much in its infancy.  Numerous researchers 
are giving their attention to this field for applying this idea to solving complex 
problems. As compared to standard statistics or conventional decision-tree approaches, 
NNs are much more powerful. They incorporate non-linear combinations of dataset 
attributes into their results, not limiting themselves to rectangular regions of the solution 
space. They are able to take advantage of all the possible combinations of dataset 
attributes to arrive at the best solution. A NN derives its computing power through its 
massively parallel distributed structure and its ability to learn and generalize.  
Generalization refers to the NN producing reasonable outputs for inputs not encountered 
during its training.  In spite of these powerful features of NNs, the most important 
limitation of a NN is that it does not exhibit the exact nature of the relationship between 
input and output.  For example it can provide a decision to a loan application, but cannot 
explain why a loan application is approved or disapproved.   
Rule mining is one of the complex problems of DM which deals with large-sized 
datasets where data attributes are mostly in non-linear relationships. To work with large-
sized datasets NNs with massive computation power are appropriate and the non-linear 
relationships hidden in data can be useful only if it is discovered in them in the form of 
rules. This research takes the challenge of converting NN weights into understandable 
rules for DM. Earlier developed rule mining methods using NNs were primitive. These 
methods only discovered primitive rules such as if-then-else in their results which may 
only be seen as useful in the construction of a knowledge base for an expert system. 
Besides expert systems, another use of rules is for decision-making in decision support 
systems and for prediction in predictive models. Different kinds of decisions need 
different kinds of rules. This requires the rules to be specific instead being primitive. For 
example, association, characteristic and classification rule mining are beneficial in 
different domains.  Another common shortcoming of earlier works in rule mining using 
NNs is the lack of user controls in the quality and quantity of rule production.  Without 
such controls, rule mining from a very large volume of data may become impractical, 
for instance, when the rule mining result does not match the desirable quality and 
quantity of rules. To mine rules of interest, DM controls such as support and confidence 
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are introduced [Frawley et al 1991]. In order to make rule mining from NNs practical 
these controls need to be utilized.  In this thesis these DM controls are utilized in rule 
mining methods from trained NNs. 
  
1.4 Research Questions and Contributions 
 
The first research questions of this thesis are: what are the current popular non-
neural network rule mining methods that are used in DM, what are the limitations of 
these methods, how to overcome these limitations and how good are they in mining 
interesting rules? The most important part of these questions, is what rules are 
considered to be interesting? This is a source of several open research questions.  There 
should be some measures, which will estimate the interestingness of a rule relative to its 
corresponding common sense rules. This question will be answered with a short 
literature survey of current measures of interesting rules and proposing a non-neural 
network rule mining method for DM using measures of interestingness.   
The second question addressed in this research is what is the motivation for 
investigating NNs for use in rule mining?  In order to answer this question a literature 
survey of NN applications in rule mining will be given to justify the use of NNs in rule 
mining for DM.   
The third research question is how the rule mining method can utilize numeric 
weights of SSNNs into meaningful information for DM. To answer this question the 
Adaptive Linear Neuron (ADALINE) model with Widrow-Hoff learning will be 
investigated and algorithms for rule mining will also be proposed using these types of 
NNs.   
The fourth research question is whether the rule mining methods using SSNNs 
are capable of working with data where non-linear relationships exist? If not then what 
arrangement of SSNNs are needed to overcome this limitation? This question will be 
answered with the proposal of a set of SSNNs in rule mining.   
The fifth and final research question is how unsupervised NNs can be used for 
rule mining? This question will be answered by proposing a new rule mining method of 
using the KNN. 
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The work presented in this thesis makes original contributions in several 
different areas; the contributions are summarized as follows: 
1. Section 2.8: a study of rule interestingness in the selection of rules for practical 
use. This study proposes that a rule with very low support but high confidence is 
much more interesting and always needs to be examined.   
2. Section 3.3.1: a new discretization algorithm for rule mining is proposed.  This 
algorithm is a supervised method where class information needs to be supplied. 
This algorithm utilizes support and error measures from the DM field in merging 
subsequent intervals of the original attribute values. 
3. Section 3.4: three algorithms are proposed using the GA approach for three 
major classes of rules, such as association, characteristic and classification rules. 
The proposed methods utilize the power of the GA optimal search techniques to 
find all possible associations between conditions constructed by attribute values 
of the dataset with given constraints, for example, support and confidence. The 
proposed algorithms translate these frequent conditions in the form of three 
categories of rules. These algorithms are also tested with a benchmark data set.   
4. Section 3.6: the demonstration of using mined rules in building the explanatory 
model and the predictive model. The characteristic rules are proposed to build an 
explanatory model with a data summarization capability. The characteristic and 
classification of both rules are proposed to build a scoring predictive model. 
Two algorithms are proposed to calculate scores for such a prediction. When the 
dataset has two or more class information characteristic then classification rules 
are utilized in the first algorithm and the characteristic rules are taken into 
account when the dataset is drawn from one class in the other algorithm. 
5. Sections 4.2 and 4.3: the mathematical foundation of rule mining from SSNNs is 
presented and analysed.   
6. Section 4.6: rule mining algorithms are proposed for three main classes of rules 
such as association, characteristic and classification using SSNNs.  These 
algorithms use a local-linearization concept as explained in Sections 4.3 and 4.5.  
Each of these algorithms consists of three parts: clustering of training instances; 
construction of the set of SSNNs; and extraction and forming rules. 
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7. Section 4.7: a procedure of rule mining for guided DM is proposed using 
SSNNs.  Section 4.7.2 provides a comparison on performance of the proposed 
method to an Apriori method using a benchmark dataset. 
8. Section 5.3.1:  a conceptual model for rule mining using a KNN is proposed. The 
proposed model is named as constraint based cluster rule using self-organizing 
map or CCR-SOM. In this model a clustering technique is applied to the training 
dataset followed by a rule generation technique.  This model is also regarded as a 
hybrid model since it combines the clustering and rule generation techniques one 
after another.  A prototype of CCR-SOM has been implemented to demonstrate 
its practical use for DM. 
9. Section 5.33: a new method for rule mining using KNNs is proposed where rule 
mining and clustering take place simultaneously. This model is named constraint 
based automatic rule using growing hierarchical self-organizing map or CAR-
GHSOM. The proposed method recognizes the hierarchical relationship of data 
that is translated by the method in the form of rules. 
 
1.5 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis is comprised of three important parts: A Genetic Rule Mining 
Method (Chapter 3), Rule Mining with Supervised NNs (Chapter 4), and Rule Mining 
with Unsupervised NNs (Chapter 5). These chapters are supported by DM Background 
and Preliminaries (Chapter 2) and are concluded by Conclusion and Future Work 
(Chapter 6). The chapters are described in more detailed as follows. 
Chapter 2 describes the basics of DM and its rule mining sub-area. This chapter 
begins with the introduction of DM, its applications and relationships to other 
disciplines of knowledge. The major methods to achieve DM goals, such as 
classification, clustering, regression, summarization, link analysis and dependency 
modelling are also discussed in this chapter. Having discussed DM goals earlier, rule 
mining is introduced as a composite DM function to achieve major DM goals, such as 
classification, summarization, and dependency modelling. Next, the classification of 
different rules available in DM literature is described. Next soft computing methods and 
their application to rule mining are briefly discussed as the background study behind the 
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contribution of this thesis to the rule mining research area. At the end of this chapter 
different rule metrics are defined to provide the quantity performance measures for 
evaluating or assessing the interestingness of rules as required in the DM project. 
Chapter 3 first reviews the decision tree algorithm widely used in DM.  Next, 
rule mining using decision trees and their limitations are discussed.  This chapter also 
discusses the concept of using GAs as the soft computing tool for rule mining as a non-
neural network rule mining method.  This chapter proposes three rule mining algorithms 
using GAs for three major classes of rules, associations, characteristic and classification 
rules.  These three algorithms are also tested with a benchmark DNA data set.  At the 
end of the chapter after having mined rules, building prediction models are proposed 
using the characteristic and classification rules. The demonstration of the proposed 
prediction model is provided as the solution of churn problems in the 
telecommunication industry.   
Chapter 4 deals with supervised single-layered NNs and its application to rule 
mining.  At the beginning, this chapter briefly describes a single-layered NN, its 
architecture and learning algorithm. The mathematical analysis of the learning algorithm 
is conducted and this analysis provides theorems as the basis of proposed rule mining 
algorithms. Three rule mining algorithms are proposed using single-layered NNs for the 
major three classes of rules, association, characteristic and classification rules.  The 
demonstration of the proposed rule mining algorithms using an example dataset is also 
provided in this chapter. Next the guided rule mining technique is discussed where the 
end-user of the DM project is given the preference to choose what s/he wants to mine, 
how s/he wants to mine and how s/he wants to see the result. The algorithm of such rule 
mining is proposed using a single-layered supervised NN. This chapter also evaluates 
the performance of the proposed algorithm against the widely used Apriori algorithm 
using a benchmark dataset. 
In Chapter 5 unsupervised NNs are applied in rule mining algorithms. This 
chapter uses the KNN as the unsupervised NN type for rule mining. First the different 
types of KNNs that are available are described in the literature. Among them the Self-
Organization Map (SOM) is the most popular one. The clustering feature of SOM is 
demonstrated in this chapter. Two rule mining approaches using SOMs are proposed in 
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this chapter. The first approach is named the CCR-SOM model. In this model rule 
mining follows the clustering process of the SOM. SOM plays the role of the 
unsupervised classifier in this approach. The second approach is named the CAR-
GHSOM model. Here the rule mining process and the SOM clustering take place 
simultaneously. In this approach the rule is mined from the weight set of the SOM 
neurons. Both approaches are tested with an example benchmark dataset and their 
results are presented in this chapter. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the work presented in this thesis and presents the 
conclusion that has been drawn from the work. This chapter also suggests future 
research. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Data Mining Background and Preliminaries 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 In the present world, information explosion has been observed in the growth of 
databases. Volumes of data in databases increase year after year. Now their size is not 
limited to giga bytes but often measured in terra bytes. Such volumes of data are not 
easy to interpret and also overwhelm the traditional manual methods of data analysis 
such as spreadsheets and ad-hoc queries. These can only provide a general picture of the 
data but cannot analyse the contents of the data to focus on important knowledge. Not 
only that, they may lose some information arising from hidden relationships between 
data which may have a vital effect on organizational prospects. This leads to the need 
for new generation of techniques and tools with the ability to assist in analysing the 
mountains of data intelligently and automatically with undiscovered knowledge. The 
new technique was named Knowledge Discovery in Databases at the First International 
Conference on Knowledge Discovery in Databases in 1995. DM is a process in 
knowledge discovery, which involves the application of many algorithms for extraction 
of knowledge from large databases. At present DM is a new branch of research and has 
received a good deal of attention and enthusiasm from researchers and scientists and is 
also becoming popular in the business world.   
DM algorithms extract relationships from a large database where the complex 
relationships remain hidden or diluted in a vast amount of data. The relationship among 
data being sought is too complex to isolate and is not well defined. One major 
difference between DM system and a conventional database system is that the DM 
system searches relations which are not readily visible or established whereas the 
database relates fields of a tuple in a simple straightforward way. DM is of interest to 
researchers in machine learning, pattern recognition, databases, statistics, artificial 
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intelligence, NNs, knowledge acquisition and data visualization. DM typically draws 
upon methods, algorithms and techniques from these diverse fields. The unifying goal is 
the extraction of knowledge data in the context of large databases.  
 In DM many methods are employed for discovering relationships from 
databases. Most methods come from Machine Learning, Pattern Recognition and 
Statistics. The primary task of DM involves fitting models to, or determining patterns 
from observed data. The fitted models play the role of inferred knowledge. There are 
two primary mathematical formalisms in model fitting: the statistical approach and the 
deterministic approach. But in DM we look for better performing methods to describe 
the dependencies between variables better. Examples of DM methods which are being 
investigated, include decision trees, soft computing methods, example based methods 
and database methods.  
 NN based DM is a soft computing method. Soft computing differs from 
conventional (hard) computing in that, unlike hard computing, it is tolerant of 
imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth. NN based DM methods consist of a family of 
techniques for prediction and introduce non-linear models to establish relationships. In 
NN based DM, NNs are employed as a mining engine in the integrated system. NNs 
learn from instances or from training. NNs with Back Propagation (BP) have proved to 
be effective in classification and prediction, which can be the essential parts of any DM 
system. In DM, feed forward NNs with BP are a suitable choice but they suffer from 
inherited limitations of missing global optima which makes mining performance very 
poor. Apart from this weakness, over fitting and poor speed are other problems that 
must be improved prior to application of this method. In DM, clustering is another 
important task. Clustering refers to seeking a finite set of categories or clusters to 
describe the data. The categories may be mutually exclusive and exhaustive, or consist 
of a richer representation such as hierarchical or overlapping categories e.g. discovering 
homogeneous sub-populations for consumers in marketing databases. The feed forward 
NN with unsupervised learning is a good mining tool for discovering data clustering in 
databases. Discrimination is also an important issue in this regard. Similar patterns 
should be placed in the same group for discrimination of like patterns in future. In the 
NN area, Kohonen self-organizing networks or associative memory networks and 
counter propagation networks all have good potential to be used for this purpose.  
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 Although DM is a broad term, which involves the discovery of any sort of rules, 
relations, regularities i.e. interesting information from large data sets, rule mining is an 
interesting area within DM. Rule mining is the process of extracting intelligence from 
datasets in the form of rules. The common form of rules is if (condition) then 
(consequence). The rule is easy to understand by end-users. The rule can be stored in a 
repository for further analysis of data. The present chapter describes the background 
behind DM and rule mining. 
 This chapter is organized is as follows. The chapter begins with Section 2 to 
define DM, determine its relation to other disciplines and discuss its application in the 
real world. Section 3 discusses the existing methods or algorithms for DM. Section 4 
discusses the importance of rule mining for DM. Rules are classified in Section 5. 
Section 6 presents a survey of different intelligent approaches to rule mining. Several 
rule performance criteria are discussed in Section 7. Section 8 proposes categories of 
rules based on its interestingness. Finally, Section 9 concludes and summarizes the 
chapter. 
 
2.2 Data Mining  
Traditional data analysis is merely a manual process. Analysts used to 
summarize the data with the help of statistical techniques and generate reports. 
However, as the quantity of data grows and the dimensions increase, such an approach 
can no longer meet the requirements. The amount of data is growing very fast and 
manual analysis, even if possible, cannot keep pace. It cannot be expected that any 
human can analyse millions of records, each having hundreds of fields. Thus a 
community of researchers and practitioners interested in the problem of automating data 
analysis has steadily started to develop the field under the label of KDD and DM. 
Statistics is at the heart of the problem of inference from data. Through both hypothesis 
validation and exploratory data analysis, statistical techniques are of primary 
importance. Algorithms taken from statistics, pattern recognition and artificial 
intelligence are restricted in that the entire data needs to fit in computer memory 
otherwise their performance is too slow. Recent DM algorithms do not suffer this 
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limitation. Rather they can scale well and can handle training data of any magnitude 
[Mehta et al 1996]. 
Data analysis aims to find something new and useful from data recorded in a 
database. However, data recorded in databases is often noisy for many reasons.  The 
possible reasons are encoding errors, measurement errors, and unrecorded causes of 
recorded features. Therefore inference using statistics from noisy data becomes 
impractical. Data analysis that incorporates NN, fuzzy logic (FL) or GA is not only 
capable of extracting knowledge from clean data, but also has good performance with 
noisy data. Recently, Information Technology (IT) has developed in the following 
areas: 
(i) Faster PC processing is possible (GHz speed) 
(ii) Storage devices are cheaper and their access times are faster 
(iii) Internet has permeated the society 
(iv) Distributed computing is available 
(v) Intelligent tools are more powerful (NN, FL, GA) 
(vi)  Parallel computers or neuro-computers are possible. 
With this development, IT researchers are exploring new methods for data 
analysis with less involvement from human experts that yield effective and useful 
results. This corporate area of research for data analysis is termed as DM. 
 The purpose of DM study is to examine how to extract knowledge easily from 
huge amounts of data. DM emerges as a solution to data analysis problems faced by 
many organizations. It is an effort to understand, analyse, and eventually make use of 
this huge volume of data. Through the extraction of knowledge in databases, large 
databases will serve as a reliable source for knowledge generation and verification, and 
the discovered information can be used for information management, query processing, 
decision-making and many other applications.  
 KDD is another term used in literature for DM. Some DM researchers believe 
that there is no distinction between KDD and DM but others define KDD as a process 
while DM is its application [Fayyad and Uthurusamy 1996]. The steps involved in KDD 
process are varied in literature. Fayyad proposed nine iterative steps in KDD [Fayyad 
and Uthurusamy 1996] and they can be summed up into five major steps as shown in 
Figure 2.1. KDD starts with collection of data from operational databases on which 
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knowledge discovery will be performed. The record selection process in this phase 
involves adopting an appropriate sampling strategy. Identifying which variables are 
relevant is also another key issue in data collection. For example, collecting data for 
knowledge discovery on sale databases consists of selecting time-length, geography and 
the product set that has to be studied. After this step the collected data is stored in a data 
warehouse. After data collection, the data pre-processing step begins in KDD. This step 
cleans unwanted noise from data and fills up missing values. Statistical methods are 
applied for estimating the missing values of the selected data. Sometimes a 
transformation of the data is also done in this step. Transformation involves determining 
how to represent the data for the knowledge discovery algorithm. In making the 
transformation, the greatest challenges are the discretization of the numerical data and 
the encoding of the non-numeric data. For example, when an age field is specified in 
KDD or DM algorithms then its value e.g. 35, can either be used straight or as a 
categorical representation e.g. young can be used. Some algorithms may not handle non-
numeric data e.g. NNs. Non-numeric data e.g. country etc. needs to have a numeric 
representation after transformation stage of KDD. The data preparation step results in a 
training dataset ready to be analysed in the next step. The DM step begins in KDD with 
this training dataset. This stage involves considering various models or methods to find 
patterns within the data. The DM step extracts knowledge hidden in the data. Once DM 
stops, DM models are built or patterns in the form of rules or graphs, are discovered. 
Next the DM models or discovered patterns are evaluated to choose the best model or 
actionable patterns to achieve the KDD objectives. 
 From the above description of DM steps, it is observed that DM is the process of 
finding patterns and relations in large databases. The DM result is stored in models or 
patterns in the form of rules, graphs or relations, or often used to refine the existing 
results, Usama Fayyad, the founder of DM research at Microsoft, views DM as DM 
involves fitting models to or determining patterns from observed data. The fitted models 
play the role of inferred knowledge [Fayyad and Uthurusamy 1996]. As a whole, DM 
searches for patterns of interest in a particular representational form or as a set of such 
representations, including classification rules or trees, regression, clustering, sequence 
modelling, dependency, and link analysis.   
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2.2.1 Relationship of Data Mining to Other Disciplines 
  Researchers in KDD come from different backgrounds and take different 
approaches. Based on the basic methodology used by researchers, studies on KDD are 
classified into five categories: mathematical and statistical approaches, machine 
learning approaches, database-oriented approaches, integrated approaches and other 
approaches.  
Statistics has been an important tool for data analysis for a long time. Usually, a 
mathematical or statistical model is built using mathematical and statistical approaches, 
and then rules, patterns and regularities are drawn from the model. For example, a 
Bayesian network can be constructed from the given training data set and the 
implications among objects can be extracted from the parameters and linkages of the 
network. Bayesian inference is the most extensively studied statistical method for 
knowledge discovery [Box 1989]. It is also a powerful tool for analysing casual 
relationships in databases. Statistical approaches have a solid theoretical foundation, 
namely the Bayesian distribution theorem. They perform well for quantitative data and 
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are robust with noise. However, almost all of them depend on some statistical 
assumptions, which usually do not hold in real world data. Moreover, results from 
statistical methods can be difficult for non-experts in statistics to understand.   
A cognitive model is used by most machine learning approaches to imitate the 
human learning process. For example, in the learning from instances paradigm, a set of 
positive instances (members of the target class) and a set of negative instances (non-
members of the class) are given and a concept which best describes the class is learned 
or discovered through an intelligent search of the concept space. Users examine the 
result from each iteration and the process stops if a satisfactory description is found. 
Mitchell (1977) proposed a combined top-down and bottom-up approach to search for 
the best description.  
The database approaches to DM have generally focused on techniques for 
integrating and organizing the heterogeneous and semi-structured data of the real world 
into more structured and high-level collections of resources, such as in relational 
databases, and using standard database querying mechanisms and DM techniques to 
access and analyse this information. The DM approaches adopted from this database 
concept is found in web DM [Zaiane and Han 1995; Khosla et al 1996] and spatial DM 
[Ester et al 1997]. In web DM, the idea is that the lowest level of the database should 
contain primitive semi-structured information stored in web repositories, such as 
hypertext documents etc and at the higher levels meta data is mined from lower levels 
and structured collections e.g. relational or object-oriented databases. In Easter's work 
on spatial DM, a relational database concept is used to define a set of basic operations 
for KDD [Ester et al 1997]. The common example of the database approach in DM is 
the database-specific heuristics search that can be used to exploit the characteristic of 
the data in hand. For example, transactional databases are scanned iteratively to 
discover patterns in customer shopping practices. 
In the integrated approaches, several methods are integrated into a unified 
framework to exploit the advantages of different approaches. For example, induction 
from machine learning can be integrated with deduction from logical programming or 
deductive databases, in which the former searches for patterns in the objects collected 
by the latter, while the latter verifies the patterns found by the former. Other approaches 
include visual exploration, NNs, knowledge representation.   
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There is an obvious similarity between machine learning and DM. Figure 2.2 
depicts the step-by-step general framework for machine learning. In machine learning, 
the encoder encodes data so that it becomes understandable for the machine. The 
environment represents the real world, the environment that is learned about. It 
represents a finite number of observations, or objects, that are encoded in some 
machine-readable format by the encoder.  Whereas, in DM, the search for useful 
patterns in the database takes place, instead of encoding as shown in Figure 2.3. It is 
almost a variation of the machine learning framework. The encoder is replaced by the 
database, where the database models the environment; each state from the database 
reflects a state from the environment and each state transition of the database reflects a 
state transition of the environment.  
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2.2.2 Data Mining Application 
With technological development, we already have some important and useful 
applications for DM. Some key examples where DM has demonstrated good results are 
market segmentation, real estate pricing, customer acquisition and retention, cross 
selling, credit card fraud detection, risk management and churn analysis. 
The purpose for segmenting a market is to allow a marketing/sales program to 
focus on the subset of prospects that are "most likely" to purchase the offering. If this is 
done properly it helps to insure the highest return for the marketing/sales expenditures. 
DM is used to define customer segments based on their predicted behaviour [Alex et al 
1999]. DM can segment data using many techniques. In the decision tree DM technique, 
the leaf represents the segment of data. The KNN defines the segment of data by the 
winning neuron. 
  Real estate price estimation can be performed using DM techniques. Regression 
is the most widely used technique in price estimation. An important issue with the 
regression is finding the independent variables that have an effect on the price. These 
variables are used later in the regression process. DM techniques can be applied in 
selecting the variables for the regression. The classification tree DM technique has also 
been found to be effective in modelling real estate price [Feelders 2000]. 
Customer acquisition and retention is a concern for all industries as industries 
become more competitive. For the marketing departments of new companies, the major 
management issue is likely to be attracting new customers. However, presently the 
number one business goal of companies is to retain profitable customers. This is 
because the cost of retaining an existing customer is less than acquiring a new customer. 
Churn is the number one problem today in the cellular telephone market for the 
providers in the industry [Alex et al 1999]. Customers become churners when they 
discontinue their subscription or move to a competitor company. Specifically, churn is 
the gross rate of customer loss during a given period. Churn has become a major 
concern for companies with many customers who can easily switch to other competitor 
companies for better facility and service at a lesser cost. Predictive techniques from DM 
(decision tree, scoring, NN etc.) can be used for churn prevention to save substantial 
money by targeting at-risk customers and by building an understanding of what factors 
identify high-risk customers. 
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 Cross-selling is the process by which the business offers its existing customers 
new products and services. The objective of cross-selling is to increase revenue. DM 
enables the business to perform cross-selling of new products at a low risk. Before the 
starting of cross selling, the historical data of the existing customers are used to model 
the customers’ behaviour using DM techniques. The behaviour that may inspire the 
customer to purchase a new product is selected as the target behaviour in this model. 
The model then is used to rank the customers from high probability to low probability-
purchasing behaviour to select the top fraction of the customers as the target customers. 
Apart from the above examples, DM has good potential in areas where decisions 
have been made on past or existing data. 
 
2.3 Data Mining Methods 
DM goals can be achieved via a range of methods. These methods may be 
classified by the function they perform or according to the nature of application they can 
be used in. Some of the main methods used in DM are described in this section. 
 
2.3.1 Classification 
One of the functions of DM is to map raw data into one of several predefined 
categorical classes. This is supervised in nature. Mathematically a class Ci  ( thi  Class) is 
defined as follows: 
{ })(oCondSoC ii ∈=  
where object o is drawn from the training data set S after evaluation of the condition for 
o being a member of the class Ci .   
Examples of classification methods include fraud detection on credit card 
transactions, loan approvals of a bank etc.  Figure 4 shows a two-dimensional artificial 
dataset consisting of 16 cases. Each point on the figure presents a person who has been 
given a loan by a particular bank at some time in the past. The data has been classified 
into two classes: persons who have defaulted on their loan and persons whose loans are 
in good status with the bank. Knowing the past cases, the bank may be interested in 
knowing the status of an applicant for a loan in advance. This job can be done by the 
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classification method of DM. The classification method forms a classifier (also called 
decision function) after analysing the past cases.  This classifier is able to predict the 
future class membership of a new case. The classifier can be constructed by many ways 
e.g. regression, NN, decision rules etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Classification is the most widely used DM method. Many classification methods 
have been proposed in the literature. The earliest works on classification methods are 
found in VSA [Mitchell 1978, 1982], ID3 [Quinlan 1986], AQ15 [Michalski et al 1986], 
and CN2 [Clark and Niblett 1989]. The Version Space Algorithm (VSA) achieves 
classification via inductive learning with two possible hypotheses e.g. general 
hypothesis and specific hypothesis for classification. Positive instances will always be 
consistent with the general hypothesis, but will be inconsistent with the specific 
hypothesis. Consequently, Negative instances will be consistent with the specific 
hypothesis, but inconsistent with the general hypothesis. ID3 is a supervised learning 
system, which constructs classification rules in the form of a decision tree. It takes a set 
of instances from the training data set as input, and builds the decision tree by 
partitioning the training data set. Attributes are chosen to split the training data set, and 
a tree is built for each subset, until all members of the subsets belong to the same class. 
Income 
D
eb
t 
Defaulter Good status 
Classifier 
Figure 2.4 Classification example 
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AQ15 uses inductive learning to generate decision rules for classification. CN2 uses 
entropy as its search heuristics and is able to generate an ordered list of rules. An 
instance is classified by the best rule from the list of rules according to user-defined 
criteria.  
FCLS, SLIQ and CLOUDS are other examples of classification systems [Zhang 
1990; Mehta et al 1996; Alsabti 1998]. FCLS has a very hybrid class representation and 
learning strategy. It represents a class as a disjunction of Weighted Threshold Disjuncts 
(WTD). A WTD consists of a conjunction of weighted conditions, and a threshold. Each 
condition of a disjunct has a weight that reflects the degree of necessity of the condition. 
Moreover, each WTD has a similarity threshold. An instance is considered to belong to 
a class if its similarity to the corresponding class of WTD is larger than or equal to the 
threshold of the WTD. The similarity between an instance and a WTD is computed by a 
weighted distance metric based on the Instance-Based Learning (IBL) paradigm. SLIQ 
is a recent decision tree based classification system, which considers scalability issues, 
utilizing efficient data structures and sorting methods. It is also capable of handling very 
large data sets without requiring them to be memory resident. In the tree-building phase 
SLIQ utilizes the Minimum Description Length Principle [Barron 1998]. Like SLIQ, 
CLOUDS is also a decision tree based classification method. CLOUD builds a decision 
tree like SLIQ except that it uses the minimum gini-index [Breiman et al 1984] to 
choose the split point in building the decision tree. 
Recent proposals for classification methods include C4.5/C5.0, SPRINT, 
CARTS [Quinlan 1993; Shafer 1996; Breiman et al 1984]. C4.5/C5.0 uses the concept 
of information gain to create a decision tree. Information gain can be described as the 
effective decrease in entropy resulting from making a choice as to which attribute to use 
and at what level it is in the decision tree. C4.5/C5.0 has been used in many industrial 
applications of DM in recent years e.g. See5 (www.rulequest.com), Clementine 
(www.spss.com), Enterprise Miner (www.sas.com), ModelQuest (www.abtech.com).  
SPRINT is a decision tree based classification method that does not need to keep any 
portion of the training data set in memory.  This method has also been designed to be 
easily parallelized, allowing many processors to work together to build a single 
consistent model. This parallelization exhibits excellent scalability as well as makes the 
method an ideal tool for DM. CART is short for Classification and Regression Trees. It 
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basically extends decision tree learning to incorporate numerical values and is able to 
induce regression trees. 
 
2.3.2 Clustering 
Clustering is the process of creating a partition so that all the data members of 
each set of the partition are similar according to some metric. A cluster is a set of 
objects grouped together because of their similarity or proximity. Objects are often 
decomposed into an exhaustive and/or mutually exclusive set of clusters. Dissimilar 
classification classes must be determined from the clustering in the data . Representing 
data by fewer clusters means certain fine details are lost, but there is an overall 
simplification. There are a number of approaches for forming clusters with data. One 
approach is to form rules, which determine membership in the same group based on the 
level of similarity between members. Another approach is to build a set of functions that 
measure some property of partitions as functions of some parameter of the partition. 
Clustering plays an outstanding role in DM applications such as scientific data 
exploration, information retrieval and text mining, spatial database applications, web 
analysis, CRM, medical diagnostics, direct marketing, computational biology and many 
others. 
Early examples of clustering methods are CLUSTER/2, COB-WEB, k -means 
[Michalski et al 1983; Fisher 1987; Hartigan 1975]. CLUSTER/2 is one of the earliest 
developed clustering methods. It is based on a conceptual clustering scheme where 
clusters have logically disjoint descriptions and optimize a given quality criterion. 
CLUSTER/2 uses a path-rank-ordered search procedure to limit the number of nodes 
visited in the search tree [Hilderman et al 1999]. COBWEB is an incremental clustering 
algorithm, based on probabilistic categorization trees. COBWEB uses the category 
utility and partition utility measures in building clusters. k -means is a conventional 
clustering algorithm that has been used in a variety of application domains, such as 
image segmentation [Marroquin and Girosi 1993] and information retrieval [Bellot and 
El-Beze 1999]. Unlike COBWEB, k -means uses batch learning instead of incremental 
learning. Recently CLARANS, DBSCAN and CLIQUE have been proposed as 
clustering methods for DM. CLARANS is a main-memory clustering technique and 
appropriate for spatial DM [Ng and Han 2002]. It uses randomized search and can scale 
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up with the increase of dimensionality of the dataset. DBSCAN is a density based 
clustering method, which is designed to discover clusters of arbitrary shape [Martin et al 
1996; Sander et al 1998]. DBSCAN requires only one input parameter and supports the 
user in determining an appropriate value for it. CLIQUE is a density and grid based 
clustering method [Agrawal et al 1998]. Examples of clustering using soft computing 
approaches are Kohonen and Fuzzy clustering. KNNs [Kohonen 1990, 2001] provide an 
objective way of clustering data by utilizing a self-organizing network of artificial 
neurons. These clustering methods are non-fuzzy or hard clustering methods where the 
data is divided into crisp clusters i.e. each data point belongs to exactly one cluster. In 
fuzzy clustering, the data points can belong to more than one cluster, and associated 
with each of the points are membership grades, which indicate the degree to which the 
data points belong to the different clusters. The Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm is one 
of the most widely used fuzzy clustering algorithms.  
 
2.3.3 Regression 
Regression models are used to predict one variable from one or more other 
variables. Regression learns a function that maps a data item to a real-valued prediction 
variable. There are many regression methods that exist in mathematics e.g. linear, non-
linear, logistic, multi-linear regression. Regression models provide the data miner with a 
powerful tool, allowing predictions about past, present, or future events to be made with 
information about past or present events. The data miner employs these models either 
because it is less expensive in terms of time and/or money to collect the information to 
make the predictions than to collect the information about the event itself, or, more 
likely, because the event to be predicted will occur in some future time. 
Applications of regression analysis exist in almost every field e.g.. in economics, 
estimating the family's consumption expenditure given the family's income, number of 
children in the family, and other factors that would affect the family's consumption 
patterns;  in political science, predicting a state's level of welfare spending given the 
measures of public opinion and institutional variables that would cause the state to have 
higher or lower levels of welfare spending; in sociology measuring the social status of 
various occupations from a given characteristic of the occupation (pay, qualifications, 
etc.); in psychology, estimating the individual's racial tolerance as measured on a 
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standard scale and with indicators of social background as independent variables; in 
education, calculating a student's score on an achievement test and the characteristic of 
the student's family, teachers, or school. Time series prediction is also carried out by 
regression, where the input variables can be time-lagged versions of the prediction 
variable.  Figure 2.5 shows the result of simple linear regression where the total debt is 
fitted as a linear function of income.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2.3.4 Summarization 
Summarization involves methods for finding a compact description for a subset 
of data. A simple example would be tabulating the mean and variance for all numerical 
fields (e.g. age, income etc.) of a dataset. The frequency distribution of non-numerical 
fields is also useful in summarization of a dataset.  Sophisticated methods like the 
derivation of summary rules, multivariate visualization techniques, and the discovery of 
functional relationships between variables are also used in summarization. 
Summarization techniques are often applied to interactive exploratory data analysis and 
automated report generation of a DM system.  The data summarization is also possible 
by the characteristic rule mined from the data. The advantage of the characteristic rules 
in data summarization is due to its natural representation and the ease of its integration 
with the user's background knowledge [Viveros et al 1996]. 
Income 
Debt 
Regression line 
Figure 2.5 A simple linear regression of a loan data set 
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2.3.5 Dependency Modelling 
Dependency Modelling describes significant dependencies between variables of 
a dataset. Dependencies of many forms exist in enterprise systems. They express the 
exact way of cause-effect relationships in where entities affect other entities 
[Silberschatz et al 1996]. The dependency modelling technique performs the following 
tasks in DM:  
• Finds a set of independent variables that most influences the target variable 
without determining the exact form of this dependence  
• Filters out exceptional far outlying points that do not match the rest of data  
Dependency models exist at the following two levels:  
• Structural level of the model specifies (often in graphical form) which variables 
are locally dependent on each other,  
• Quantitative level of the model specifies the strengths of the dependencies using 
some numerical scale. 
For example, Bayesian networks use conditional dependency to specify the structural 
aspects of the model and probabilities or correlation to specify the strengths of the 
dependencies. Figure 2.6 illustrates the structural level dependencies between variables 
of the data set visit-asia. Figure 2.7 illustrates the quantity level dependencies between 
variables of the same dataset1. 
Some other ways of expressing dependencies are, association rules and graphs 
or networks. Dependency modelling has also been used as the inference for reactive rule 
mining [Adi et al 2003]. Dependency modelling is increasingly finding applications in 
areas as diverse as the development of medical expert systems from databases, 
information retrieval, and identifying risks within the business, companies and 
modelling of the human genome. 
                                                 
1
 Visit-asia data set is adopted from  www.bayesia.com 
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Figure 2.7 Bayesian Network showing quantities level dependencies variables 
(drawn by using BaysiaLab from www.bayesia.com) 
 
Figure 2.6 Bayesian Network showing structural level dependencies between 
variables (drawn by using BaysiaLab from www.bayesia.com) 
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2.4 Rule Mining  
 Human reasoning is a multi-facetted phenomenon. The two main inference 
techniques that a human uses in reasoning are deduction and induction. Deduction is a 
technique to infer information that is a logical consequence of the information in the 
environment. For example if the fact is known as “All computer science students know 
mathematics well” (rule) and if a student (a case) claims that he is a computer science 
student, needless to say that he knows mathematics well. Here the inferred information 
is “the student knows mathematics well”. People use logical rules to perform deductive 
reasoning. In deduction, the rule is given and cases are applied to the rule to get the 
conclusion. Induction is the inverse of deduction. In induction cases are given but the 
reasoning (rules) are inferred. For example, one may reason that “Every day on the earth 
has day and night”. Here the inference is earthnightanddayHas →)  ( . This inferred 
information about the earth is also known as a rule. Thus rule serves as an important 
role in both deduction and induction reasoning. 
Rule mining is a process of induction reasoning from cases or databases.  As 
stated in the introduction, DM is comprised of many techniques and rule mining is one 
of the more popular techniques. Rule mining is a DM technique where algorithms are 
employed to produce rules as a result of modelling of data.  Rules are the most common 
form of knowledge representation in DM. They are simple and intuitive, unstructured 
and less rigid. Gilboa and Schmeidler admitted [Gilboa and Schmeidler 2001] that the 
purpose of rules is two fold. First, they offer a concise way to summarize many cases or 
instances in databases. Second, they reveal similarities among cases. The drawbacks are 
that they are difficult to maintain, and they are inadequate to represent many types of 
knowledge. Since rules are very understandable, rule mining has received a great deal of 
attention in the business community. Some of the business applications of rule mining 
include fraud detection, customer retention, marketing campaigns etc.  In the fraud 
detection application in a social security system, the task of the rule mining system is to 
find out rules that can describe the distinct features of fraudulent people who claim 
money unlawfully. In customer retention, the customers are ranked most likely to be 
churned by mined rules (e.g. telecommunication industries). The company can choose 
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the most likely customer to respond to a marketing campaign by using discovered rules 
from their customer databases. 
 
2.5 Taxonomy of Rules 
In general, a rule is of the form if a then b or ba ⇒ , where, a is antecedent and 
b is consequent. In the DM literature many types of rules are listed. They are 
association, classification, characteristics, sequential, regression [Weiss and Indurkhya 
1993]. This thesis will focus on the following three types of major rules.  
 
2.5.1 Association Rule 
 Association rule has been introduced in 1993 [Agarwal et al 1993] and since 
then it has attracted considerable attention particularly in market basket analysis, where 
customer buying patterns are discovered from retail sales transactions. The idea of 
association rules originated from the market basket analysis where a rule is sought like 
“When a customer buys a set of products what is the probability that he buys another 
product?” Formally, an association rule identifies a combination of boolean conditions 
constructed from the attribute values of a dataset that occur together with greater 
frequency than might be expected if the conditions were independent of one-another. 
Mathematically, an association rule is defined as YX ⇒ , where X (antecedent) and 
Y (consequent) are logical predicates constructed by boolean predicates. A logical 
predicate in an association rule consists of one or more boolean conditions and they are 
connected by the AND ( ∧ ) logical operator. In a transactional data set (e.g. sale 
database of a supermarket), an association rule appears as  
)()()( breaditemsugaritemmilkitem =⇒=∧=  
which means when a customer buys milk and sugar, it is most likely that he also buys 
bread. The likelihood of an association rule is measured by many values e.g. support, 
confidence, coverage, leverage, lift etc. In the next section these measures will be 
defined. 
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2.5.2 Characteristic Rule 
 The Characteristic Rule is defined in [Maeda et al 1998]. To get insight into a 
dataset of an entity or a class, it is important to mine characteristic rules from the 
dataset.  The characteristic rule generalizes the characteristic of the class. It is assumed 
that only a class dataset is used for characteristic rule mining where as a multi-class 
dataset is used for classification rule mining and hence characteristic rules do not have 
any discriminative or decisive information. The characteristic rule can also be in the 
form of YX ⇒ . Here antecedent consists of a set of attribute conditions. Attribute 
conditions are also boolean valued which has truth-value true or false. The attribute 
conditions are constructed by the attribute values of the class. The consequent does not 
have any condition, rather it refers to the class name.  An example of the characteristic 
rule from a credit card fraud customer database (where all data records belong to one 
class e.g. fraud) can be  
fraudwithdrwalntransactionoage ⇒>∧>∧<≤ )1000(max_)5_()2515(  
This rule illustrates a young customer who is between 15 and 25 years old, has more 
than five transactions in a day with the maximum withdrawal 5000 belonging to the 
fraud class. The quality of a characteristic rule is expressed by support, coverage, 
leverage, lift etc. In the next section these measures will be explained. 
 
2.5.3 Classification Rule 
The classification rule has the best use of building classification models, often 
referred as predictive models in DM. The classification rules partition the given dataset 
into disjoint sets or groups known as classes. Unlike characteristic rules, classification 
rules are extracted from a dataset where more than one of the classes are present. The 
problem of inferring classification rules from a given dataset has been formalized in 
many papers [Agrawal et al 1992]. The classification rule is also in the form YX ⇒ , 
where the antecedent part holds a set of attribute conditions from a class and the 
consequent part holds the class name. To formulate the classification rule, let C  be a set 
of m  classes { }mCCC ,,, 21 L  and A  be a set of n attributes ( )naaa K,21 , . Define 
)( iadom  as the set of possible values for attribute ia . Given a large data set or 
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database D , each instance of which is a n -tuple of the form nvvv L,, 21  where 
)( ii adomv ∈ , then classification rule in conjunctive normal form is 
kii Caar l ⇒ΛΛL1:  
where nimk j ≤≤ ,, , lj ,,1 L=  and nli ≤, . It is obvious that the member 
classification rules in R are disjoint, i.e. if ii Cr →  and jj Cr →  and ji ≠ , then ji rr ≠ . 
If a new instance fires a classification rule ir  then it is said that this instance is a 
member of the iC  class. 
Typical examples of mining classification rules include target mailing, franchise 
location, credit approval, treatment, appropriateness, determination, etc [Agarwal et al 
1993]. In the target mailing application, a history of responses of customers to various 
promotions is maintained, based on which classifier generates the classification rules. 
The quality of a classification rule is expressed by support, error, confidence, coverage, 
leverage, lift etc. In the next section these measures will be explained. 
 
2.6 Soft Computing Approaches for Rule Mining 
Soft computing is the state-of-the-art approach to artificial intelligence, and 
consists mainly of GAs, NNs, and FL. It aims to copy human reasoning, particularly in 
the computer environment, and hence in practice, soft computing systems are adaptive 
and intelligent in nature. Unlike hard computing, soft computing is tolerant of 
imprecision, uncertainty and partial truth. Because of this nature, soft computing is 
regarded as an effective approach for rule mining. This section describes the aspects of 
soft computing in rule mining. 
 
2.6.1 Genetic Algorithm for Rule Mining 
John Holland introduced the concept of GAs or evolutionary algorithm in 1975 
[Holland 1975]. A GA is an iterative procedure, which works with a population of 
individuals represented by a finite string of characters or binary values. The string 
consists of several blocks; each block represents one attribute and consists of several 
bits. Each string is called individual (genome) which represents one node in the tree of 
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all possible solutions to a given problem. The traditional method usually searches a very 
large space for the solution using a large number of iterations, where as a GA minimizes 
searches by adopting a fitness function. Each iteration consists of creating an evolved 
population of genomes  a new generation. Each genome has its own value of fitness 
 representation of the quality criteria. Depending on the fitness, an individual can be 
selected to become a member of the next generation. Obviously, the better the genome 
(i.e. the higher its fitness value is), the more likely it is to be reproduced in the next 
generation. However, selection is not the only way of creating the new generation since 
it does not propose new solutions in the solution space of the given problem. To 
overcome this, genetic operators are used to combine the genomes. The most often used 
ones are crossover and mutation. Crossover takes place with two selected genomes: 
with some probability, they can exchange some parts of themselves (several bits of 
information) to bring new possible solutions into the population. Mutation is another 
genetic operator, which changes several bits of a selected individual to spawn a new 
generation.  
The main motivation for using GA in rule mining is that it performs a global 
search rather than a local search.  Most rule mining algorithms select one feature at a 
time (local search) where as a GA performs a global search by selecting many features 
at one time. In the GA rule mining implementation, there are two issues which are 
important e.g. representation of rules and adaptation of genetic operators to handle the 
representation. 
There are two commonly used approaches to represent rules in chromosomes for 
a GA e.g. the Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches [Freitas et al 2000]. The DM results 
in a set of rules and in one approach every rule is encoded in individual chromosomes 
where as in the Pittsburgh approach whole set of rules are encoded in individual 
chromosomes. The Michigan approach makes the length of chromosomes in the GA 
shorter and hence the time taken to compute the fitness function is shorter in this 
approach. The genetic operator in the Michigan approach is also simple to design.  
However, it has also some drawbacks along with its advantages. At first, since the 
fitness function evaluates rules separately, it is not as easy to compute the quality of the 
rule set as a whole - it requires many computations to do so [Freitas et al 2000]. The 
other problem of this approach is that it does not guarantee the quality of the set of 
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discovered rules is good enough for the DM task. For example in the classification task 
when these individual rules construct the classifier, the classification error of the 
classifier is not minimized. Examples of the Michigan approach in DM classification 
tasks are found in COGIN [Greene and Smith 1993] and REGAL [Anglano et al 1998].  
By contrast, the Pittsburgh approach uses long chromosomes which result in a 
huge computational time to evaluate the fitness function. However, it produces a good 
quality rule set. The design of both chromosome and genetic operator are complex in 
the Pittsburgh approach. Examples of the Pittsburgh approach in the classification DM 
task include GABIL [Jong et al 1993], GIL [Janikow 1993], and HDPDCS [Pei et al 
97].  
In the Michigan approach if an attribute of the dataset has k  number of 
conditions in a rule, then the chromosome for the GA takes k  number of bits to encode 
the attribute.  Since the attribute could be either continuous or discrete, the Michigan 
approach has different methods to encode them. If the attribute is discrete with k  
discrete values, then k number of bits is required to encode any rule produced by the 
attribute. For example, in a credit data set 2 HOUSING is a discrete attribute which can 
have the value rent, own or free. One of the rules involving this attribute in identifying a 
bad credit customer is creditbadfreeif _)HOUSING( ⇒= . The Michigan approach 
encodes the antecedent of the rule “0 0 1” [Jong et al 1993]. Since each bit of the 
chromosome represents a truth value (1 for true and 0 for false), this scheme allows the 
use of the logical operators OR, AND in the crossover.  
In the case of a continuous attribute of the dataset, the encoding method is not as 
straight forward as in the case of a discrete attribute. Two common approaches are 
followed to handle these attributes. The first approach is to use bits to represent the 
value of continuous attributes in binary notation [Freitas et al 2000]. The other approach 
is to discretize the continuous value into discrete values and then encode the discrete 
values as a discrete attribute.  
After encoding, genetic operators come in to effect. These determine the next 
generation of population in GA. Several proposals for genetic operators are found in the 
literature. The GA operator used in REGAL is based on selection and it is called 
                                                 
2
 Benchmark dataset available at ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/machine-learning-databases/statlog 
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universal suffrage [Anglano et al 1998]. Since the rule mining algorithm discovers a set 
of rules for DM that is task specific, this kind of operator aims to avoid the convergence 
of the population to a single individual (rule). The other genetic operator is called 
generalizing/specializing cross over [Freitas et al 2000]. The bitwise logical function 
AND, OR are used to implement this GA operator to perform crossover between 
chromosomes. The last type of GA operator is the generalizing/specializing-condition 
operator. The aim of this operator is to keep the more generalized rules and delete the 
less generalized rules encoded in chromosomes [Freitas et al 2000]. The fitness function 
used in GA rule mining needs to relate to the predictive and interestingness of the rule 
[Noda et al 1999].  
A proposal for rule mining using Pareto based GA is found in [Ghosh and Nath 
2004]. The scope of their method is limited to to association rule mining problems and 
such rule mining problems are considered as multi-objective problems rather than as 
single objective ones. DM measures such as support, comprehensibility and 
interestingness, used for evaluating a rule, are considered as the objectives of the rule 
mining problem in their method. Their method is proven to extract some useful and 
interesting rules from any market-basket type database in large size. 
COevolutionary Rule Extractor (CORE) is proposed to extract classification 
rules in [Tan et al 2006]. In existing evolutionary based rule mining approaches 
candidate rules and rule sets are evolved at different stages in the classification process 
but CORE coevolves rules and rule sets in two cooperative populations to limit the 
search space and to produce good rule sets that are comprehensive and useful. CORE 
has been extensively validated upon several datasets obtained from machine learning 
repository. Evaluation results show that the proposed CORE produces comprehensive 
and accurate classification rules for most datasets. 
Tan et al has also proposed rule extraction method using the evolutionary 
algorithm named as DOEA in [Tan et al 2006]. DOEA stands for dual-objective 
evolutionary algorithm. DOEA aims to extract rules from data by satisfying the 
classification criteria of high accuracy and ease of user comprehension. Unlike existing 
approaches, the DOEA incorporates the concept of Pareto dominance to generate rule 
lists. Each rule list has different classification accuracy and number of rules over a 
specified range. DOEA are analysed and tested with existing rule-based and non-rule 
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based classifiers based upon 8 test problems obtained from the UCI Machine Learning 
Repository. Comparison results show that the DOEA produces useful rules with 
competitive classification accuracy as compared to many methods in data mining 
literature. The issue of the rule predictive accuracy measure and interestingness will be 
discussed in the next section. 
 
2.6.2 Neural Network for Rule Mining 
The NNs, also known as Artificial Neural Networks, is a system that loosely 
models the human brain. The field goes by many names, such as connectionism, parallel 
distributed processing, neuro-computing, natural intelligent systems, machine learning 
algorithms, and NNs. NNs are networks of interconnected simple computational units, 
called neurons.  The figure 2.8 shows the basics of an artificial neuron.  
The basic units of NNs, the artificial neurons, simulate the four basic functions 
of natural neurons. The input of a neuron is a vector [ ]nxxx ,,, 10 L . The input is 
multiplied by its weights [ ]nwww ,,, 10 L  and flows through the processing element. An 
activation function is applied to this weighted sum of inputs which becomes the output 
of the neuron. The output may be connected to other neurons to form a network. The art 
of the NN is the distribution of activation patterns across the connections between the 
network units. The transfer of outputs of one group of neurons to others through the 
links processes the information. The network distributes the knowledge and stores it in 
the structure of the NN weights through learning or training algorithms [Greab and 
Narayanan 1998].  
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Figure 2.8 The basics of neuron 
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 There are two types of learning e.g. supervised learning and unsupervised 
learning for a NN. Supervised learning for an NN has been shown in Figure 2.9. In this 
learning, the NN is given instances of the form ),( ii yx , and it is supposed to learn a 
function, such that ii yxf =)( for all i . Furthermore, the function f  should capture 
general patterns in the training data, so that f  can be applied to predict y values for 
new, previously unseen, x values. In this case f  is viewed as a concept of learning. The 
teacher provided in this learning, guides the learning in the proper direction. Supervised 
learning is relatively well defined and understood. Back propagation neural networks 
(BPNNs) use supervised learning in its neurons. 
An unsupervised learning schema is shown in Figure 2.10. Unlike supervised 
learning, it has no teacher in its learning phase and hence it enjoys full freedom in 
learning. Unsupervised learning can be subdivided further into clustering and discovery. 
In clustering, a set of data is submitted to the system and expects to find regularities. 
The regularities may vary from one application to other applications but they are simple. 
The KNN is one example that uses unsupervised learning. 
In the past NNs were not explored much for DM purposes because they had 
been thought to be unsuitable. The unsuitability of NNs stemmed from its black-box 
nature and requirement for a long training time. Knowledge is distributed in the weights 
of a NN but it is hard to extract them for human interpretation and decision-making. 
Despite such weaknesses with NNs, it has shown higher predictive accuracy in many 
cases over traditional techniques [Zhou et al 2000]. Numerous researchers have been 
investigating the application of NNs to DM problems in many ways.  One of their ways 
is extracting embedded knowledge in trained NNs in the form of symbolic rules [Tickle 
et al 1998]. The NN method for logical rule generation has been discussed thoroughly in 
[Duch et al 20004]. Lu et al. demonstrates the use of ANNs to mine classification rules 
via removing the redundant weight links of the network and analysing the activation 
values of hidden neurons [Lu et al 1996]. Related research work in this area is found in 
[Craven and Shavlik 1993, 1994; Towell and Shavlik 1993; Andrews et al 1995; Fu 
1994]. These examples mostly use supervised NN architectures and learning algorithms 
to discover knowledge from data.  
The unsupervised NN architecture and learning algorithm (KNN) is employed 
for a DM task in [Alahakoon et al 2000]. This example demonstrates clustering of data 
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using dynamic SOM. One of limitations of any fixed size SOM is that it may loose 
some potential clusters due to insufficient size which is defined in advance. This is 
overcome by making SOM growing and dynamic during training in [Alahakoon et al 
2000]. Discovering the symbolic rules from the weights of unsupervised NNs have not 
been studied much yet. 
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2.6.3 Fuzzy Logic for Rule Mining 
Zadeh first introduced the concept of fuzzy sets in 1965 [Zadeh 1965, 1971] and 
since then there has been a tremendous interest in this subject due to its strong 
capability to model imprecise and qualitive knowledge. The fuzzy set is an extension of 
classical set theory. In classical set theory, or set theory for short, an item either belongs 
to a set, or it does not; there is no concept of in between [Paul 1987]. To describe 
classical set theory mathematically, consider R  is a set ( UR ⊂ ) and x is a member of 
U ( Ux ∋ ), then x either belongs to R  or not i.e. the membership function of x  is 
]0|1[)(: →xf χ . Since the classical set theory membership function of an object is 
either  1 or 0, it is called also a crisp set or logic. The logic of a crisp set is extended to a 
fuzzy set or logic with the introduction of the idea of partial truth. In this logic, an 
object is a member of a set to some degree and a logical proposition may hold true to 
some degree e.g. a person height is 5.5 feet can be translated in crisp logic as “the 
person is tall”, but in FL it can be viewed as  “the person is reasonably tall”. Here, 
reasonably is a linguistic variable. To support such linguistic variables, fuzzy set or 
logic is introduced. In FL reasonably gets the membership value of tall for some point 
between 0 and 1 (e.g. 0.6 etc.). Unlike crisp logic, the fuzzy membership function of an 
object x  belonging to the set R is not restricted to two values but all values 0 to 1. It is 
expressed as ]1,0[)(: →xf µ . One of the examples of fuzzy membership functions for 
tall is shown in Figure 2.11. It shows that a person with height 6 feet or over is called 
fully tall, and less that or equal to 5 feet is not tall. A person between 5 feet and 6 feet is 
tall with a confidence factor between 0 and 1. This kind of fuzzy membership function 
is linear type. However, there could be many shapes of membership function in the 
fuzzification of variables. 
 FL is very useful for rule mining because of its power to handle vagueness and 
imprecise information, which is very common in the practical rules as found in real data 
sets. Also, FL is a vital technique for human knowledge representation that involves in 
rule mining methods [Maeda et al 1995].  For example, in a credit card dataset when 
rule mining system gives a rule like if an account holder is young and income is low 
and credit amount is high then s/he poses higher risks it is more easily understood than 
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if an account holder age is [20,25] and income is [10K, 20K] and credit amount is [5K, 
10K] poses risk=high. The first type rule is the target of rule mining algorithms using 
FL.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Kuok et al. proposed the fuzzy rule mining technique in 1998 [Kuok et al 
1998]. Like any general rule it is also of the form “If X is A  then Y is B ”. Here X and 
Y are the attributes of the dataset where as A  and B  come from the fuzzy sets which 
characterizes X and Y respectively. Their technique is simple but it needs to know 
about fuzzy sets, quantities attributes and their membership functions Apriori, which 
may not be available at the time of running algorithm. Wai-Chee et al. proposed a 
technique for finding fuzzy sets for each quantitive attribute in a database using 
clustering techniques. They also proposed the same technique in finding the 
corresponding membership function for each discovered fuzzy set to avoid having to 
apply expert knowledge to rule mining [Wai-Chee et al 1998]. 
 Wei and Chen demonstrated association rule mining using fuzzy taxonomic 
structures [Wei and Chen 1999]. The fuzzy taxonomy structure is a directed acyclic 
graph, each of whose arcs represents a fuzzy IS-A relationship with the degree 
)10( <≤ µµ . The DM measures support and confidence [Agarwal 1993] is taken into 
Height(ft) 
Membership 
5 5.5 
0.6 
1 
6 
Figure 2.11 Fuzzy membership function for tall 
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account while an item belongs to the taxonomy structure. Au and Chan describe a novel 
algorithm named as F-APACS for mining fuzzy association rules [Au and Chan 1997, 
1998]. F-APACS uses adjusted difference analysis between observed and expected 
frequencies of attributes to discover interesting associations among attributes. F-APACS 
divides the quantitive attributes of a dataset into linguistic terms. The division does not 
produce fixed length intervals; rather it defines a set of linguistic terms using 
mathematical functions over the domain of the attribute, which introduces fuzziness in 
the attributes.  Based on linguistic terms F-APACS discovers fuzzy association rules 
which are presented to human experts for interpretation. In F-APACS, fuzzy techniques 
eliminate the adjacent intervals of numerical attributes. This feature enables F-APACS 
to deal with missing values in databases. The main advantage of this technique is that it 
does not need any user-supplied threshold that is often difficult to determine. Moreover, 
it allows discovering both positive and negative types of association rules.  The positive 
association rules describe the presence of an attribute value, whereas the negative 
association rules describe the absence of an attribute value in a database. Another novel 
method of generating desirable fuzzy rules for classification problems is proposed in 
[Shen and Chouchoulas 2002]. This method integrates a potentially powerful fuzzy rule 
induction algorithm with a rough set-assisted feature reduction approach. This 
integration also maintains the underlying semantics of the feature set which is important 
for any rule mining method. Their work has been applied to several real problem-
solving tasks and results are encouraging.  
2.7 Rule Metrics 
The performance of rules is evaluated by a set of measures known as rule 
metrics. The following notations are considered in the definition of rule metrics. 
kD   : Subset of D  which contains all instances of the class k ; 
k   : The total number of classes that exist in the dataset D ; 
kC   : k
th
. class of the dataset D ; 
D   : Dataset submitted for rule mining; 
kDD \   : D  excluding kD ; 
)(Dr   : General rule of the form yx ⇒ , derived from the data set D; 
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))(( DrAnt  : Antecedent part of )(Dr ; 
))(( DrCons   : Consequent part of )(Dr ;                               
)(Drk   : Characteristic or classification rule of kth class; 
)(DR   : Set of rules exists in the dataset D; 
)( kk DR  : Set of Characteristic or classification rules derived from the kth 
class population kD ; 
D   : Total number of instances in the dataset D ; 
)(Dr   : Number of instances validated by the rule )(Dr ; 
 
Some common measures used in rules evaluation are defined as below. 
 
Definition 2.1: Rule Coverage 
Rule Coverage is the number of instances that is supported by the antecedent 
part of the rule. The coverage of the rule of the form )(Dr is defined as 
 ))(()cov( DrAntr =  
Examples of the coverage of rules derived from the animal world data set as given in 
Appendix A1 are:  
56.0
16
9))(cov( ==⇒ HunterhairHas , 
43.0
16
7))(cov( ==⇒ BirdsmallSize  
 
Definition 2.2: Rule Support 
Rule Support is the frequency of a rule over a dataset. The support of a general 
rule of the form )(Dr is defined as 
 
D
Dr
rrs
)()( =  
This is a general definition of support of all kind of rules. However, for characteristic 
and classification rules the term rule class support will be used in this thesis to measure 
support of the rule property. The rule class support is defined as   
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kk
k D
Dr
rrcs
)()( =  
The higher the rule class support the more it has predictive capacity since the rule 
represents the most of the instances in the class. This measure is also known as 
completeness in some DM literature. The rule support of some rules derived from the 
animal world data set as given in Appendix A1 is:  
43.0
16
7))(( ==⇒ BirdfeatherHasrcs , 
375.0
16
6))(( ==⇒ BirdflyDoesrcs  
However, the rule class support of these rules is: 
0.1
7
7))(( ==⇒ BirdfeatherHasrcs , 
85.0
7
6))(( ==⇒ BirdflyDoesrcs  
 
Definition 2.3: Rule Confidence 
Rule Confidence denotes the accuracy of a rule over a dataset. The confidence of 
a general rule of the form )(Dr is defined as 
 ))((
)()(
DrAnt
Dr
rrc =  
The higher the confidence of the rule, the more valuable it is to people. The rule 
confidence of some rules derived from the animal world data set as given in Appendix 
A1 is:  
5.0
4
2))(( ==⇒ PeacefulManeHasrc , 
0.1
6
6))(( ==⇒ BirdflyDoesrc  
 
Definition 2.4: Rule Class Error 
The rule class error is the error measure of the rule and it only applies to the 
classification rule. It is defined as 
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k DD
DDr
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)/()( =  
where  )/( kk DDr  is the total number of instances of kDD \  that fires the rule and 
kDD /  is the total number of instances of kDD \ . It is obvious that lower the value of 
rule class error is higher the value of rule confidence. The lower the value of the rule 
class error i.e. higher the confidence of the rule, the more valuable it is to people.  The 
rule class error of some rules derived from the animal world data set as given in 
Appendix A1 is:  
0.0
9
0))(( ==⇒ BirdswimDoesrce ,  
33.0
9
3))(( ==⇒ BirdmediumSizerce  
 
Definition 2.5: Class Rule Set Coverage 
Rule Set Coverage is the number of instances in a class that are supported by the 
set of classification rules (class rule set) discovered for the same class after the rule 
mining process. The class rule set coverage of the kth class is defined as follows.  
 =))(cov( kDR )(,21 ki DRrrr ∈∪∪ L  
For example, if the following two rules exist in the classification rule set for the class 
bird, from the animal world data set as given in Appendix A1: 
{ }birdSwimDoesBirdsamllSizeRbird =>⇒ )(  ,)(  
then we find that the first rule covers 6 instances out of 7 and the second rule covers 2 
instances out of 7, but either first rule or second rule covers 6 out of 7 instances. Hence 
the calculated class rule set coverage is 85.0
7
6
= . 
 
2.8 Rule Interestingness 
A dataset is theoretically comprised of a set of rules. In other words, a set of 
rules generates a dataset. The set of rules that generates a real life dataset consists of a 
large number of rules. The rule mining system aims to discover these rules. It is 
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unhelpful to mine all the rules from a dataset because of time or other resource 
constraints. The intelligent rule mining system aims to mine those rules, which are 
interesting, and have practical use in business. It is hard to define the interestingness of 
rules since interestingness is a relative issue. The interestingness issue has been an 
important research problem ever since DM evolved. The factors that estimate 
interestingness are rule metrics. In addition to the rule metrics as introduced in Section 
2.6, statistical significance, simplicity, unexpectedness and actionability etc. are the 
factors that contribute interestingness [Piatesky-Shapiro and Matheus 1994].  
Hussain et al. classify rule-mining methods into subjective and objective method 
[Hussain et al 2000]. In the subjective case, the user supplies his own belief or 
knowledge to define the interestingness of rules and mines only these rules from the 
dataset. The subjective rule justifies its interestingness in a single domain, however in a 
competitive business environment it fails to be justified as interesting to many users. In 
the objective case, no user knowledge is supplied to mine rules from the dataset.  As a 
result, this method mines a large number of rules.  
Piatesky-Shapiro, Major and Kamber studied the objective aspects of rule 
interestingness in [Piatetsky-Shapiro 1991; Major and Managnol 1993; Kamber and 
Shinghai 1996]. They have proposed the following criteria for rule interestingness 
denoted by RI . 
i) When the antecedent and consequent parts of the rule are statistically independent 
then the rule interestingness is zero. Consider the rule BA⇒ that is drawn from the 
dataset D . If 
D
BA
BA =∧  then 0=RI . Here A  and B refer to the number of 
instances satisfied by the antecedent and consequent parts of the rule. This kind of 
rule can be called the obvious rule. One example of this kind of rule in a bank 
customer database is  
customeragecustomer ⇒> 18_  
Needless to say this rule is expected by anybody in such databases.  
ii) RI  monotonically increases with BA ∧  for the rule BA⇒ when other parameters 
are fixed. This principle is very much open, as other parameters are not defined 
precisely. However, Pitetsky-Shapiro assumed that there are three parameters e.g. 
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A , B and BA ∧ for the rule BA⇒ . For fixed A  and B , RI  monotonically 
increases with BA ∧ .  The rule from a bank customer data base such as 
)(]50,30[_ mortgageHasKKamtsav ⇒  
is more interesting when people with high savings, (savings 30 to 50K), also applied 
for a mortgage. This principle relates the confidence measure (Section 2.6) of the 
rule. The more the rule is confident, the more it is interesting. 
iii) RI  monotonically decreases with A  or B  when other parameters are fixed e.g. 
BA ∧  for the rule BA⇒ . This principle also relates the confidence measure of 
the rule. The less the rule is confident, the less it is interesting. In the previous 
example, the rule,  
)(]50,30[_ mortgageHasKKamtsav ⇒  
does not attract the rule user (mortgage manager) when more people have enough 
savings (30 to 50K) but did not apply for mortgage. 
iv) RI monotonically increases with A , given a fixed confidence factor greater than 
the baseline confidence factor i.e. the prior probability of the class. Since the 
confidence factor is defined as 
A
BA
cf ∧= , when A  increases, BA ∧  of the 
interesting rule needs to also increase also to make cf fixed. In the previous 
example, the rule 
)(]50,30[_ mortgageHasKKamtsav ⇒  
will be interesting when the number of people with high savings increases and they 
also apply for mortgage. This keeps the class probability (e.g. 0.8).  
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Table 2.1 Interesting rule categories 
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The high support and confident rules are interesting. This kind of rules has 
practical applications (i.e. actionable). For example, a few of these types of rules are 
sufficient in building a classification system since it covers the maximum number of 
instances belonging to classes with a low error rate. However, this kind of rules is too 
common to be interesting. The most interesting rules have very low support and high 
confidence. This kind of rules brings unexpectedness to users. In fraud analysis 
problems, there might be some rules, which have very low support (i.e. rare), but high 
confidence. These rules are very interesting to users since a fraud has very unusual 
features compared to other features in the databases. The other two categories of rules 
are either less interesting or uninteresting.  
 
2.9 Summary 
In this chapter, the background of DM problems has been described. It has been 
shown that DM provides much interest not only to theoretical researchers but also for its 
applications in the business world. DM methods comprise tools from statistics, machine 
learning, artificial intelligence, NNs etc. Classification, clustering, regression, 
summarization and dependency modelling are the most successful and widely used DM 
methods. These methods discover knowledge in the form of rules, graphs and models 
etc. Among these, the rule is a very popular form of knowledge representation because 
rules are easy to explain and understand. Moreover, rules have predictive power and this 
power is often used to build different DM models in real applications.  
 There are many types of rules found in the DM literature. Among them, 
association, characteristic and classification rules are the most well known. Association 
rules are studied in the context of discovering buying patterns in retail sales and 
transactions commonly known as market basket analysis. The characteristic rules 
facilitate insight into data characteristics. Classification rules have the best use in 
building classification models for DM. 
This chapter has also discussed different soft computing approaches to rule 
mining. The use of GAs makes rule mining methods robust and adaptive. It minimizes 
the global search time of the rule mining algorithm. Two main approaches of NN based 
rule mining have been preferred for intelligent DM.  The supervised method has used 
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feed forward NNs together with back-propagation learning to construct a rule mining 
engine.  
The learning of a forward NN with BP is undertaken by changing the weights so 
that a desired input-output relationship is obtained. The learning parameters are adjusted 
using the gradient descent method in BP. BP is proved to be effective but time 
consuming and the learning parameters may not converge to global minima.  As DM 
deals with huge data it is not feasible to have slow learning. Nowadays, faster learning 
algorithms for feed forward NNs are developing and we hope to use them soon to speed 
up supervised DM.  Unsupervised DM has utilized a fixed size KNN to arrange data 
into a two dimensional grid. Recently, researchers have been investigating a NN’s 
strength for use in cognitive problems where noisy data and a lot of parallel 
computation is involved. Since DM is considered a cognitive problem in the real world, 
it is expected that NNs have good potentiality for use in DM. 
FL is another soft computing method suitable for DM. The fuzzy rule is one of 
the newer knowledge representations used in DM. Fuzzy rule mining is emerging and 
promising in the rule mining arena. 
The performance of discovered rules in DM is measured by coverage, support, 
confidence, error etc. These measures are applied in assessing the interestingness of 
rules. Although the interestingness of rules is a relative issue, low support and high 
confident rules are proposed to be very interesting to users. These types of rules can 
convey the unexpectedness to users.  The high support and confident rule is more 
general and widely used in building classification models for making predictions. 
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Chapter 3 
 
A Genetic Rule Mining Method 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
We have mentioned in the previous chapter that one of the vital tasks in DM is 
to construct a model that can represent the data set of interest. Examples of such DM 
models include statistical models [James 1985], decision trees [Quinlan 1993], genetic 
models [Goldberg 1989], and neural networks [Lu et al 1986]. These DM models 
provide useful information to end-users. The information comes from the model in 
many forms. One of the popular forms of information is rules. Models constructed from 
the data may have many representations.  For example, the decision tree, which has a 
tree representation, also has a rule representation. A decision tree is a directed graph 
consisting of nodes and directed arcs. The nodes frequently correspond to a question or 
a test on an attribute of the given data set. The arcs contain the values of the attributes. 
Classes are at the leaf level. The most popular algorithm known as ID3 can be used for 
generating decision trees. This algorithm partitions the given data set into smaller and 
smaller subsets by growing the tree. Decision trees have many advantages over other 
models such as NNs in that they are easy to construct, relatively fast, easy to be 
converted into SQL queries and can handle non-numerical data. Rule mining using 
decision trees is simple as well. However, it is only for classification rule mining and its 
classification performance may be compromised in the situation when the data set has 
complicated (non-linear) domains. In the classification problem of DM, when too many 
classes are present in the data set, the decision tree generates many branches for each 
node, and may result in large mining errors. NN based DM models work better than 
decision tree models with numeric attributed data sets.  However, neural networks learn 
by many passes over the training data set, which is very time consuming. Neural 
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networks hide rules in the weights and it is quite challenging to extract rules from such 
weights.  
The challenge in DM research is to extract rules from DM models. This chapter 
will investigate the extraction of rules from non-neural network methods e.g. the 
decision tree and GA method and will propose a new genetic method, which considers 
user predefined support and error parameters in building the rule set of interest. The 
main idea of this method is to combine the Apriori DM algorithm [Agarwal et al 1993] 
with the GA for the rule mining task. The best features of this proposed method are (i) It 
is capable of mining three main classes of rules e.g. association, characteristic and 
classification rules, (ii) It mines rules directly from the data without construction of any 
models as distinguished to neural networks and decision tree models, and (iii) It extracts 
rules of interest rather than mining whole set of rules in data.  
 This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 of this chapter demonstrates a 
rule mining method using ID3 decision tree building algorithm. This section also 
demonstrates the weaknesses of decision trees. Section 3 describes the fundamentals of 
GAs. Section 4 proposes three algorithms based on Apriori and GAs. Subsequently, 
these three algorithms are tested with a data set and results are provided. Section 5 
provides a comparative study between the decision tree and the proposed GA rule 
mining. The predictive model built with classification and characteristics rules is 
presented in Section 6. Section 7 is a summary of the chapter. 
 
3.2 Decision Tree 
The decision tree method is one of the most widely used learning methods of 
discrete valued target functions. Most algorithms for constructing a decision tree are 
variations of a core algorithm that employs a top-down, greedy search through the space 
of possible decision trees. This approach is implemented in ID3 [Quinlan 1986] and its 
successor C4.5 [Quinlan 1993, 1994]. This section presents an overview of the decision 
tree learning algorithm ID3 in subsection 3.2.1. Rule mining from decision trees will be 
described in subsection 3.2.2. The limitations of rule mining from decision trees will be 
discussed in subsection 3.2.3.  
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 3.2.1 Learning Algorithm ID3 
The basic decision tree learning algorithm known as ID3 uses top down 
approach and begins with the question: “Which attribute should be tested at the root of 
the tree?” The algorithm uses statistical measures such as information gain, to determine 
the attribute for the root node. After the selection of the root node of the tree, a 
descendant of the root node is created for each possible value of this attribute, and 
training instances are sorted to the appropriate descendant node. The entire process is 
then repeated using the training instances associated with each descendant node to select 
the best attribute as the root of the sub tree constructed for each node.  The outline of a 
simplified version of the ID3 algorithm is given in Function 3.1. It works with the 
binary class dataset having discrete valued attributes. The key part of this algorithm is to 
determine which attribute is the best classifier i.e. Best_Attribute (instances, attribute 
,target_attribute) in Function 3.1. The best attribute is the one with highest information 
gain. The calculation of information gain is derived from information theory as 
explained below. 
 
Entropy 
 The interpretation of entropy from information theory is that entropy is the 
measure of information conveyed by an instance depending on its probability and can be 
measured in bits as minus the logarithm to base 2 of that probability. The definition of 
entropy can be established as follows.  
 Let S  be a set of instance. Selecting an instance from S and announcing that it 
belongs to some class jC  means that the instance has probability S
SCfreq j ),(
 
and so the information it conveys is 






−
S
SCfreq j ),(log2 bits. The average information 
of an instance pertaining to any of k class is defined as the entropy of the set S . 

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
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 (3.1) 
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ID3-DECISION-TREE-CONSTRUCTION 
 
INPUT:  
  instances  {Training Examples} 
       attribute_list {Attribute list} 
       target_attribute {Target attribute} 
       is_first_time {indicate whether first time is called or not } 
 
STEPS: 
{create a root node R for the tree} 
r :=Create_Tree_Root(instances,attribute,target_attribute);    
if is_first_time then  
 R := r ;  {Root is R } 
endif 
if Is-Positive(instances) then  
 level( r ):= +ve; 
 return ( r , R ) ; 
else if Is-Negative(instances) then 
 level( r ):= -ve; 
 return ( r , R ); 
if  Is_Empty(attribute_list) then 
 level( r ):= “most common value of target_attribute in instances”; 
 return ( r , R ); 
else 
 a:=Best_Attribute(instances,attribute,target_attribute) 
 decision_attribute (r):= a ; 
         for each possible value iv  of a do 
 {Add a branch below r for the tree with the test a = iv } 
  Create_Branch( r , a = iv ) ;  
   Let  instances iv  ⊂  instances  and that have value iv  for a   
  if  Is_Empty(instances iv ) then  
                          {create a leaf node r ′ for the branch} 
 r ′ :=Create_Leaf_Node();  
 level( r ′ ):= “most common value of target_attribute in instances” 
  else 
   ID3-DECISION-TREE-CONSTRUCTION  
  (instances iv  target_attribute, attribute_list-{ a },false); 
  endif  
           endfor     
endif 
RETURN:  the root of the decision tree R  
 
Function 3.1 ID3 algorithm  
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Information Gain 
The information gain of an attribute A  is denoted as ),( ASGain  relative to a set 
of instances S , is defined as 
)()(),(
)(
v
k
AValuesv
v SEntropy
S
S
SEntropyASGain ×






−= ∑
∈
 (3.2) 
Where )(AValues  is the set of all possible values for attribute A , and vS  is the subset 
of S  for which the attribute A  has the value v (i.e. { }vsASsSv =∈= )( ). 
 
An Illustrative Worked Example of ID3 
 To explain the operation of ID3, a small data set Play Tennis is chosen as shown 
in Table 3.1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is a total of 14 instances in the set S . Among them 9 instances belong to the 
play class and PlaytDon  '  includes the rest 5 instances.  Hence the entropy is  
The data set has four attributes: 
 ( ) ( )RainOvercastSunnyOutlook ,,=   
 ( ) ( )CoolMildHoteTemparatur ,,=  
Day Outlook Temperature Humidity Wind Class 
 
1 Sunny Hot High Weak Don’t Play 
2 Sunny Hot High Strong Don’t Play 
3 Overcast  Hot High Weak Play 
4 Rain Mild High Weak Play 
5 Rain Cool Normal Weak Play 
6 Rain Cool Normal Strong Don’t Play 
7 Overcast Cool Normal Strong Play 
8 Sunny Mild High Weak Don’t Play 
9 Sunny Cool Normal Weak Play 
10 Rain Mild Normal Weak Play 
11 Sunny Mild Normal Strong Play 
12 Overcast Mild High Strong Play 
13 Overcast Hot Normal Weak Play 
14 Rain Mild High Strong Don’t Play 
 
Table 3.1 Training instances of Play Tennis 
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 ( ) ( )NormalHighHumadity ,=  
 ( ) ( )WeakStrongWind ,=  
There are two possible classes: 
 ( ) ( )PlaytDonPlayPlayTennis  ',= and  
94.053.041.0
14
52log
14
5
14
9log
14
9)( 2 =+=×−×−=SEntropy   
 
The calculation of information gain of the attribute Outlook is as follows: 
)( SunnyOutlook =  has 5=vS  and among them )( PlayClass =  has 2 instances and 
) '( PlaytDonClass =  has 3 instances. The entropy of )( SunnyOutlook =  is 
  97.0
5
3log
5
3
  
5
2log
5
2)( 22 =−−== SunnyOutlookEntropy  
Similarly 
 0
4
0log
4
0
  
4
4log
4
4)( 22 =−−== OvercastOutlookEntropy  
 97.0
5
2log
5
2
  
5
3log
5
3)( 22 =−−== RainOutlookEntropy  
Finally the Information Gain due to sorting all instances in S  on the attribute Outlook 
according to (3.2) is  
24.034.034.094.0                            
97.0
14
50
14
497.0
14
594.0),(
=−−=
×−×−×−=OutlookSGain
 
Similarly, the Information Gain of the other attributes can be calculated and they are: 
15.0),( =HumiditySGain , 048.0),( =WindSGain  and  
029.0),( =eTemperaturSGain  
The resulting Information Gain of Outlook attribute provides the best prediction of the 
target attribute Play Tennis over the training instances. Therefore, Outlook is selected as 
the decision attribute for the root node and three branches are created below the root for 
each of possible values ),,( RainOvercastSunny . The branch for overcastOutlook =  
contains instances, 3,7,12 and 13, which are all in )( PlayClass =  refereed as ve+  
instances. Therefore it becomes a leaf node with the classification )( PlayClass = . The 
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other two branches have both types of instances i.e. ve+  and ve− . The instances 
) '( PlaytDonClass =  are refereed as ve−  instances. So, the decision tree has to be 
elaborated further along these two branches. These two branches are now connected 
with two non-terminal nodes (i.e. they need to be extended to complete the process of 
decision tree construction). The selection of best attributes and the partitioning the 
training instances is now repeated for all the non-terminal nodes. At this time rather than 
using all instances, only instances associated with the node are used and attributes that 
were selected at the higher node are excluded. This ensures that no attribute can appear 
more than once along any path through the tree. This process continues until the 
decision tree cannot be extended. The decision tree becomes non-extendable when all 
paths become non-extensional. A path is non-extensional when every attribute is already 
chosen for this path or the end node of the path becomes a leaf node i.e. the training 
instances associated with this node has the same target value. The completed decision 
tree for the Tennis data is shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Decision Tree 
Root 
Outlook=Overcast 
Best Class: 
Play=yes 
 
Outlook=Sunny 
Wind? 
 
Outlook=Sunny 
Humidity? 
Humidity=Normal 
Best Class: 
Play=yes 
Humidity=High 
Best Class:  
Play=no 
Wind=Weak 
Best Class: 
Play=yes 
Wind=Strong 
Best Class: 
Play=no 
Figure 3.1 Decision tree resulting from ID3 algorithm of 
Play Tennis data set 
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3.2.2 Rule Mining  
 The decision tree is a graphical form of understanding the relationships of 
attributes that are hidden in data. The rule is a descriptive form and it is often possible to 
convert a decision tree into rules. In order to convert a decision tree into rules, the 
conditions that must be satisfied when an instance is classified by a leaf go to the 
antecedent part of the rules and the class information associated with the leaf goes to the 
consequent part of the rules. The decision tree as shown in Figure 3.1 results in the rules 
listed in Table 3.2. There are five rules in this result since the decision tree has five 
leaves. These rules are known as classification rules because they classify instances into 
either the ( )yesplay =  class or the )( noplay =  class.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.3 Weakness of Rule Mining from a Decision Tree 
 Common problems associated with rule mining from a decision tree are 
described as follows: 
(1) The structure of a decision tree with real life data is complex and consists of a large 
number of decision nodes since real life data often has complex relationships 
between attributes. A large decision tree results in a large number of rules which 
makes it hard to understand. A large number of decision tree rules may contain 
many irrelevant conditions as well, which can confuse the understanding of 
attributes relationships in the data. Quinlan has demonstrated pruning such decision 
trees, generalization of rules and deletion of irrelevant conditions to provide a 
Rule description 
1. )()( yesplayovercastoutlook =⇒=  
2. )( and )( strongwindrainoutlook == )( noplay =⇒   
3. )()( and )( yesplayweakwindrainoutlook =⇒==  
4. )( and )( highhumiditysunnyoutlook == )( noplay =⇒   
5. )()( and )( yesplaynormalhumiditysunnyoutlook =⇒==  
 
Table 3.2 Rules from the decision tree of Figure 3.1 
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precise rule set for a decision tree [Quinlan 1986]. However, the size of the rule set 
can still be large and difficult for end-users to interpret.  
(2) The decision tree gives a single solution i.e. a single graphical form of the 
relationships of attributes in data where multiple solutions may exist. Because of 
this property the decision tree may fail to extract important rules. This can be 
illustrated with the known Animal World data set as given in Appendix A1. There 
are three classes in this data set and they are: Bird, Hunter and Peaceful. A decision 
tree is constructed using C4.5 [Quinlan 1986] and shown in Figure 3.2. The result is 
a single solution regardless of whether other solutions may exist. There is an 
alternative solution with a tree of the same size as shown in Figure 3.3, which is 
missed by C4.5. The downside of this single solution may have some consequences. 
For example, consider a test data of an imaginary animal, which has hooves, two 
legs, can fly and also has feathers. If one wants to determine the class of this animal 
using the tree in Figure 3.2 using C4.5, he will be given the answer that this animal 
belongs to Peaceful. However, it will be more convincing if it is classified as a Bird 
since most of its characteristics are those of a bird. In this situation, it is practical for 
the classifier to give multiple solutions to end-users.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hooves 
Bird 
Has Has Not 
Peaceful  Legs 
4-Legs 
2-Legs 
Hunter 
Figure 3.2 A decision tree for animal classifier  
Rule 1: 
 
if Has (Hooves) then  
 Class = Peaceful  
else 
      if  Has(2-Legs) then  
     Class = Bird  
      if  Has(4-Legs) then 
        Class = Hunter  
endif 
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(3) Another limitation of the decision tree is that it does not allow enough relaxation in 
producing rules. This limitation restricts their classification ability because real data 
sets do contain noise and fuzziness and certain amount of relaxation may help 
produce more convincing rules. For example, some members of one class may have 
overlaps with members of other classes. This may incur a classification error during 
the construction of the classification model. This problem has been addressed to 
some extent in the existing classifiers, for example, C4.5 tries to keep this error as 
low as possible. When classification is not well defined in data given to C4.5, C4.5 
constructs simple trees at the cost of accumulating classification errors. Note that 
C4.5 works according to Information Theory in the construction of the root node to 
leaf nodes and users have no influence in guiding the construction. Obviously, it 
will be more desirable if users can have certain control in order to obtain their 
desired results. To demonstrate this point, consider again the Animal World data 
set. If a user agrees to accept the classification error of 1%, a good classification 
solution may be given as follows, in comparison with the solutions in Figure 3.2 
and Figure 3.3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Has 
Feather 
Peaceful 
Has 
Not 
Bird Hooves 
Has Not 
Has 
Hunter 
Figure 3.3 Alternate decision tree for animal classifier 
Rule 2: 
if Has (Feather) then 
 Class = Bird 
else 
      if Has(Hooves) then  
     Class = Peaceful  
      if Has_Not(Hooves) then  
    Class = Hunter  
endif 
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3.3 Genetic Algorithm 
Since the introduction of GAs by John Holland [Holland 1975], the continuing 
price/performance improvements of computational systems have made them attractive 
for some types of optimization. In particular, GAs work very well on both continuous 
and discrete data to solve combinatorial problems. Unlike neural networks, they are less 
susceptible to getting stuck at local minima than gradient search methods at the cost of 
huge computation. Most of the symbolic AI techniques e.g. decision trees can usually 
only solve one given specific problem, since their architecture was designed for 
whatever that specific problem was in the first place. Thus, if the given problem were 
somehow to be changed, these systems could hardly adapt to them, since the algorithm 
that would originally arrive to the solution may be either incorrect or less efficient. The 
GA was created to tackle these problems. The GA is basically based on biological 
principle of natural selection. The architecture of systems that implement GAs are able 
to adapt to a wide range of problems. A GA functions by generating a large set of 
possible solutions to a given problem. It then evaluates each of those solutions, and 
decides on a fitness level (analogous to survival of the fittest in Darwin theory) for each 
solution set. These solutions then breed new solutions. The parent solutions that are 
more fit are more likely to reproduce, while those that are less fit are more unlikely to do 
so. In essence, solutions are evolved over time. This way the search space evolves to 
reach the point of the solution. The GA can be understood by thinking in terms of real-
life natural selection. The three elements that constitute GAs are the encoding, the 
operator and the fitness function. These three components are discussed in the following 
subsections. 
  Rule 3: 
  
   if Size_Is (Small) then Class = Bird 
   else 
       if Has(Hooves) then Class = Peaceful  
       if Has_ Not(Hooves) then Class = Hunter  
  endif 
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3.3.1 Encoding 
As discussed in the Chapter2, GA based solutions are buried in chromosomes. 
The real-life information needs to be encoded in chromosomes before kick starting at 
the natural selection process. For example, rule conditions need to be encoded in 
chromosomes. The encoding of discrete attributes is very simple where each discrete 
value forms a condition in the chromosome as explained in Section 2.5.1. However, the 
encoding of numeric attributes needs discretization before forming a condition. When 
the range of a numeric attribute value is discretized, then its discretized values can be 
treated as discrete attribute values for encoding.  
The task of discretization of numerical attributes is well known to statisticians 
and machine learning researchers. There are many discretization methods available in 
literature. They are broadly divided into two classes e.g. unsupervised methods and 
supervised methods. Examples of unsupervised methods include equal-distance and 
equal-frequency discretization. In equal-distance discretization, equal width intervals are 
constructed between maximum and minimum values of the attribute. This method 
assumes that the underlying data fits reasonably well into a uniform distribution. The 
equal-frequency discretization partitions the attributes into intervals counting the same 
number of instances. Since the unsupervised discretization methods do not use class 
information, it is also called the class-blind discretization method [Kerber 1992]. The 
unsupervised discretization method is useful in association and characteristic rule 
mining. However, it has no use in classification rule mining.  
Supervised discretization methods are widely used in machine learning 
problems, since class information is available here. The supervised discretization 
methods include ChiMerge [Kerber 1992], Chi2 [Liu and Setiono 1995], Error-based 
and Entropy-based discretization [Kohavi and Sahami 1996], Rough Set-based 
discretization [Nguyen and Nguyen 1998]. ChiMerge has been widely used and referred 
to in DM and machine learning papers. In ChiMerge, instances of the dataset are sorted 
according to the value of the attribute to be discretized. Initially, intervals are formed 
through regarding each unique value as an interval of the attribute. The statistical 
measure 2χ  value of all adjacent intervals is computed and the adjacent interval, which 
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has lowest 2χ value is merged. This merging continues until all adjacent intervals have 
the higher predefined 2χ . 
  Similar to ChiMerge, we propose a new discretization algorithm named Support-
ErrorMerge, where instead of using 2χ , rule class support [Definition 2.2], and rule 
class error [Definition 2.4], are used. This algorithm is outlined in Function 3.2. The 
algorithm produces a set of intervals for each attribute and each class. The algorithm 
merges initial intervals until resultant intervals are within the requirement of minimum 
class support and maximum allowed class error.  
The SuppErrMerge discretization algorithm is different in many ways from 
existing supervised discretization algorithms. Existing discretization algorithms use 
statistics parameters by utilizing the error information between classes (e.g. 2χ  in 
ChiMerge, inconsistency rate in Chi2) in building intervals of the numerical attributes. 
However, SuppErrMerge uses error information as well as support information in the 
interval building process. As discussed Section 2.7, interesting rules can be mined using 
different combinations of class error and class support. The combinations that produce 
interesting rules are accepted in the SuppErrMerge discretization method. The second 
feature of this discretization is to produce continuous or non-continuous intervals of 
interest to the user. Existing methods always produce continuous intervals. This is 
because the rule mining method finds rules in intervals of user interest (support or error) 
and some intervals may not have this feature. Hence, discrete intervals are more suitable 
for rule mining. The third feature of this method is to generate a multi set of intervals for 
each class. This enables the rule mining process to deal with a smaller number of 
intervals. For example, if a problem has 3 classes in the data set and a discretization 
method achieves certain efficiency with 10 intervals of numerical attributes, then a rule 
mining process needs to examine these 10 intervals for each class to discover the rules. 
This is equivalent to examining 30 intervals altogether. If the SuppErrMerge method is 
used, then it will produce at most 10 intervals for each class and there is a possibility 
that some classes will have less than 10 intervals and in that case the rule mining 
process needs to examine less than 30 intervals. This gives a significant improved 
performance in the rule mining algorithm. 
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 To test the SuppErrMerge discretization method a dataset named as IRIS was 
used from the Machine Learning Repository1. This dataset consists of 150 instances, 
                                                 
1
 Machine Learning Repository is available at kdd.ics.uci.edu 
SUPP-ERR-MERGE-DISCRETIZATION 
 
INPUT:  
 instances    {Training instances} 
 attribute_list   {Attribute list} 
 target_attribute  {Target attribute}         
 min_class_support {Minimum support} 
 max_class_error  {Maximum allowed error} 
 
STEPS: 
for each continuous attribute from attribute_list  do 
 Sort(attribute, instances) 
for each class ∈target_attribute  do  
 merge =true; 
 do while merge 
  merge := false; 
  Support_error_calculation(attribute,data,target_attribute) 
  for each interval of attribute do 
   if ClassSupport(interval)>= min_class_support and 
         ClassError(interval)<= max_class_error  and 
             ClassSupport(next(interval))>= min_class_support and 
         ClassError(next(interval))<= max_class_error then 
             if ClassSupport(interval+next(interval)) >= min_class_support and 
              ClassError(interval+next(interval)) <= max_class_error then 
       merge_intervals(interval,next(interval)) 
       merge := true; 
     endif 
       endif 
  endfor 
  merge := (data,attribute); 
 enddo 
 Save_intervals(attribute,class) 
endfor 
endfor 
 
RETURN:  a list of intervals of continuous attributes 
 
Function 3.2 SuppErrMerge discretization algorithm  
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which are described by four numerical attributes e.g. Sepal length, Sepal width, Petal 
length, and Petal width. Each instance belongs to one of three classes e.g. Iris-setosa, 
Iris-versicolor, and Iris-virginica. The SuppErrMerge discretization is applied to this 
dataset with a different combination of support and error. Table 3.3 shows the result of 
the discretization on Iris dataset.  Needless to say when two adjacent intervals are 
merged then the resultant interval produces a higher support and a higher error than the 
previous 2 adjacent intervals. After discretization, if an attribute makes k  number of 
intervals, then the chromosome for GA takes k  number of bits to encode the attribute 
using the Michigan approach. The performance study of the SuppErrMerge 
discretization method will be presented in Section 3.7 when it is adopted in GA rule 
mining.  
 
 
Class # Intervals for 
Sepal length 
# Intervals for 
Sepal width 
# Intervals for 
Petal length 
# Intervals for 
Petal width 
Maximum class error =5% and Minimum class support=80% 
Iris-setosa 1 0 1 1 
Iris-versicolor 0 0 1 0 
Iris-verginica 0 0 1 1 
Maximum class error =10% and Minimum class support=80%  
Iris-setosa 1 0 1 1 
Iris-versicolor 0 0 1 0 
Iris-verginica 0 0 1 1 
Maximum class error =15% and Minimum class support=80% 
Iris-setosa 1 0 1 1 
Iris-versicolor 0 0 1 1 
Iris-verginica 0 0 1 1 
 
 
 
Table 3.3 Discretization result on Iris dataset with different class support and class error 
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3.3.2 Genetic Operator 
A genetic operator is a process used in GAs to maintain genetic diversity. 
Genetic diversity is a necessity for the process of evolution. Several genetic operators 
are proposed in the study of GAs. The most common genetic operators among them are 
Selection, Crossover, and Mutation. 
 Selection is used in REGAL, a GA based classification system that produces a 
set of first order predicate logic rules from a given data set [Giordana and Saitta 1993]. 
The simplest selection scheme is the roulette-wheel selection, also called stochastic 
sampling with replacement [Baker 1987; Davis 1987]. This scheme is analogous to 
spinning a roulette wheel with each member of the population having a slice of the 
wheel that is proportional to its fitness. In practice, the individual chromosomes are 
mapped to contiguous segments of a line, such that each chromosome’s segment is 
equal in size to its fitness. A random number is generated and the chromosome whose 
segment spans the random number is selected. The process is repeated until the desired 
number of individuals are obtained for either cross over or mutation. The roulette-wheel 
selection example is shown in Figure 3.4. To select three chromosomes, the appropriate 
number of uniformly distributed random numbers (between 0.0 and 1.0) is 
independently generated as 0.45, 0.11, and 0.56. After selection, chromosome 3,1, and 4 
are selected.  
Some other selection schemes are; Rank Selection and Steady-State Selection. In 
rank selection, the chromosomes are ordered according to their fitness values and the 
desired number of chromosomes is selected from the top. In Steady-State Selection, the 
fittest individuals are selected first and new individuals are created from these selected 
ones. The least fit individuals are replaced with the new ones, the other ones become 
members of the next generation without changes. When creating a new generation, there 
is always a risk of losing the most fit individuals. Elitism is another example of 
Selection procedure in GAs where the most fit individuals are copied to the next 
generation and the rest undergo crossover and mutation. Elitism selection improves the 
efficiency of GAs and prevents losing the best results. 
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Crossover is a genetic operation by which two different chromosomes can 
combine to form two new chromosomes known as offspring. The common way of 
implementing crossover is to choose the same random position of both chromosomes 
and exchange their bit information. These two newly formed chromosomes inherit some 
characteristics from both parents. There are many methods to implement crossover for 
GAs. The common methods are 1-point crossover, 2-point crossover, arithmetic 
crossover, and uniform crossover. In 1-point crossover, a binary string from the 
beginning of the chromosome to the crossover point is copied from the first parent 
chromosome, the rest is copied from the other parent chromosome. The following 
example illustrates 1-crossover in two chromosomes.  
 
 
 
 
A more unbiased method for constructing offspring from two chromosomes is 
known as 2-point crossover. Cutting both the chromosomes at not just one place, but at 
two places performs this. The offspring is formed by taking first crossover point is 
copied from the first parent, the part from the first to the second crossover point is 
copied from the other parent and the rest is copied from the first parent again. An 
example of a 2-point crossover is shown below. 
Chromosome 
0.01 0.19 0.30 0.51 0.591 0.85 
2 3 1 5 4 
Trial 
3 1 2 
Figure 3.4 Roulette wheel selection 
 
+ 
 
= 
  
Chromosome A Chromosome B Offspring 
10001011                         +      11011111                          =    10001111 
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Arithmetic crossover is another way of performing genetic change in offspring. 
In this crossover scheme some arithmetic operations (e.g. and, or logical operation) on 
the parent chromosomes are used to form the offspring, rather than an exchange. An 
example of Arithmetic crossover with the OR logical operation is shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Uniform crossover is another crossover method. This is achieved by creating a 
random bit mask of the same length as the chromosome. The new chromosome is 
formed by taking the values in the nth position of the first chromosome if the nth 
position bit value is 1, otherwise taking the value in the nth position of the second 
chromosome and again, vice versa. The uniform cross over is illustrated below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In early theoretical and empirical studies of different cross over methods 
performance, it was found that the number of crossover points should be fixed at a very 
low constant value of 1 or 2 for better results [Holland  1975; Jong 1975]. Later, a 
 
+ = 
  
Chromosome A Chromosome B Offspring 
10001011                         +      11011111                    =    10011011 
   
 
+ 
 
= 
Chromosome A Chromosome B Offspring 
10101011                     +      11011111                      =    11111111 
 
 + 
 
= 
Chromosome A Chromosome B Offspring 
10101011                     +      10011111                      =    1011111 
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similar type of study found that a higher number of crossover points is beneficial to 
achieve better performance in GAs [Syswerda 1989]. Recently, a most surprising result 
was published claiming that uniform crossover is even more effective than any n-point 
crossover in handling optimization problem with GAs [Syswerda 1989]. 
Selection and crossover genetic operators may be enough to create new 
generations of chromosomes in GAs. However, it may fail to produce enough varieties 
of chromosomes to ensure that the GA is directing the search to the right solution space. 
Without diversity and with a bad initial population, a GA may find itself converging to   
chromosomes that will not produce optimum solutions.   These problems can be 
overcome by introducing a mutation operator into the GA. During mutation, each   
element value (bit) of the chromosome changes with a given probability to a new value. 
The chromosome and the element selection are also performed randomly in mutation. 
The mutation probability should be kept very low (usually about 0.001%) since a high 
mutation rate will destroy a chromosome’s fitness and degenerate the GA into a random 
walk with all its associated problems [Ochoa et al 1999].  The following example 
demonstrates a mutation process in a GA where 0 is changed to 1 in a chromosome and 
it produces an off spring. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3.3 Fitness Function 
As discussed in the preceding section, the GA operator is capable of producing 
chromosomes that form a particular generation. Once there are significant numbers of 
chromosomes in that generation, a fitness function is required to evaluate whether a 
particular chromosome is used to effect the next generation, or whether it is discarded. 
The fitness function is evaluated for a particular chromosome and this is compared with 
the value of the fitness of this chromosome from the previous generation. The better one 
of these chromosomes is kept for the generation. Thus, each successive generation of 
10101011                       mutation         10101111   
 
Chromosome Offspring 
 
Mutation 
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chromosomes will have a greater cumulative fitness value compared with the previous 
generation. A fitness function is sometimes referred to as an objective function in the 
context of a GA. The fitness function is problem specific. In a rule mining problem, the 
fitness function may consider rule metrics such as rule support, rule confidence etc. to 
build its selection criteria.  One example of such fitness functions is to select 
chromosomes which have user set minimum class support and confidence for next 
generation. Feritas suggested that rule predictive accuracy, comprehensibility and 
interestingness should be incorporates in designing a fitness function in a GA based 
classification rule mining solution [Freitas et al 2000]. In designing such a fitness 
function, let a classification rule be CA⇒ , where A  is the feature of the class C . The 
confusion matrix [Provost et al 1998] of this kind of classification rule is defined as  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
where 
TP = Number of instances satisfying A  and C  (True positive) 
FP = Number of instances satisfying A  but not C  (False positive) 
FN = Number of instances not satisfying but satisfying C  (False negative) 
TN = Number of instances neither satisfying A , nor satisfying C  (True 
negative). 
The confidence of this classification rule is )( FPTP
TPCF
+
=  [Definition 2.3] and the 
completeness of this rule is )( FNTP
TPComp
+
= . Using these two measures the fitness 
function can be used in a classification rule mining system as [Freitas et al 2000] 
CompCFf ×=  
 Actual class 
 C not C 
Predicted class C TP FP 
 not C FN TN 
  
 Table 3.4 Confusion matrix 
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Other examples of fitness functions used in GA based rule mining are found in [Janikow 
1993; Giordana et al 1995; Pei wt al 1997]. The weighted sum of two rule measures is 
used in designing the fitness function in the work of Noda and his colleagues [Noda et al 
1999]. In this fitness function, rule predictive accuracy and interestingness are used as 
the rule measures.  
 
3.3.4 Algorithms  
There are many versions of GA for solving different classes of problems. The 
most common steps found in GAs are outlined as follows.  
(i) Initial Population 
An initial generation of chromosomes is created from a random selection of 
solutions. Strings of bits are used for the representation of such chromosomes. This is 
unlike the situation for Symbolic AI systems, where the initial state in a problem is 
already given instead.  
(ii) Evaluation of Fitness 
A value for fitness is assigned to each chromosome depending on how close it 
actually is to solving the problem.  These solutions are not to be confused with the final 
solution to the problem, rather they should be considered as the possible characteristics 
that the system would employ in order to reach the final solution.  
(iii) Reproduction 
Those chromosomes with a higher fitness value are more likely to reproduce 
offspring for the next generation. The offspring is a product of the father and mother, 
whose composition consists of a combination of genes from them. Crossover and 
mutation are two common techniques used in reproduction of new chromosomes from 
old chromosomes.  
(iv) Desired Solution 
If the new generation contains the information that produces an output that is 
close enough or equal to the desired solution then the problem has been solved. If this is 
not the case, then the new generation will go through the same process as their parents 
did. This continues until the desired solution is reached.  
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3.4 Genetic Rule Mining Method 
 In this section, a genetic approach will be proposed for rule mining as an 
alternative approach for mining different kinds of rules from data. Similar to the Apriori 
[Agrawal et al 1993] approach, GA rule mining progresses from one step to a higher 
step in quest for large itemsets. The basic Apriori algorithm has been discussed in 
[Agrawal et al 1993]. The key idea of Apriori is to find the frequent item sets occurred 
in the market basket dataset to know what items are likely to be purchased together. 
This idea can also be used to find the frequent conditions constructed by possible values 
of attributes in any data set. This idea has been adopted in [Liu et al 1998] for class 
association rule mining (CARs). The present work has some advantages over CARs 
since it incorporates intelligent GA techniques to mine association rules with improved 
performance and integrates three main classes of rule mining. The idea here is to employ 
the GA method to find all the possible associations between conditions constructed by 
attribute values under a given constraint (e.g. support and confidence).  These frequent 
conditions are then translated in the form of rules. Inspired by this idea, this section 
proposes three rule mining algorithms for association rule mining, characteristic rule 
mining and classification rule mining. These algorithms are also tested with a practical 
data set.  
  
 3.4.1 GA Association Rule Mining  
 The existing technique of association rule mining is explained in [Agrawal et al 
1993]. The proposed method of association rule mining incorporates the GA technique 
to find the frequent conditions. This results in association rules being found at the end. 
The task is here to mine association rules from the data set, which has minimum support 
( MinSupport ) and confidence ( nceMinConfide ). The data set in which association 
rules are extracted often contains continuous and categorical attributes. For the 
continuous attributes, a discretization method is needed to construct intervals of those 
attributes as discussed in Section 3.3.1. These intervals construct conditions and 
conditions make association rules. For example, if a continuous attribute is age and it is 
discretized into two intervals [31,50] and [51,70], we can construct conditions 
50<=age>=31 and 70<=age>=51. The categorical attributes construct conditions by 
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taking all its possible values in the conditions. For example, if a categorical attribute is 
Sex, then Sex=male, Sex=female, Sex=unknown, conditions can be constructed. The 
conditions of the attributes determine the length of the chromosome in the GA. Thus 
each cell of the chromosome denotes a condition found in the attributes of the data set. 
The cell of the chromosome is considered as binary valued. A true value for a cell 
means that the condition is true and conversely, false means that the condition is false. 
Arithmetic crossover using the OR logical operator carries out the chromosomes’ 
reproduction. The chromosome evaluation fitness function is constructed from the 
support and confidence measure. The chromosomes at any generation with less support 
than MinSupport  are excluded from the list of parents for next generation of 
chromosomes. The chromosomes, whose support value, is equal or higher than 
MinSupport produce the frequent conditions and subsequently produce the association 
rules. The GA association rule mining method explained below uses a small 
hypothetical data set as shown in Table 3.5 and Table 3.6. The method has the following 
steps.  
(i) Condition Construction 
 As mentioned before, conditions are constructed from attributes and their values. 
For a continuous attribute, after discretization all ranges appear in the conditions and for 
a categorical attribute, all possible values appear in the conditions. For example, for the 
data set of Table 3.5, we have only one attribute and it has six possible values so six 
conditions are constructed. They are ( )Teaitem = , ( )Coffeeitem = , ( )Sugaritem = , 
( )Milkitem = , ( )pasteToothitem  =  and ( )brushToothitem  = . 
 
(ii) Chromosome Construct and Initial Population 
 The number of conditions determines the chromosome construction and 
population size. If there are n  conditions, the chromosome has n  cells and an initial 
population size of n . For example, for the data set of Table 3.5, six conditions are 
possible to be constructed, so there will be 6 chromosomes having 6 cells in the GA to 
mine the association rules from this data set. Each cell of the chromosome represents 
one condition and the position of the cell will be fixed for that condition for all 
generations. The position of the condition in the cell will be in order i.e. first condition 
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( )Teaitem =  will be referenced by cell 1, second condition ( )Coffeeitem =  will be 
referenced by cell 2. The first generation of chromosomes is constructed so that it will 
contain a true value (denoted by 1) for one cell and the rest of cells will contain a false 
value (denoted by 0). The initial population is shown in Figure 3.5 and it is denoted by 
Generation [0].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(iii) Crossover of Chromosomes 
 The population of a particular generation is produced from one or two previous 
generations. The ]1[nGeneratio ′  refers the initial state of Generation[1] and gets all 
chromosomes from the initial population. These are filtered off with the evaluation 
function as described in the next point and the surviving chromosomes become the 
]1[Chromosome  1 0 0 0 0 0 Support 0.71 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 1 0 0 0 0 Support 0.42 
 
]3[Chromosome  0 0 1 0 0 0 Support 0.85 
 
]4[Chromosome  0 0 0 1 0 0 Support 0.71 
 
]5[Chromosome  0 0 0 0 1 0 Support 0.71 
 
]6[Chromosome  0 0 0 0 0 1 Support 1.0 
 
Figure 3.5 Population of Generation[0] 
 
Item Description 
1I  Tee 
2I  Coffee 
3I  Sugar 
4I  Milk 
5I  Toothpaste 
6I  Toothbrush 
 
Table 3.5 Sale item 
 
1I  2I  3I  4I  5I  6I  
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
1 0 1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 1 1 
 
Table 3.6 Sale transactions 
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members of Generation[1].  The second generation is constructed using arithmetic 
crossover as follows. 
 ]1[]1[]2[ GenerationGenerationnGeneratio +=′  
Here the operator + applies the OR operation between two generations. The arithmetic 
crossover using the OR operation between the two generations is performed for every 
chromosome from one generation with all chromosomes from the other generation one 
after another i.e. 
 jijChromosomeGeneration
iChromosmeGenerationkChromosomenGeneratio
∀∀
+=′
,],[::]1[                                                        
][::]1[][::]2[
 
Following is an example of an OR operation between two chromosomes. 
 
 1 1 1 0 0 0 +
 
0 1 1 0 1 0 =
 
1 1 1 0 1 0 
 
The rest of the generations are constructed according to the following generalized rule.  
nqpqp
qGenerationpGenerationnnGeneratio
=+>>>≥
+=′
  ,  0,q 0,p  2,n  where
][][][
 
The indexes p and q  can be selected in many ways. For example for ]7[Generation  
p and q  can be chosen for the reproduction rule as follows. 
 ]1[]6[]7[ GenerationGenerationnGeneratio +=′  
 ]2[]5[]7[ GenerationGenerationnGeneratio +=′  
 ]3[]4[]7[ GenerationGenerationnGeneratio +=′  
For simplicity and efficient implementation of the method, the following way should be 
chosen to produce the future generations. 
  2n   where]1[]1[][ ≥+−=′ GenerationnGenerationnnGeneratio  
The above rule means that the last generation to the current generation and the first 
generation are applied to produce the current generation. In this choice, we are keeping 
the first generation constant but only varying one generation throughout the end. As a 
result this approach gives the advantage that it takes less memory operations in the 
algorithm. The other advantage of this approach is that it produces fewer offspring 
chromosomes for the next generation since the first generation usually has less 
chromosomes than the rest of the generations. 
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 After the production of a generation, its members are evaluated by a fitness 
function and only the fittest members survive the generation, which are then capable of 
taking part in reproduction for the next generation. The fitness function to evaluate a 
chromosome for a generation is defined as follows. 
 ][::][][::][ iChromosomennGeneratioiChromosomenGeneration ′=  
 iff  niChromosome =][  and MinSupportiChromosomeSupport ≥])[(   
where ][nnGeneratio ′  is the initial state of ][nGeneration ,  
][::][ iChromosomenGeneration  denotes  thi  chromosome of ][nGeneration , 
][iChromosome  is the number of true values (i.e. 1 )  in the ][iChromosome , 
])[( iChromosomeSupport is the support of the ][iChromosome  as calculated according 
to the definition of Support in  2.2, MinSupport is the constraint set by the user for 
association rules.  
 To explain the selection procedure of chromosomes for the next generation, 
assume that there are three chromosomes of ]3[nGeneratio ′  of hypothetical data for 
association rule mining. The criteria for association rule mining is set 
to 7.0=MinSupport . These chromosomes are shown in Figure 3.6. In this Figure, 
]1[Chromosome  will not be selected for the next generation though it has the required 
support i.e. 0.95. This is because it does not have the same number of true conditions as 
the generation index. There are two cells where the condition is true. We refer to this as 
2]1[ =Chromosome  which is lower than the generation index of 3 and hence should not 
be passed to the next generation. ]2[Chromosome  is also not to be selected though it has 
the required support of 0.85, since 4]2[ =Chromosome  which is higher than generation 
index 3. ]3[Chromosome  and ]4[Chromosome  both have the same number of true 
conditions as the generation index but ]4[Chromosome  has the required support, 
therefore ]4[Chromosome is the chromosome to be selected in ]3[nGeneratio ′  and it 
becomes a member of ]3[Generation  (final state). 
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The next generation gets updated for association rule mining with the production 
of new chromosomes from the previous two generations as explained before and the 
fittest members are kept for producing the next generation. It continues until there are no 
fittest chromosomes found in a generation. This process is demonstrated in the Figure 
3.6 to Figure 3.8 with the initial population as shown in Figure 3.3 for the data set of 
Table 3.4, where minimum support is set at 0.7. The Generation [3] is the final 
generation of this data set. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
]3[nGeneratio ′ :: Initial state 
]1[Chromosome  1 0 1 0 0 0 Support 0.95 
 
]2[Chromosome  1 1 1 0 0 1 Support 0.85 
 
]3[Chromosome  1 1 0 1  0 Support 0.55 
 
]4[Chromosome  1 1 0 1 0 0 Support 0.85 
 
]3[Generation : : Final state 
 
]4[Chromosome  1 1 0 1 0 0 Support 0.85 
 
Figure 3.6 Examples of chromosome selection 
]1[Chromosome  1 0 0 0 0 0 Support 0.71 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 0 1 0 0 0 Support 0.85 
 
]3[Chromosome  0 0 0 1 0 0 Support 0.71 
 
]4[Chromosome  0 0 0 0 1 0 Support 0.71 
 
]5[Chromosome  0 0 0 0 0 1 Support 1.0 
 
Figure 3.7 Population of Generation[1]. 
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(iv) Production of Association Rules 
 The final generation produces association rules of the form BA⇒  where A is 
the antecedent and B is the consequent. The chromosomes of the final generation, which 
has two or more true value in its cells, are able to produce the association rules. If a 
chromosome of the final generation has n  number of true values in its cells then it 
produces 1C
n
 number of association rules )1( >n . In these association rules a condition 
referred by a true value of the chromosome is regarded as the consequent and conditions 
referred by the rest of true values in the chromosome form antecedent part using AND 
operators. For example, the chromosome of the final generation as shown in Figure 3.9 
produces the following association rules. 
]6[]3[ ]1[ cellcellcell ⇒∧    or brushToothSugaritemTeaitem   and ⇒==  
]3[]6[ ]1[ cellcellcell ⇒∧    or SugarbrushToothitemTeaitem ⇒==   and  
]1[]6[ ]3[ cellcellcell ⇒∧    or TeabrushToothitemSugaritem ⇒==   and  
 
 Since association rules must conform to having at least a user defined confidence 
( nceMinConfide ), the above rules have to be pruned further with this constraint. If the 
nceMinConfide is set 0.9, the final association rules of the data set of Table 3.5 are 
shown in Table 3.7. It is noted that TeabrushToothitemSugaritem ⇒==   and  is not 
]1[Chromosome  1 0 1 0 0 0 Support 0.71 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 0 1 0 0 1 Support 0.85 
 
]3[Chromosome  0 0 0 1 0 1 Support 0.71 
 
 
]4[Chromosome  0 0 0 0 1 1 Support 0.71 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Population of Generation [2]. 
 
]1[Chromosome  1 0 1 0 0 1 Support 0.71 
 
Figure 3.9 Population of Generation [3]. 
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the final association rule as its confidence is calculated as 0.83, which is lower than 
required confidence 0.9.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Experiment and Result 
A data set of DNA2 was chosen from the Machine Learning Repository to test the 
effectiveness of the proposed method of mining association rules of Primate splice-
junction gene sequences (DNA). Splice junctions are points on a DNA sequence at which 
`superfluous' DNA is removed during the process of protein creation in higher 
organisms. The problem posed in this dataset is to recognize, given a sequence of DNA, 
the boundaries between exons (the parts of the DNA sequence retained after splicing) 
and introns (the parts of the DNA sequence that are spliced out). This problem consists 
of two subtasks: recognizing exon/intron boundaries (referred to as EI sites), and 
recognizing intron/exon boundaries (IE sites). (In the biological community, IE borders 
are referred to as “acceptors” while EI borders are referred to as “donors”'.) This data set 
has been developed to evaluate machine learning algorithms. The complete data set 
consists of 3190 instances. Each instance has 62 attributes. Among them 60 attributes 
are sequential DNA nucleotide positions. The first 10 attributes are denoted by 0a to 9a  
and chosen for this current experiment. These attributes are categorical types and 
contain one of{ }, RC, N, D, S A, T, G, , indicating the nucleotide positions of DNA. The 
experiment begins to mine association rules with high support and confidence 
(e.g. 5.0=MinSupport , 8.0=nceMinConfide ) but it results no rule since attribute 
values do not have strong association. Subsequently, the experiment is designed with 
                                                 
2
 This dataset is available at kdd.ics.uci.edu 
Association rule description 
1. brushToothSugaritemTeaitem   and ⇒== , rs=0.71, rc=1.0 
2.  SugarbrushToothitemTeaitem ⇒==   and , rs=0.71, rc=1.0  
 
Table 3.7 Mined association rules (rs=Rule support, rc=Rule confidence) 
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08.0=MinSupport  and 3.0=nceMinConfide  to mine association rules between the 
first ten ( 0A to 9A ) DNA nucleotide positions. The association rules found from this 
experiment are listed in Table 3.8. Among them the rule )9()8( TACA =⇒=  is the 
strongest as it has the highest support and confidence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.4.2 GA Characteristic Rule Mining  
 The characteristic rules summarize the characteristics of a class. Similar to GAs 
association rule mining, the proposed method of characteristic rule mining incorporates 
GA technique in finding the frequent characteristic conditions of a class, which later 
turn into characteristic rules. The task here is to mine characteristic rules from the data 
set, which has minimum class support ( pportMinClassSu ). The data set submitted to 
GA characteristic rule mining contains both continuous and categorical attributes. To 
handle this data and construct conditions for characteristic rule mining, some pre-
processing described for association rule mining is needed. Unlike association rule 
mining, GA chromosomes have two-dimensional cells.   The number of attributes found 
Association rule description 
1.  (A1=T)==>(A0=C), rs= 0.084, rc= 0.354 
2. (A1=T)==>(A2=G), rs= 0.084, rc= 0.354 
3. (A2=T)==>(A1=C), rs= 0.088, rc= 0.369 
4. (A3=T)==>(A2=C), rs= 0.086, rc= 0.367 
5. (A4=T)==>(A3=C), rs= 0.091, rc= 0.362 
6. (A5=T)==>(A4=C), rs= 0.086, rc= 0.361 
7. (A6=T)==>(A5=C), rs= 0.090, rc= 0.377 
8. (A7=T)==>(A6=C), rs= 0.087, rc= 0.351 
9. (A9=T)==>(A8=C), rs= 0.101, rc= 0.381 
10. (A8=C)==>(A9=T), rs= 0.101, rc= 0.356 
 
 
Table 3.8 Mined association rules from DNA data (rs=Rule support  
and rc=Rule confidence) 
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in the data determines the length of one dimension and the number of conditions of the 
attribute determines the length of the other dimension. The cell of the chromosome is 
binary valued like the chromosome used in association rule mining. The chromosome 
evaluation function is constructed using the Class Support measure. The fittest 
chromosomes in this method carry the frequent characteristics of the class in the data 
set.  These fittest chromosomes produce characteristic rules at the end of the method. 
This entire method has four steps for each class and these steps are explained below 
using an example customer data set. The dataset is shown in Table 3.9. The method is 
used to mine the characteristic rules of the customer class.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(1) Condition Construction 
 Conditions are constructed using the same technique as followed in Association 
Rule Mining. Since the age attribute is continuous, it must first be categorized using a 
discretization method. Let’s say after discretization the age attribute of the data set of 
Table 3.9 is categorized as ),40[),40,30[),30,[ ∞−∞  which can be translated into 
conditions predicates as )30( <Age  )4030( <<= Age , )40( >Age . The other two 
attributes are categorical and their possible values appear in the condition constructed as 
)( MaleSex = , )( FemaleSex = , )( AsianRace = , and 
)( AfricanRace = , )( EuropianRace = . 
(2) Chromosome Construct and Initial Population 
 The construction of each chromosome consists of the number of conditions of 
the data set. Thus each cell is encoded with a binary number similar to the encoding of 
the chromosome in the GA for association rule mining. The customer data set has 8 
 Age Race Sex 
35 Asian Male 
26 European Male 
55 African Female 
43 Asian Male 
30 European Female 
38 African Male 
50 Asian Female 
  
Table 3.9 Example of characteristic rule mining 
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conditions e.g. 3 for Age, 2 for Sex and 3 for race. The initial population of this data set 
contains 8 chromosomes as shown in Figure 3.10. As mentioned earlier, the 
chromosomes of GA characteristic rule mining are two-dimensional. To denote the 
separation of each dimension, the hatched cell is used in the Figure 3.9. Thus, 
]][[::][::][ lkCelljChromosomeiGeneartion  denotes the cell value of thl condition of 
the k th attribute from the j th chromosome of i th generation. The following segment of 
pseudo code is used to construct the initial population of the method.  
 
forend
forend
ll[k][l]ome[j]::Ce]::Chromosrtion[     Genea          
jj
kconddocond to   l:       for
doattribute to  for k:
j
forend
lkjlkCelljChromosomeGeneartion
docond to  for j:
th
kk
 
         
10
1:               
attribute}  of conditions ofnumber  is {     1
 1
0:
 
,,,0]][[::][::]0[        
 1
=
+=
=
=
=
∀∀∀=
=
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
]1[Chromosome  1 0 0  0 0  0 0 0 Class Support 0.14 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 1 0  0 0  0 0 0 Class Support 0.42 
 
]3[Chromosome  0 0 1  0 0  0 0 0 Class Support 0.42 
 
]4[Chromosome  0 0 0  1 0  0 0 0 Class Support 0.57 
 
]5[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 1
0 
 0 0 0 Class Support 0.42 
 
]6[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 0  1 0 0 Class Support 0.71 
 
]7[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 0  0 1 0 Class Support 0.28 
 
]8[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 0  0 0 1 Class Support 0.28 
     
Figure 3.10 Population of Generation[0] 
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(3) Crossover of Chromosomes 
 The population of a generation is produced from one or two previous 
generations. ]1[nGeneratio ′  refers to the initial state of Generation[1] and has all the 
chromosomes of the initial population. These are filtered using the evaluation function. 
The surviving chromosomes become the members of Generation[1].  The second 
generation is constructed as follows. 
 ]1[]1[]2[ GenerationGenerationnGeneratio +=′  
Here the operator + applies the OR operation between the two generations. The OR 
operation between the two generations is performed for each chromosome of one 
generation with all the chromosomes of the other generation. The other generations are 
constructed according to the following rule.  
 ][][][ qGenerationpGenerationnnGeneratio +=′  
where 2≥n , 0>p , 0>q , qp > , nqp =+  
The indexes p and q  have to be selected in different ways and for simplicity in 
implementing the method, 1=p  and 1−= nq  are used for the same reasons as 
discussed in Association rule mining (Section 3.4.1).  
 After the production of a generation, its population is evaluated by a fitness 
function and only the fittest population survives for producing the next generation. The 
selection is carried in two phases. In the first phase, the chromosome which has more 
than one cell belonging to a condition turned ON (value 1) is removed and in the second 
phase the chromosome which does not have required class support is removed.  
The fitness function used to evaluate a chromosome for a generation is defined 
as follows. 
 ][::][][::][ iChromosomennGeneratioiChromosomenGeneration ′=  
iff  niChromosome =][  and pportMinClassSuiChromosomeSupport ≥])[(  
where ][nnGeneratio ′  is the initial state of ][nGeneration ,  
][::][ iChromosomenGeneration  denotes  thi  chromosome of ][nGeneration , 
][iChromosome  is the frequency of true value (i.e. 1 )  in the ][iChromosome . 
 The Generation function continues until no further generation can be produced 
from the previous generations. To explain the above process in the production of 
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chromosomes, consider the initial chromosomes in Figure 3.10 with pportMinClassSu  
set as 0.2. The first generation is shown in Figure 3.11, where each chromosome has the 
required class support. Figure 3.12a and 3.12 b show the initial state of the second 
generation after removing all the chromosomes, which do not have the required class 
support of 0.2. The final state of the second generation is obtained as shown in Figure 
3.13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
]1[Chromosome  0 1 0  0 0  0 0 0 Class Support 0.42 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 0 1  0 0  0 0 0 Class Support 0.42 
 
]3[Chromosome  0 0 0  1 0  0 0 0 Class Support 0.57 
 
]4[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 1
0 
 0 0 0 Class Support 0.42 
 
]5[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 0  1 0 0 Class Support 0.71 
 
]6[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 0  0 1 0 Class Support 0.28 
 
]7[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 0  0 0 1 Class Support 0.28 
 
   Figure 3.11 Population of Generation [1] 
 
]1[Chromosome  0 1 0  1 0  0 0 0 Class Support 0.28 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 1 0  0 1  0 0 0 Class Support 0.14 
 
]3[Chromosome  0 0 1  1 0  0 0 0 Class Support 0.14 
 
]4[Chromosome  0 1 0  0 0
0 
 1 0 0 Class Support 0.14 
 
]5[Chromosome  0 1 0  0 0  0 1 0 Class Support 0.14 
 
]6[Chromosome  0 1 0  0 0  0 0 1 Class Support 0.14 
 
]7[Chromosome  0 0 1  0 0
0 
 1 0 0 Class Support 0.28 
 
]8[Chromosome  0 0 1  0 0  0 1 0 Class Support 0.14 
 
    Figure 3.12(a) Population of Generation´ [2]  
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(4) Production of Characteristic Rules 
 In this step, each generation of surviving chromosomes from the second step 
produces characteristic rules of the form BA⇒  where A  contains the characteristic 
conditions and B is the class name. The class chromosomes are only able to produce 
characteristic rules. The rule production is done by translating all the ON values of cells 
belonging to each of the conditions of the class chromosome to its condition description 
with ‘AND’ ( ∧ ) connected for the class. For example, the last two chromosomes in 
Figure 3.12 produce the following two characteristic rules for the customer class in the 
customer data set as shown in Table 3.9. 
 
]1[Chromosome  0 1 0  1 0  0 0 0 Class Support  0.28 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 0 1  0 0
0 
 1 0 0 Class Support  0.28 
 
]3[Chromosome  0 0 0  1 0
0 
 1 0 0 Class Support  0.28 
 
    Figure 3.13 Population of Generation [2]. 
 
 
]9[Chromosome  0 0 1  0 0  0 0 1 Class Support  0.00 
 
]10[Chromosome
 
0 0 0  1 0
0 
 1 0 0 Class Support  0.28 
 
]11[Chromosome
 
0 0 0  1 0  0 1 0 Class Support  0.14 
 
]12[Chromosome
 
0 0 0  1 0  0 0 1 Class Support  0.14 
 
]13[Chromosome
 
0 0 0  0 1
0 
 1 0 0 Class Support  0.14 
 
]14[Chromosome
 
0 0 0  0 1  0 1 0 Class Support  0.14 
 
]15[Chromosome
 
0 0 0  0 1  0 0 1 Class Support  0.14 
 
    Figure 3.12(b) Population of Generation´ [2]  
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Experiment and Result 
The same DNA data used for Association rule mining was chosen to test the 
effectiveness of the proposed method for mining characteristic rules. This problem 
consists of two classes exon/intron  (referred to as EI ), and recognizing intron/exon 
boundaries (IE ). Each instance has 62 attributes. The experiment is designed to mine 
the characteristic rules of the EI class with a class support of 0.8 
(e.g. 8.0=pportMinClassSu ). The resultant characteristic rules found by the proposed 
method are listed in Table 3.10.  In the result, first rule of EI class has the highest class 
support. We can conclude from this rule is that 30 th  and 31th  nucleotide positions in the 
EI DNA class have categorical values G and T and this  is the most usual characteristics 
in that class. The other rules depict the less usual characteristics in the class. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Characteristic rule description 
1. CustomerAsianRaceAge ⇒=∧> )()40( , rcs=0.28 
2. CustomerAsianRaceMaleSex ⇒=∧= )()( , rcs=0.28  
 
 
Table 3.9 Mined characteristic rules (rcs=Rule class support) 
 
Characteristic rule description 
1. (A30= G) and (A31= T)==> (EI),  rcs=0.986 
2. (A30= G) and (A34= G)==> (EI), rcs=0.855 
3. (A31= T) and (A34= G)==> (EI),  rcs=0.849 
4. (A30= G) and (A31= T) and (A34= G)==> (EI),  rcs=0.849  
5. (A29= G) and (A30= G) and (A31= T)==> (EI), rcs=0.806 
 
Table 3.10 Mined characteristic rules of EI of DNA data (rcs=Rule class support) 
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3.4.3 GA Classification Rule Mining   
 Classification rules denote the discriminating characteristics of a class in 
comparison to the other classes. The proposed GA classification rule mining method 
uses similar GA techniques as the characteristic rule mining method of the previous 
section. It constructs classification rules from characteristic rules using the frequent 
characteristic conditions of the class resulted from the GA chromosomes. The task here 
is to mine classification rules from the data set, which have minimum class support 
( pportMinClassSu ) and have a classification error which is less than the maximum 
allowed for a classification error ( rorMaxClassEr ). As before the data set submitted for 
GA classification rule mining also has both continuous and categorical attributes. 
Because of this a pre-processing method is used that is similar to the association and 
characteristic rule mining methods. The GA chromosome construction, the reproduction 
of the chromosomes and the evaluation function is the same as the characteristic rule 
mining example. The difference is that only rules from the fittest chromosome that carry 
the discriminate characteristics of the class are extracted in this method. In characteristic 
rule mining, the characteristics of class extraction is straight forward i.e. characteristics 
contained in the chromosome are transferred to the rules. These characteristics may be 
present in other classes.  However, in the classification rule mining, only the rules are 
extracted from the chromosomes in which the classification errors do not exceed the 
measure rorMaxClassEr . The entire method of classification rule mining is explained 
below using a hypothetical set of a customer data as shown in Table 3.9. The method 
aims to mine classification rules of the sex of customers which have 
pportMinClassSu and have classification errors less than or equal to rorMaxClassEr . 
The construction of conditions is the same as explained before in the first step of 
characteristic rule mining. For the data set of Table 3.9, the conditions are 
)30( <Age  )4030( <<= Age , )40( >Age , and 
)( AsianRace = , )( AfricanRace = , )( EuropianRace = .  
Chromosome construction with these conditions and reproduction of chromosomes are 
also the same as steps (2) and (3) of the characteristic rule mining method example. 
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Classification rule mining for the two classes of chromosomes with the setting of 
5.0=pportMinClassSu and 25.0=rorMaxClassEr  are described below.  
 
(1) Classification rule mining for male customers 
The initial population is 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Generation[1] will take only those chromosomes, which have at least 
5.0=pportMinClassSu , Hence they are 
 
 
 
 
The initial Generation' [2] will be 
 
 
 
Hence its chromosome’s class support is less than pportMinClassSu , so there will be no 
population in the final Generation[2]. Classification rule mining starts from each 
chromosome of Generation[1] and the following generation with a class error less than 
25.0=rorMaxClassEr . The calculated class error of Generation[1] in this example is 
as follows. 
 
]1[Chromosome  1 0 0  0 
0 
0 0 Class Support 0.25 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 1 0  0 
0 
0 0 Class Support 0.50 
 
]3[Chromosome  0 0 1  0 
0 
0 0 Class Support 0.25 
 
]4[Chromosome  0 0 0  1 0 0 Class Support 0.50 
 
]5[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 
0 
1 0 Class Support 0.25 
 
]6[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 
0 
0 1 Class Support 0.25 
 
 
]1[Chromosome  0 1 0  0 
0 
0 0 Class Support 0.50 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 0 0  1 0 0 Class Support 0.50 
 
]1[Chromosome  0 1 0  1 0 0 Class Support 0.25 
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Since there is no chromosome which has a class error less than rorMaxClassEr , there 
will be no classification rule for the class Male. 
 
(2) Classification Rule Mining for Female Customers 
The initial population is 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Generation[1] will take only those chromosomes, which have at least 
5.0=pportMinClassSu , Hence they are 
 
 
There will be no population in the final Generation [2] since a single chromosome can 
not produce any chromosomes for the next generation. The calculated class error of 
Generation [1] in this example is as follows. 
 
 
 
Since it has a class error less than or equal to rorMaxClassEr , there is a classification 
rule for the class female from this chromosome and it is: 
0.25error  Class  0.66,Support  Class    )40( FemaleAge ⇒>  
]1[Chromosome  0 1 0  0 
0 
0 0 Class Support 0.5, Class Error 0.33 
.33 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 0 0  1 0 0 Class Support 0.5, Class Error 0.33 
 
 
]1[Chromosome  1 0 0  0 
0 
0 0 Class Support 0.0 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 1 0  0 
0 
0 0 Class Support 0.33 
 
]3[Chromosome  0 0 1  0 
0 
0 0 Class Support 0.66 
 
]4[Chromosome  0 0 0  1 0 0 Class Support 0.33 
 
]5[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 
0 
1 0 Class Support 0.33 
 
]6[Chromosome  0 0 0  0 
0 
0 1 Class Support 0.33 
 
]1[Chromosome  0 0 1  0 0 0 Class Support 0.66 
 
]2[Chromosome  0 1 0  0 
0 
0 0 Class Support 0.66, Class Error 0.25 
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Experiment and Result 
The same DNA data as used before in characteristic rule mining has been chosen 
to mine classification rules using the proposed method. This problem consists of two 
classes exon/intron  (referred to as EI ) and  recognizing intron/exon boundaries (IE). 
The data set consists of 768 IE and 766 EI instances. Each instance has 62 attributes. 
The experiment is designed to mine classification rules of IE and EI class with the 
8.0=pportMinClassSu  and 10.0=rorMaxClassEr . There is no classification rule 
found for the class IE, However the class EI produces classification rules as listed in 
Table 3.11.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.5 GA Vs Decision Tree Rule Mining Method 
The performance of the proposed GA method over decision tree method is 
compared in this section. The basis of the comparison is chosen as the quality of the 
rules. The class support and class error, two popular measures used in DM literature, 
determine the quality of the rules. A higher class support and a lower class error is more 
desirable for rule mining problems. The genome data set, which is a reasonably large 
data set was chosen to test these two methods. For the decision tree method the C4.5 
algorithm was chosen for the experiment. The split criterion of the node in this 
algorithm was chosen as the Information Gain Ratio. The minimum number of leaves in 
the node was chosen to be two. The decision tree was constructed with 96 leaves. To 
prune the tree a 0.25 confidence level was chosen and finally 38 leaves were found. 
Rule Description 
1. (A30= G) and (A34= G)==> (EI),  rcs=0.855,  rce =0.092 
2. (A31= T) and (A34= G)==> (EI),  rcs=0.849,  rce =0.059 
3. (A30= G) and (A31= T) and (A34= G)==> (EI),  rcs=0.849,  rce =0.028 
 
Table 3.11 Mined classification rules of DNA data (rcs=Rule class support, rce=Rule 
class error) 
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These 38 leaves were translated into rules and are shown in Table 3.12 with their class 
support and error values.  
The results show that rule ((A31 = G))==>IE is the best rule found for the class 
IE gene using the decision tree method since it has the highest support among all the 
other rules of the same class. Similarly, the rule ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = 
G))==>EI is the best rule mined by the decision tree method for the class EI. To 
compare this result to the GA rule mining method the same data set is chosen. The 
minimum class support and maximum error for the IE class was set as 0.2 and 0.001 
with the hope that it could mine rules for the IE class better than rules found using the 
decision tree method (the best class support and error was set as 0.22 and 0.0 in that 
method). The results are shown in Table 3.12. The best rule found using the GA method 
for the class IE was (A30= A)==> IE, with a class support  0.28 which is obviously 
higher than the support (0.22) found using the decision tree method. The class error 
(0.000) was same for both methods. For the other class EI the minimum class support 
and maximum error for the IE class was set as 0.5 and 0.04 and the resultant rules are 
also reported in the Table 3.12.  In this experiment the best rule was ((A30= G) and 
(A31= T) and (A34= G))==> EI, which was the same as the best rule found using the 
decision tree method. In addition to this rule, the GA method has mined other rules with 
supports that are higher than the other rules found using the decision tree method. It is 
also obvious from the results of the GA method in this experiment, that the GA method 
only mines rules of user interest and the decision tree method mines rules from a large 
number of leaves.  
This experiment shows that the GA method can mine better rules than the 
decision tree method. The mined rule set can be large using the decision tree method but 
it is compact and constituted by better rules in when the GA method is used.  This is 
because the user can set the parameters of minimum support and maximum allowed 
error which reduces the number of unwanted rules in the mining result. 
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Rule Description 
1. ((A31 = G))==>IE, rcs= 0.228, rce= 0.001  
2. ((A31 = C))==>IE, rcs= 0.214, rce= 0.005  
3. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = A))==>IE, rcs= 0.081, rce= 0.000  
4. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = C))==>IE, rcs= 0.066, rce= 0.000  
5. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = T))==>IE, rcs= 0.036, rce= 0.000  
6. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = C) and (A32 = C))==>IE, rcs= 
0.017, rce= 0.000 
7. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = C) and (A32 = T))==>IE, rcs= 
0.012, rce= 0.000  
8. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = T) and (A32 = G) and (A21 = 
T))==>IE, rcs= 0.012, rce= 0.000  
9. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = C) and (A48 = 
C))==>IE, rcs= 0.009, rce= 0.001  
10. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = C) and (A32 = G) and (A21 = 
T))==>IE,  rcs= 0.008, rce= 0.000  
11. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = T) and (A32 = T))==>IE, rcs= 
0.008, rce= 0.001  
12. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = C) and (A48 = 
A))==>IE, rcs= 0.007, rce= 0.000  
13. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = C) and (A32 = G) and (A21 = C) 
and (A22 = C))==>IE, rcs= 0.005, rce= 0.000  
14. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = T) and (A32 = C))==>IE, rcs= 
0.005, rce= 0.001  
15. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = C) and (A48 = G) 
and (A10 = C))==>IE, rcs= 0.004, rce= 0.000  
16. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = T) and (A32 = G) and (A21 = 
C))==>IE, rcs= 0.004, rce= 0.000  
17. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = C) and (A48 = G) 
and (A10 = A))==>IE, rcs= 0.003, rce= 0.000  
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18. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = C) and (A48 = G) 
and (A10 = T))==>IE, rcs= 0.003, rce= 0.000  
19. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = T) and (A13 = 
A))==>IE, rcs= 0.003, rce= 0.000  
20. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = T) and (A13 = 
C))==>IE, rcs= 0.003, rce= 0.000  
21. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = C) and (A32 = G) and (A21 = C) 
and (A22 = G))==>IE, rcs= 0.003, rce= 0.000  
22. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = G))==>EI, rcs= 0.850, rce= 0.029  
23. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = T) and (A32 = A))==>EI, rcs= 
0.038, rce= 0.005  
24. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = C) and (A32 = A))==>EI, rcs= 
0.033, rce= 0.003  
25. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = A))==>EI, rcs= 
0.018, rce= 0.000  
26. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = C) and (A48 = 
T))==>EI, rcs= 0.009, rce= 0.000  
27. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = G))==>EI, rcs= 
0.008,rce= 0.000  
28. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = C) and (A32 = G) and (A21 = 
A))==>EI, rcs= 0.007, rce= 0.000 
29. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = T) and (A32 = G) and (A21 = 
A))==>EI, rcs= 0.007, rce= 0.000  
30. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = C) and (A32 = G) and (A21 = 
G))==>EI, rcs= 0.005, rce= 0.001 
31. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = C) and (A48 = G) 
and (A10 = G))==>EI, rcs= 0.003, rce= 0.000  
32. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = T) and (A13 = 
T))==>EI, rcs= 0.003, rce= 0.000  
33. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = C) and (A32 = G) and (A21 = C) 
and (A22 = T))==>EI, rcs= 0.003, rce= 0.000  
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34. ((A31 = N))==>EI, rcs= 0.001, rce= 0.000  
35. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = A) and (A27 = T) and (A13 = 
G))==>EI,  rcs= 0.001, rce= 0.000  
36. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = C) and (A32 = G) and (A21 = C) 
and (A22 = A))==>EI, rcs= 0.001, rce= 0.000  
37. ((A31 = T) and (A30 = G) and (A34 = T) and (A32 = G) and (A21 = 
G))==>EI,  rcs= 0.001, rce= 0.000  
 
Table 3.12 Rule Mining on DNA data by Decision Tree (rcs=Rule class support, 
rce=Rule class error) 
 
 
Rule Description 
1. (A30= A)==> IE, rcs= 0.284, rce= 0.000  
2. ((A28= A) and (A30= A0)==> IE, rcs= 0.282, rce= 0.000 
3. ((A29= G) and (A30= A))==> IE, rcs= 0.282, rce= 0.000  
4. ((A30= G) and (A31= T) and (A34= G))==> EI, rcs= 0.850, rce= 0.028 
5. ((A30= G) and (A31= T) and (A33= A))==> EI, rcs= 0.718, rce= 0.038 
6. ((A30= G) and (A33= A) and (A34= G))==> EI, rcs= 0.642, rce= 0.032  
7. ((A31= T) and (A33= A) and (A34= G))==> EI, rcs= 0.638, rce= 0.018  
8. ((A30= G) and (A31= T) and (A33= A) and (A34= G))==> EI, rcs= 0.638, 
rce= 0.008  
9. ((A29= G) and (A30= G) and (A31= T) and (A34= G))==> EI, rcs= 0.671, 
rce= 0.028 
10. ((A29= G) and (A30= G) and (A31= T) and (A33= A))==> EI, rcs= 0.551, 
rce= 0.378 
 
Table 3.13 Rule Mining on DNA data by GA (rcs=Rule class support, rce=Rule class 
error) 
 
3.6 Building Scoring Predictive Model  
There are two types of models that can be built using the results of rule mining 
for real applications e.g. the explanatory model and the predictive model. An 
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explanatory model encapsulates data for the purpose of making sense in terms of 
domain knowledge. Characteristic rules can build these models with a capability to 
summarize the data. The explanatory model is known as the summarizing model in 
some DM literature. A predictive model’s main concern is the ability make accurate 
predictions when applied to the future cases or instances. In DM applications, predictive 
modelling is one of the most advanced techniques to solve many real problems since the 
predictive model helps to predict the class information from the dataset. To know this 
class information is vital in many real life situations. For example, in the 
telecommunication industry, if churn customers (who leave the service) are known in 
advance, the industry can start a customer retention program for those customers before 
it is too late and this can save a lot of revenue for the company [Bing  et al 2003]. There 
are many other real examples where problems are handled using predictive modelling. 
There has been a long history of predictive model research in statistics. Fields including 
statistics, pattern recognition and artificial neural networks have contributed to recent 
developments in the machine learning area, to meet the challenges of mining ever 
increasing data warehouses. Predictive modelling which is perhaps the most used sub 
field of DM draws from statistics, machine learning, database techniques, optimizations 
techniques, theory of neural networks, Bayesian algorithms, decision trees and multiple 
regression models etc. [Hong and Weiss, 2004]. These techniques produce low 
predictive accuracy when the data is very noisy and most of the time it is highly 
unbalanced with the class distributions [Provost and Fawcett 2001]. To improve the 
predictive accuracy researchers have adopted several approaches. One of the approaches 
is to increase the number of minority class instances by using sampling. An alternative 
to this approach is to use a scoring method to handle these imbalanced datasets [Bing et 
al 2003] without adding extra instances to the classification system. The scoring 
predictive method estimates the class probability of the unknown instances for the 
purpose of prediction. For example, when an instance of a fraud detection dataset has a 
score of 0.7 for the fraud class, it tells us that the instance has 70% chance to be a fraud 
class type. A scoring predictive model using association rules which is named SBA 
(Scoring Based Associations) has been proposed in [Bing  et al 2003]. This method is 
used to mine association rules at the beginning and uses the  two constraints overall 
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minimum support and minimum confidence. From the support and confidence 
information, it calculates a score for each class. However, the approach also suffers 
from two major drawbacks: (1) it produces a very large number of association rules, 
which results in a high processing overhead; and (2) its confidence-based rule 
evaluation measure may lead to over fitting which is a common problem in DM. When 
over fitting occurs, then the model may fit perfectly for training data but it is flawed 
with unseen data. In comparison with the association rule based predictive model, the 
traditional rule-based model, such as C4.5, the FOIL and RIPPER models, are 
substantially faster but their accuracy, in most cases, may not be as high as that of the 
association rule based predictive model. Considering these weaknesses Xiaoxin has 
proposed CPAR (classification based on predictive association), which has neither 
compromises the accuracy nor the speed. [Yin and Han 2003]. CPAR follows the basic 
idea of FOIL [Quinlan and Cameron-Jones 1993] in rule extraction. In comparison to 
SBA, CPAR has the following advantages: (1) It generates a much smaller set of high-
quality rules with better prediction accuracy directly from the dataset; (2) It generates 
each rule by considering the set of already-generated rules to avoid generating redundant 
rules; and (3) when predicting the class label of an instance, it uses the best k rules that 
this instance satisfies. It uses dynamic programming to avoid making repeated 
calculations in rule generation.  Thus it generates a smaller set of rules with higher 
quality and lower redundancy in comparison to the SBA method. As a result, it is much 
more time-efficient in both rule generation and prediction as well as achieving a high 
accuracy similar to the SBA method. 
  In this section, a novel approach is proposed to build a scoring predictive model 
using the classification rules mined via the GA approach as described in Section 3.4.3. 
These classification rules are more relevant for the classification task and the different 
class support and error criteria for the different classes can be chosen in the rule mining 
process to get a smaller number of rules with a higher accuracy than the association 
rules used in the SBA and CPAR methods. In section 3.6.1, the scoring method is 
explained and the experimental results are provided. In real applications, sometimes 
only one class instance may be present.  For example in credit card fraud detection 
problems, there may only be available fraud type instances to build the predictive 
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model. In this case, classification rule mining does not work well. Instead of the 
classification rule, we propose characteristics rules for the building of the predictive 
model. This method is discussed in section 3.6.2. 
 
3.6.1 Predictive Model Using Classification Rule 
Let the relational dataset D  used for building the predictive model have n  
number of instances and l  number of attributes or fields laaa ,,, 21 L . The fields 
could be either discrete or numerical. The numerical attributes need to be discretized. 
The instances are pre-classified and belong to one of the m classes of ma CCC ,,2 L . 
These instances are submitted to the GA classification rule mining method as discussed 
in Section 3.4.3 and the result is a classification rule set R . The objective is to build a 
predictive scoring model using R , which will generate an extra )1( +m  fields to D . 
The field mlll aaa +++ ,,, 21 L will hold the probability or score of the instance for a 
particular class. For example, the value 1+la  holds the probability of belonging to the 
class 1C . The field 1++mla  is the predicted class information e.g. one of ma CCC ,,2 L , 
since we have a set of classification rules Rrrr p ∈,,, 21 L  and each classification rule jr  
belongs to a class of ma CCC ,,2 L  and has two pieces of information e.g. rule class 
support )( jrrcs and rule class error )( jrrce  to calculate the value of score field 
mlll aaa +++ ,,, 21 L .  The following function is proposed to calculate the scores of all 
classes for each instance in D  which is selected by the class rule jr . 
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The value of 1++mla  i.e. the class information is determined from ( ) )(,,1 mll aSaS ++ L . An 
instance will be classified as iC  iff  )()( jlil aSaS ++ >  where ji ≠ and mji ,,2,1, L= . 
If all scores are equal, then the instance will be classified as the undefined class. The 
algorithm for classification rule based prediction is presented in Function 3.3.   
  The performance measure is a key issue in the predictive scoring model study. A 
predictive scoring model with a high performance is desirable in real applications. In 
reality, predictive models are built and their performances are evaluated together. If the 
model is not good enough then the model parameters are changed to get another model. 
This process continues until a predictive model is found which has the highest 
performance. After that, it is deployed in real uses. There are three performance 
measures widely used in the literature e.g. success rate, ROC curve, lift curve. In 
addition to that, we propose a new one named as the class success rate.  
The success rate or SR denotes what percentage of the class is correctly 
identified by the model. For example, if a scoring model identifies n′  number of 
instances out of n instances then the success rate is defined as 
100×
′
=
n
nSR  (3.2) 
This measure is a very rough estimate of all the classes. In real problems, most 
of the time the user is more interested in a particular class than in all the classes. For 
example, in telecommunication industry churn analysis, the manager is more interested 
in getting a higher success rate with the churn class than with the non-churn class, 
because a marketing reinforcement strategy is needed for churn class customers [Alex et 
al 1999]. In this situation, instead of the success rate, we need the class level success 
rate of a predictive scoring model. We chose the model with highest target class success 
rate in the real deployment. We define such a measure as the class success rate or CSR. 
In an m  class data set, let a class be iC and its population be in , the predictive scoring 
model correctly identifies in′ , number of instances, then its CSR is defined as  
100×
′
=
i
i
i
n
nCSR  (3.3) 
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CLASS-RULE-SCORING 
 
INPUT:  
 example_list, class_rule_list { n test examples, Classification rule set} 
 m , pop_list   {Number of classes and population in training} 
n      {Total number of training examples}   
 
STEPS: 
 
for each example e  ∈  example_list  and each class c ∈ m   do {initialization} 
 ;0:][. =cnume ;0:][. =cdenoe  
;0:][. =cscoree ;''. noneclasse =  
endfor 
 
for each rule r  class_rule_list do  {score calculation} 
 select (*) as rule_examples from example_list 
 where  r; 
   for each example e  ∈  rule_examples and each class c ∈ m    do 
  if   . cclassr = then 
   );.1(.][.:][. rcerrcsrcnumecnume −∗+=  
;.][.:][. rcsrcdenoecdenoe +=  
  else 
   );.1(.][.:][. rcsrrcercnumecnume −∗+=  
;.][.:][. rcercdenoecdenoe +=  
  endif 
 endfor 
endfor 
 
 for each example e  ∈  example_list and each class c ∈ m  do {prediction} 
 ;0.0:_ =scorem  
if 0.0)(. >cdenoe then 
];[./][.:][. cdenoecnumecscoree =      
if scoremcscoree _][. > then 
 ];[.:_ cscoreescorem =  ;:. cclasse =      
endif   
 endif  
endfor 
 
RETURN:  Examples sorted on prediction score 
 
Function 3.3 Classification rule based prediction 
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The predictive scoring result is needed to calculate this measure. In the 
previously mentioned dataset D , if we want to calculate the iCSR of a target class i , we 
first rank the dataset in descending order on the field ila + . After that, we take out the 
first in  number of instances. Among them, we find how many has the correct class 
information. This number is in′ . In order to find the average class level success rate we 
take the average of all iCSR  i.e. 
∑
=
=
m
i
iCSR
m
ACSR
1
1
 (3.4) 
The next performance measure is the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) 
curve analysis, which originated from signal detection theory [Goddard and Hinberg 
1990]. ROC curves were developed in the 1950's as a by-product of research into 
making sense of radio signals contaminated by noise. In recent years, it has been used in 
sensitivity analysis of multi-models for decision making.  
We can build many predictive scoring models with different classification rule 
sets. These different classification rule sets are mined with different parameters e.g. 
class support and class error during rule mining process.  The ROC curve is a good 
technique to evaluate these predictive scoring models and after evaluation, the best 
model can be chosen from models build with different sets of classification rules for the 
real deployment A ROC curve provides a graphical representation of the relationship 
between the true-positive (TP) and false-positive (FP) prediction rates of a model. The 
y -axis corresponds to the sensitivity of the model, i.e. how well the model is able to 
predict the true positives from the data set. The y -coordinates of the ROC curves are 
calculated as  
FNTP
TPY
+
=  (3.5) 
The x -axis corresponds to the specificity i.e. the ability of the model to identify 
true negatives (TN). An increase in specificity results in an increase in sensitivity. The 
x -coordinates are calculated as 
FPTN
TNX
+
−= 1  (3.6) 
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The greater the sensitivity at high specificity values i.e. high y -axis values at 
low x -axis values, the better the model. ROC curves with different sensitivities are 
shown in Figure 3.14. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The lift curve is another performance measure used to evaluate scoring 
predictive models. The lift curve has stemmed from marketing research [Ling and Li 
1998; Shapiro and Massand 1999]. Similar to ROC curves, lift curves present a 
graphical representation of the scoring predictive model performance.  To construct the 
lift curve, the scoring predictive model is built by sorting the target class score from 
highest to the lowest score. After that the ranked dataset is divided into a number of 
equal sized subsets. If 10 equal subsets are made from the entire ranked dataset, then the 
subset is called decile. Instances from the first subset or decile have a higher probability 
to be the target class than instances from the second subset or decile. Thus the last 
subset has the least probability to be the target class. The lift curve plots the cumulative 
percentage of target classes found in deciles on the y -axis against the decile number in 
x -axis. An example of lift curves are constructed and shown in Figure 315. In this 
example Model 2 performs best since it identifies a larger percentage of the target class 
from the given percentage of instances. The random model curve is the performance of 
Figure 3.14 ROC curves 
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the model with out the scoring technique and the instances are selected randomly. The 
desired model lift curve should be above the curve of the random model as Model 1 and 
Model 2 in Figure 3.11.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ling et al. proposed a single measure known as lift index or lindex to calculate 
the model performance using the lift curve [Ling and Li 1998]. Lift index is the area 
under the lift curve as follows.  
∫=
1
0
)( dxxliftlindex  (3.7) 
where )(xlift  represents the lift curve. In the discrete case lindex  can be approximated 
as  
∑
=
∆=
m
i
ii yxlindex
1100
1(%)  (3.8) 
where  
m is the number of subsets used in the lift curve, 
ix∆ is the percentage of the instances in 
thi subset and  
iy is the cumulative percentage of the target class in 
thi  subset. 
Figure 3.15 Examples of Lift curves 
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The version of Lindex defined in (3.8) takes into account all the deciles or the entire 
curve (0 –100%) of instances to determine the performance of the scoring predictive 
model. However, it is not wise to examine the entire curve to evaluate the performances 
of different scoring models since in practice the entire dataset is not used for prediction. 
The lift curve of the predictive model which performs better in the left region (e.g. 0-
20%) is chosen for practical deployment. For example, in direct marketing applications, 
the marketing campaign is designed to target a percentage of all customers (e.g. 1% of 
the dataset) who are likely to respond [Hughes 1996]. Another example of this approach 
is found in the KDD-97-Cup competition where the two measurements are set 
separately to evaluate the competing DM tools. The first one is the number of target 
instances in the top decile (10% of the instances), and the other is the total number of 
target instances in the top 4 deciles (40% of the instances)3.  
In order to demonstrate the classification rule based scoring prediction model we 
have chosen a marketing problem known as Churn Analysis for customer retention in 
telecommunication companies. This problem can also be experienced in credit card 
issuers, insurance companies and banks. Churning is the process of customer turnover, 
i.e. when they discontinue their subscription and move their business to a competitor. 
This is a major concern for companies with many customers, especially 
telecommunication companies where customers can easily switch to other competitors. 
The telecommunication industry has seen many changes in the last few years. Examples 
include liberalization of markets, de-regulation and a fierce competition from other 
industry sectors. An immediate appearance of the new competitive environment is the 
escalating problem of churn in the telecommunication industry. For example, it is 
estimated that two million long-distance customers churn each month in USA 
telecommunication industry. The monthly churn rate for European mobile phone 
customers averages between 8 and 12 percent [Richeldi and Perrucci  2002]. This costs 
a large amount of money every year for telecommunication companies. In addition to 
that, it is much more costly to get new customers than it is to retain current ones and it is 
clear that spending money holding on to existing customers is more efficient than new 
                                                 
3
 Cup 97 Competition, www.kdnuggets.com/datasets/kddcup.html#1997 
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customer acquisition. That is why churn analysis has emerged as a crucial competitive 
advantage for an entire range of customer-focused marketing efforts. Churn analysis 
provides the company with valuable information e.g. (1) what kind of customers are 
most likely to churn, (2) when customers churn and (3) which ones are most likely to 
remain loyal. Being aware of the characteristics of churn customers and their time to 
churn enable the marketing managers to take actions to prevent some of them leaving 
the company. The classification based scoring predictive model can give solutions to 
these three problems. The classification rules of the churned and non churned 
customers, can give the manger insight into the discriminating characteristics. The 
manager can be informed which customers are likely to churn, from the scoring 
prediction at a given time. 
To demonstrate churn analysis with a classification rule based scoring predictive 
model, an artificial dataset of a telecommunication company was chosen from the 
MLC++ site at www.sgi.com. This dataset has total of 5000 instances which are divided 
into a training set of 3333 instances and a test set of 1667. This dataset contains 
information of customers e.g. state, area code, phone-number, option for voice mail 
plan, international call plan, call statistics e.g. account length, number of customer 
service calls, number of voice mail messages per day, number of calls, total charge and 
total minutes due to local calls at different times of the day, number of calls, total charge 
and total minutes due to international calls, number of customer service calls and churn 
status. With this dataset two tasks are defined to help the manager to achieve the 
company’s goal of keeping higher customer retention using effective churn 
management. These tasks are the identification of churn customers and the prediction of 
churn. 
(1) Understanding of Churns  
 The DM technique developed in Section 3.4.3, used classification rules extracted 
from the entire dataset (5000 instances) to identify which behaviours make a customer 
churn. Two examples of classification rules of the churned class (who leave a service) 
are given below.  
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Rule 1: 
if (217.60<=tot_day_mins<291.60) then (churn) = yes 
 %17.40=rcs ,  %82.5=rce   
Rule 2.  
if (36.99<=tot_day_charge<49.57) and (217.60<=tot_day_mins<291.60) then  
churn = yes 
%17.40=rcs , %19=rce  
(2) Prediction of Churns 
 For the purpose of prediction we need to construct an operational scoring model 
using classification rules. At the beginning we construct 5 classification rule based 
scoring prediction models with different combinations of class support and class error as 
shown in Table 3.14. The classification rules are extracted from the training dataset 
(3333 instances) using the technique described in Section 3.4.3. The results of the rule 
mining step using these five models are listed in Table 3.14. In this table column-4 lists 
the number of mined rules. It is observed that the maximum number of rules is found for 
the model that has class support 2 and class error 1. Column-5 lists the class rule set 
coverage for the churned class as defined in (2.5). The higher the value of the class rule 
set coverage means higher the predictive capability of the model. In our result Model-4 
has the highest predictive capability since it has the highest class rule set coverage 
(88%).  
In the next step, we need to evaluate these models with the testing dataset (1667 
instances) and select the best model for deployment. Function (3.3) is used to calculate 
the class score and the class prediction for all instances in the testing dataset. Using this 
scored testing dataset, the constructed five model performances are evaluated with the 
measures defined earlier. The first evaluation is conducted with the measure class 
success rate as defined in (3.3) and (3.4). The result of this evaluation is reported in 
Table 3.15. From this table it is observed that Model-4 has the highest success rate for 
the churn class as well as the average class success rate. The second evaluation was 
carried on with the lift index performance measure. The lift curves of all five models are 
constructed for the churn class and they are shown in Figure 3.16. The lift index of these 
curves are calculated and listed in Table 3.16. From the result it was found that Model-4 
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has the highest lindex among all models and will perform the best in predicting a churn 
customer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Model Churn-SR Non churn - SR ASR  
Model-1 47.3 88 67.65 
Model-2 49.6 85.7 67.65 
Model-3 52.2 86 69.1 
Model-4 52.7 85.6 69.15 
Model-5 20.8 87 53.9 
     
Table 3.15 Success rate of models designed for churn prediction 
Model Lindex (%) 
Model-1 72.66 
Model-2 71.50 
Model-3 72.33 
Model-4 77.82 
Model-5 54.34 
 
Table 3.16 Lift index for churn prediction 
Model rcs (%) rce (%) # Rules 
 
Class Rule Set Coverage (%) 
Model-1 10 5 36 64.18 
Model-2 5 2 75 59.82 
Model-3 3 1 150 66.04 
Model-4 2 1 469 88.29 
Model-5 1 0.5 99 14.90 
 
Table 3.14 Models designed for churn prediction 
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3.6.2 Predictive Model Using Characteristic Rule 
One challenging issue with the classification rule based scoring prediction model 
is how to handle unbalanced class sizes or the situation where there are too many classes 
present in the dataset. This is substantial because, in many datasets, the class sizes are 
very different. For example, it is common to find the target class comprising less than 
10% of the total instances. In a marketing database of a promotion campaign a customer 
positive response rate of 1% or less is common. This situation also arises in the fraud 
detection problem with an adverse effect [Bolton and Hand 2002]. In the credit card 
transaction database the probability of fraud may be very low and is estimated as 0.2% 
in [Brause et al 1999]. It becomes much lower when the pre-processing step takes place 
in the fraud detection prediction system by taking a sample from the entire database. 
According to Hassabi “out of some 12 billion transactions made annually, 
approximately 10 million – or one out of every 1200 transactions – turn out to be 
fraudulent. Also, 0.04% (4 out of every 10,000) of all monthly active accounts are 
fraudulent [Hassibi 2000]”. Both classifications rule mining and scoring predictive 
model building might be difficult to work with this type of real dataset. Some of 
difficulties faced are  
(1) If the class support is set to high and class error is set to low, then there is a good 
chance of finding a small number of classification rules which are not good enough 
Figure 3.16 Lift curves of different models constructed with churn data 
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to build a scoring predictive model. A few classification rules of a class cover a 
small number of training instances within the class and this will also find a small 
number of the same type of training instances to be used in predicting future 
instances. 
(2)  If both the class support and error are set to be very low, it will result in a large 
number of classification rules. This causes an increased computer execution time. 
Moreover, since class support is low, this kind of rule also has a very low predictive 
power and hence scoring predictive models built with these rules will suffer from 
poor performance.  
(3) The last difficulty is the cost of the class support calculation and the errors in 
classification rules for all classes. Despite the fact that we are not interested in all the 
classes, but only interested in a target class. Not only that, we need to apply both the 
class support and error of all classification rules for all classes in the calculation of 
scores for future instances. This makes the scoring calculation more time 
consuming. 
In this section, characteristics rules are proposed for scoring model building, to 
address the above difficulties of building a scoring prediction using classification rules 
and to make the prediction easier and faster. The overall proposed algorithm for the 
characteristics rule based scoring prediction is presented in Function (3.4).  
In Chapter 2, rule metrics are defined and explained. Among them, rule support 
and rule confidence are two pieces of information about characteristics rules which will 
be used in the calculation of the score for future instances. Let the relational dataset D  
be used for building the predictive model with n number of instances and l  number of 
attributes or fields laaa ,,, 21 L . The fields could be either discrete or numerical. The 
numerical attributes need to be discretized. Instances are pre-classified and belong to 
one of the m classes of ma CCC ,,2 L . We are interested in a target class say tC . These 
instances are submitted to a GA characteristics rule mining method as discussed in 
Section 3.4.2 and the result is a characteristics rule set R .  
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The objective is to build a predictive scoring model using R , which will 
generate extra field score to D . Since we have a set of characteristics rules 
Rrrr p ∈,,, 21 L and each characteristics rule jr  has two pieces of information e.g. 
support denoted by )( jrSupp and confidence denoted by )( jrConf , we can use them to 
calculate the value of the score field for all instances in D . The following function is 
proposed to calculate the score for an instance e  in D ,  
CHAR-RULE-SCORING 
 
INPUT:  
 example_list   { n test examples} 
 char_rule_list   {Characteristic  rules} 
 n′     {Number of target examples}         
 
STEPS: 
for each example e  ∈  example_list  do {initialization} 
 ;0:. =nume  ;0:. =denume  
endfor 
for each rule r  char_rule_list do  
 select  (*) as rule_examples from example_list 
 where  r; 
   for each example e  ∈  rule_examples do 
  ;..:. crsrnume ∗=+  {multiplication of rule support and confidence} 
  ;.:. srnume =+  
 endfor 
endfor 
for each example e  ∈  example_list  do {initialization} 
 if 0! . =denume  then ;,/.:. denumenumescoree =   
else 0:. =scoree      
endif 
enddo 
scored_example_list :=SortAndExtract(example_list, n′ );{extracted n′ sorted examples} 
 
RETURN:  Examples sorted on prediction score 
 
Function 3.4 Characteristic rule based prediction 
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The dataset D  is then sorted on the value of the score from highest to lowest. 
This means that the instance at the top of D  has the higher probability to be the target 
class than the instances at the bottom of D . The end-user needs to choose a cut-off point 
to select a number of records from the top to be declared as the target class.  
 
3.7 Summary 
 The rule mining method plays a major role in knowledge discovery and DM. 
There are several methods to mine rules from data. One of the most popular methods for 
rule mining is to extract rules from a decision tree. The decision tree method starts rule 
mining with a data set of many instances belonging to known classes. The decision tree 
is also known as a classification model which allows the classes to be reliably 
discriminated. The decision tree has been applied in classification problems extensively. 
The limitation of using the decision tree in rule mining includes its complex 
architecture, which can result in many unwanted rules. Apart from this problem, the 
decision tree may fail to mine rules that are important to users since the decision tree 
provides one solution of many possible solutions and rules that are extracted from that 
solution, which may not contain the user targeted rules. The parameters used in 
constructing the decision tree are not directly related to the rule constraints such as the 
support and confidence from the DM field and hence the quality of the rules from the 
decision tree may not be useful to end-users. 
 This chapter has proposed an innovative rule mining method based on GA rule 
mining which is constraint-based rule mining and incorporates both the ideas of GAs 
and Apriori. This method is powered by the features of using the support and confidence 
measures from the DM discipline to provide end-users control over the quality of the 
rules. The robust feature of the method is that it mines three major kinds of rules i.e. 
association, characteristic and classification rules. The introduction of a GA has made 
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the proposed method simpler than the decision tree method.  The method has been 
tested with a benchmark data set. The results show that rules mined by the proposed 
method are better than the decision tree method. This chapter has also studied the 
scoring predictive model and its performance measures. Several algorithms are proposed 
to build predictive scoring models with the mined classification and characteristics rules 
for use in business. These proposals have also been tested with a benchmark dataset 
from the telecommunication industry. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Rule Mining with Supervised Neural Networks  
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 The first task in the process of DM of a huge data set, is to construct a model of 
the data. This model can be used to quickly reveal interesting information in the form of 
rules. In Chapter 3 decision tree and GA based DM models and rule mining techniques 
were introduced. This chapter discusses and proposes methods to mine rules using a NN 
with supervised learning and shows its usefulness in DM. As we know NN hide 
information in the distributed weights of its links. NNs are limited due to being unable 
of providing an accurate, comprehensible interpretation of these weights. Neural 
network researchers have been attempting to convert these weight values into 
understandable information. One possible interpretation of this information is in the 
form of rules.  The present chapter addresses this issue and solves this problem. 
 There are two types of NNs based on their learning ability, supervised and 
unsupervised. Both supervised learning and unsupervised learning are discussed in 
chapter 2. This chapter investigates rule mining techniques by constructing a DM model 
with a single-layered neural network with supervised learning which is referred by 
SSNN in this thesis.  The supervised learning of SSNN is where inputs are given along 
with the desired response and weights are adjusted to minimize the difference in output. 
SSNN is the earliest neural network devised by AI researchers. The salient feature of the 
single-layered neural network is that it is simple in design and learns from data more 
quickly than other types of NNs, such as multi-layered NNs with supervised learning. 
However the inherent weakness of the single-layered neural network is its inability to 
model non-linear data. This is the motivation behind incorporating SSNN in complex 
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systems like knowledge discovery or DM systems where substantial non-linear data is 
used. This chapter proposes an alternative way of modelling non-linear data using 
SSNNs. This alternative approach has also been used for the proposed rule mining 
method used in this chapter. The proposed SSNN rule mining method can attain 
significantly improved learning and convergence speed as well as the capability of 
dealing with real data. A set of SSNN has been used in the proposed rule mining method 
each of which models a local linear relationship existing in the entire non-linear 
relationship of the data. The idea here comes from the local linearization approach for a 
non-linear function approximation: a set of linear functions is established to model the 
non-linear function in a piece-wise manner.  
 This chapter is organized as follows. The chapter starts with a survey of past 
applications of neural networks for rule mining Section 2. Section 3 describes the SSNN 
model and the learning algorithm used in the proposed rule mining method. Section 4 
explains the non-linear relationship approximation by a set of SSNNs. Section 5 
discuses the method of reducing the number of SSNNs required in approximating a non-
linear relationship.  Section 6 derives three methods for three types of rules, e.g., 
association, characteristics, and classification rule mining. Subsequently, experiments 
are illustrated to show the effectiveness of these methods in section 7. Section 8 presents 
guided rule mining methods using a SSNN. This method is evaluated with a benchmark 
dataset and the results are also presented in this section. Section 9 is the summary of the 
chapter. 
 
4.2 Rule Mining from Neural Networks 
 This section is a survey of the significant work pursued to date in the area of rule 
mining from NNs. The focus will be restricted to rule mining methods from NNs with 
supervised learning algorithms.  
 The earliest work in rule mining from NNs is Rulenet [McMillan et. al. 1991]. It 
has the following three steps. (i) Training on a set of input-output instances, (ii) 
Extraction of if-then- else rules from weights and (iii) Injection of rules back into the 
network and continued training to test whether the extracted rules characterizes the 
problem domain. Rulenet is designed only for a specific problem domain. Although the 
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authors claim that it is as an abstraction of several interesting cognitive models in the 
connectionist literature, it still suffers from the lack of generality [Andrews et al 1995].  
 Craven and Shavilk [Craven and Shavlik 1993] proposed Rule-extraction-as-
learning for if-then-else rule mining from a trained neural network. They viewed the 
rule extraction as a learning task where the target concept is a function computed from 
the input features. The applicability of Rule-extraction-as-learning does not appear to be 
limited to any specific class of problem domains. This algorithm reduces the amount of 
computation to achieve the same degree of rule fidelity as RuleNet. The other 
characteristic of this algorithm is that it explores the rules from the bottom to the top as 
distinct from the conventional top down approach.  
 Tresp, Holtaz and Ahmad [Tresp et al 1993] method is based on the premise that 
prior knowledge of the problem domain is available in the form of a set of rules. These 
rules are used in training the neural network. After training the neural network, rule 
extraction is carried out by forming a minimum number of rules from the premise rules 
used in the network architecture. The salient characteristics of their method are that it 
incorporates a probabilistic interpretation of neural network architecture which allows 
for Gaussian basis functions to act as classifiers. However, this method fails to generate 
appropriate rules on one of the benchmark data sets namely bicycle control problems 
[Andrews et al 1995]. 
 Towel and Shavilk developed a subset algorithm for rule mining from NNs in 
1993 and this has been extended by Fu in 1994. In this algorithm the focus was given on 
extracting rules at the level of individual (hidden and output) neurons within the trained 
artificial neural networks. Towel and Shavilk considered the fact that the neuron output 
is a function of the sum of the weights of links to the neuron plus a bias. Hence, if the 
sum of the weights exceeds the absolute value of the bias, then, the output of the neuron 
will be nearer to one. This idea led them to develop their method. In this method all the 
subsets of incoming weights connecting to a neuron that exceeds the absolute bias of the 
neuron are found. Then the rules are mined from these subsets of weights. This 
algorithm is named subset because it searches the subsets of incoming weights to each 
neuron, which exceed the bias on a neuron to construct the rules. According to Towel 
and Shavilk, the subset method is successful in mining primitive rules from a trained 
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neural network. However, it is suitable only for a simple neural network structure, 
which has a small number of input neurons because the solution time increases 
exponentially with the number of input neurons.  
 VIA (validity interval analysis) is a rule mining method using neural networks 
developed by Thurn [Thrun 1994]. This method extracts general rules that map input 
directly to outputs. It works like sensitivity analysis where it characterizes the output of 
a neural network by systematic variations in the input instances and examines the 
changes in the network’s if-then-else rules to classify instances. VIA has the capability 
of constraining the size of the rule search space by allowing the validity of more general 
rules to be determined before specific rules are examined [Andrews et al 1995]. Thurn 
developed VIA for general-purpose rule extraction. VIA was tested with many 
benchmarks such as XOR, three monks and robotic arm control problems. However, 
VIA failed to extract rules from relatively complex problem domains involving the task 
of training a neural network to read aloud (NETTalk) [Andrews et al 1995].  
 Sestito and Dillon [Sestito et al 1994] demonstrated automated knowledge 
acquisition using neural networks in BRAINNE (Building Representations for Artificial 
Intelligence using Neural Networks).  In their work they adopted different neural 
network architecture rather than using the typical 3-layer neural network configuration 
for the back-propagation algorithm. Their architecture added the same number of output 
neurons in addition to input neurons at the input layer for the typical 3-layer neural 
network configuration. The following steps are proposed in BRAINNE to mine if-then 
rules from a data set where each instance is described by n  inputs and m  outputs. 
(i) It starts with the construction of a neural network with the configuration as 
mn +  input neurons at the input layer, h hidden neurons at the hidden layer 
and n neurons at the output layer. 
(ii) The training instances are extended by adding the outputs as additional 
inputs. This makes the input part of the training instances mn +  
dimensional. The network is trained with these instances. The Hebb [Heb 
1949] learning rule is applied to train the neural network employed in 
BRAINNE. 
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(iii) After training the sum of square errors between all the original inputs and all 
additional inputs are calculated as ∑
=
−=
h
j
ajbjab WWSSE
1
2)( where ajW  and 
bjW  are the weight values of the links connecting the input neuron a to the 
hidden neuron j, and the extended input neuron b  to the hidden neuron j. 
(iv) After the error calculation, it calculates the product of inhibitory weight 
values and the sum of square errors between all combinations of the input 
neuron a and the extended input neuron b as the abab SSEW *Product ab = . 
The resulting product values determine which of the instance inputs are 
associated with the instance outputs. These product values are closer to or 
equal to zero for those inputs that are directly associated with the output and 
this association is translated into if-then rules. For example, if the input 
neuron a has a small or zero product for an extended input neuron b, the if-
then rule is formed by taking a as the antecedent and b as the consequent i.e. 
n (b)if (a) the . 
(v) The last step constructs a list of the product of inhibitory weights for a 
particular output in descending order. From this list products are selected 
which are below a cut-off point. This cut-off point usually occurs when two 
consecutive products are at least two to three times different in magnitude. 
Rules are constructed from these selected products for the particular outputs 
as explained in the previous step. 
 The rule mining method developed by Sestito and Dillon has been tested with a 
number of benchmark data sets. However, one can identify the following limitations to 
BRAINNE. 
(i) The basis of this method is more heuristic rather than mathematical. This is 
drawn from the following fact. Since the inputs and a copy of the output 
neurons are at the same level, they can be directly compared without going 
through the hidden neurons. This structure makes a direct association 
between the additional input neurons and the respective outputs. If the 
weights from an original input neuron and one of the additional input 
neurons to the hidden neuron(s) are similar, it is likely that there will be a 
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close association between these two. This kind of premise is obviously 
heuristic.  
(ii) The result generated by this method can contain a large number of rules and 
it does not mine rules with a small number of conjuncts, which makes it 
more difficult for end-users to understand the mined rule set as a whole. 
(iii) This method does not provide quality information in the mined rules and it 
gives the impression that the resulting rules are absolutely true for the entire 
data set. Since data has irregularities, it is rarely possible to describe a real 
data set by rules. For example, the rule birdfly ⇒  does not describe the 
bird class entirely, as some birds do not fly. However, this rule is also useful 
to understand the bird class. To make this rule meaningful, there must be 
some measure showing how good this rule is in the bird class (e.g. 95% 
accurate).  
(iv) This method uses a parameter called cut-off to choose inhibitory weight 
products, which is used in the production of rules. This cut-off point is 
determined when two consecutive products are at least two to three times 
different in magnitude. Thus the value for the cut-off is a choice and different 
choices can produce a different list of products, which also results in a 
different set of rules. 
(v) This method discovers primitive rules first and then constructs the 
classification rules and other concepts. Hence, it needs a number of steps to 
complete the whole process of knowledge discovery. 
 
 Lu [Lu et al 1996] has studied classification rule mining and reported the results 
in his research publication. He demonstrated mining of classification rules from trained 
neural networks with the help of neuro-links pruning. His method consists of three 
phases: 
(i) The first phase is the network construction and training. The topology of the 
neural network is a three layered-neural network with back-propagation as 
the learning algorithm. The input and output nodes are subject to the chosen 
number of classes and the coding system of the data. 
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(ii) After neural network training, the pruning phase starts. This phase aims at 
removing redundant links and neurons of the neural network without 
increasing the classification error rate. It results in a small number of neurons 
and links. It makes it easier to extract concise and comprehensive rules from 
the weights. 
(iii) The last phase is rule extraction. The rule extraction phase first clusters 
hidden nodes and then it extracts classification rules by solving mathematical 
equations formed by the cluster’s properties. 
 
 The Lu technique of rule mining needs expert knowledge to form the 
mathematical equation from the clusters as well as for solving them. Moreover, it does 
not guarantee a simple network structure at the end of the pruning phase. This can lead 
to a large set of mathematical equations for rule mining. This large set of equations can 
be difficult to solve simultaneously for rule mining.  
 Three neural network based rule mining techniques, namely, Neurorule, Trepan 
and Nefclass, are proposed in [Baesens et al 2003]. Neurorule extracts rules from 3-
layered (input, hidden, and output) feedforward supervised neural networks. Neurorule 
takes the help of other automated rule generation algorithms (e.g. X2R, C4.5 etc.) to 
finalise its extracted rule set. Trepan is another neural network based rule mining 
method which extracts decision trees from trained neural networks with arbitrary 
architecture. The final proposal from [Baesens et al 2003] is Nefclass which mines 
fuzzy rules. All these methods are evaluated with Credit-Risk real life problem. 
 Setiono and Thong proposed the rule mining method using a set of linear 
equations that are generated from neural networks [Setiono and Thong 2004]. Their 
method has been proved superior to the traditional multiple regression and decision tree 
method. GenPar is proposed for rule extraction from neural networks using GA with 
Pareto Optimization [Markowska and Wnuk 2004]. The method was tested with well 
known benchmark data sets from UCI Machine Learning Repository. 
 Holena proposed the method of rule extraction from data by means of artificial 
neural networks in [Holena 2006]. His approach utilises the piecewise-linear properties 
of neural networks and the type of neural network used in his approach is called 
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piecewise-linear neural network. This approach has already been used also for the 
extraction of fuzzy rules in the past. In his rule extraction work, he has also proved two 
important theoretical properties of piecewise-linear neural networks followed by a rule 
extraction algorithm. In addition, two modifications of the algorithm are also described. 
His rule extraction algorithm has been used in two real-world applications. Holena also 
establishes a connection to the extraction of rules of the ukasiewicz logic in his work. 
 Etchells and Lisboa classify neural network based rule extraction approaches 
into two categories, namely, pedagogical and decompositional [Etchells and Lisboa 
2006].  They discuss the merits of both approaches to rule extraction from trained neural 
networks and survey some currently used rule extraction methods from trained neural 
networks for binary data. Their survey is followed by a generic methodology for rule 
extraction from smooth decision surfaces fitted to discrete or quantized continuous 
variables. These variables are independent of the analytical structure of the underlying 
model, and in a manner that is efficient even for high input dimensions. Their generic 
rule extraction method is successfully tested with Monks' data and Wisconsin's breast 
cancer data obtained from UCI Machine Learning Repository. 
 In summary, the earlier developed rule mining methods using neural networks 
with supervised learning are generalised. These methods discover generalised rules such 
as the if-then-else rule which may be useful in the construction of the knowledge base of 
an expert system. Besides expert systems, another use of rules is in decision support 
systems for decision making. Different kinds of decisions need different kinds of rules. 
This requires rules to be specific instead being primitive. For example, association, 
characteristics and classification rule mining is beneficial. Another common 
shortcoming of earlier work in rule mining using neural networks is the lack of user 
controls in the quality and quantity of rule production. Without such controls, rule 
mining from a very large volume data may become impractical, e.g., when the rule 
mining result does not conform to the desirable quality and quantity of rules.  To mine 
interesting rules in DM, controls such as support and confidence are introduced 
[Piatetsky-Shapiro 1991]. These controls needed to be introduced in order to make rule 
mining NNs practical. The next section proposes methods for rule mining from a NN 
with supervised learning by giving these user controls.  
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4.3 SSNN and Its Learning Algorithm 
 One of earliest and pioneering neural models is ADALINE (Adaptive Linear 
Neuron) developed by Bernard Widrow and Marcian Hoff for the purpose of binary 
pattern recognition [Widrow 1962]. This neural model is considered to construct 
SSNNS for rule mining in this thesis. It consists of a set of inputs connected to an output 
neuron as shown in Figure 4.1. The output of this neural network is defined as 
)( XWfY ′=  with ),...,,( 21 ′= nwwwW , ),...,,( 21 ′= nxxxX , representing the weight of 
the vector, and the input vector respectively. Input vectors are constructed from 
instances in the data set for use in rule mining.   The initial weight is to be chosen 0 for 
all components.  The function f  is an activation function for the neuron chosen as 
10 ≤≤ f  and T is the target output set to be 1. The learning algorithm, which is often 
referred to as the Widrow-Hoff delta rule is:  
))((,1 XWfTEXEWW kkkkk −=+=+ α  
or in the modified form as the equation (4.1) [Kuschewski et al 1993]. The overall 
SSNN learning algorithm is given in Function 4.1. Function 4.1 uses equation (4.1) in 
the weight adaptation routine. 
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Figure 4.1 The basic structure of ADALINE used in a SSNN 
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The change of weight at (k+1)th iteration of the SSNN is found from (4.1) as 
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Remark 4.1 
The term 1+∆ kw  has the role of changing the initial weights of the SSNN. The 
components of the input instances which have nonzero values change the weights 
differently than the components of input instances which have zero values in order to 
reach the target output. This observation leads to the following two remarks. 
 
 
SNN-LEARNING 
INPUT: 
T   {ordered training examples niN Rtttt ∈},,...,,{ 21 },  
mine   {tolerance},  
α    {learning rate}, 
_cyclemax   {maximum cycle} 
STEPS: 
cycle:=0; error:=0 
T:=Make-Training-Pair(examples) 
SSNN:=Construct-SSNN( n ) 
 
for each Tt ∈   do 
        error:=error+SSNN( t ) 
endfor 
 
while error> mine  and  cycle<= _cyclemax  do 
        Update_Weights(SSNN,T,α ) ; error:=0 
        for each Tt ∈   do error:=error+SNN( t )   endfor 
endwhile 
RETURN: n  weights of SSNN                             
                           
 
Function 4.1 SSNN learning algorithm  
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Remark 4.2 
If any component of the input instances is zero in the training of a SSNN using the 
learning equation (4.1) then that corresponding component of the weight vector remains 
unchanged.  
 
This remark is obvious from equation (4.2) since the multiplication of the component 
value of the input instances causes the change.  
 
Remark 4.3 
Let there be two components in the input instances say ix  and jx . If ix  is zero more 
times than jx  in the training instances of the SSNN, then the iw  of the weight vector 
will change less than jw . In other words, after the k
th
 training with ij ww > . 
  
To understand this remark, after the first cycle, the weight values using equation (4.1) 
are: 
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Since 00 ji ww = , f is chosen as 10 ≤≤ f  and ix  has the value zero more times in 
instances than jx  we have: 
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and this makes 11 ij ww > .  
Remark 4.3 provides the motivation to use SSNN for rule mining in this chapter. The 
following two instances are used to illustrate this. 
 
Example 4.1: Assume a data set has four attributes ( )43,21 ,,, aaaa  and the instances as 
shown in Table 4.1. After training using Function 4.1, the components of the weight 
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vector of a SSNN are 9999.01 =w , 0001.02 =w , 0000.03 =w and 0001.04 =w . One can 
easily see that the 1w  value is significant (almost 1) comparing to others and it admits 
the fact that the first component of the input instances i.e. the attribute 1a  value is to be 
1 in all the instances. 
 
Example 4.2:  Assume another data set has six attributes ( )6543,21 ,,,,, aaaaaa  and the 
instances are as in Table 4.2. Using Function 4.2 with 01.0=α , 001.0min =e , 
max_iteration = 5000 and d=1 in the training of a SSNN, we obtained the components 
of the weight vector as 0.00001 =w , 0.50002 =w , 0.50003 =w , 
0.00014 =w ,  0.00005 =w and 0.00016 =w  with an error = 0.0001.  It can be seen that 
2w  and 3w  have significant values because they have all have the value 1 in all 
instances and can make the output 1 together, i.e. they also come together in all 
instances.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.4 SSNN as a Local Linear Model for a Non-linear Data Set 
 A SSNN fails in modelling a set of instances for a data set where a non-linear 
relationship exists. If there is no instance that can be written as a linear combination of 
the other instances in the set, then the entire set is refereed to as a non-linearly 
dependent set or non-linear data set. The XOR data set as shown in the Table 4.3 is an 
instance of non-linear data set. A SSNN cannot be trained with a non-linear data set. 
This non-linearity limitation is a major problem with a SSNN and because of this it is 
incapable of handling large non-linear data alone for the purpose of rule mining. 
1a
 
2a
 
3a  4a  
1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 
 
Table 4.1 Dataset -1 
1a  2a  3a
 
4a  5a
 
6a
 
0 1 1 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 1 
0 1 1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 0 1 
  
Table 4.2 Dataset-2 
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Owning to the non-linearity limitation, an alternative approach is required to use more 
than one SSNN to handle a non-linear data set. The piecewise local linearization idea, 
proposed in this section, is one possible solution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A SSNN model described in Section 4.2 is a single neuron structure, which can 
be considered as a local linear model for a non-linear function. This model, in some 
sense, can only model a piece of the non-linear function, which is, of course, is 
insufficient to describe the entire non-linear function. The piecewise local linearization 
idea has been used extensively in function approximation. Inspired by this idea, a set of 
SSNNs are proposed as local linear models to model a piece of the large non-linear data 
set so that, as a whole, the entire large non-linear data set can be modelled and hence 
rule mining can be successful. It should be noted that this arrangement for modelling a 
large non-linear data set should give rise to a fast mining tool, evidenced by its simple 
structure, parallel implementation of SSNNs, and fast dynamic adjustments. 
 Rule mining from a set of SSNNs can be described using Figure 4.2. Given the 
set of instances shown in Figure 4.2, lines are drawn using the linear regression method 
which best fit the instances.  Obviously, a single line will result in a large error because 
of the scattered non-linear data points. The greater the number of lines, the better the 
modelling of the entire data set. Note that each SSNN can be treated as a single linear 
regression. Once this is done, investigating the weights of these SSNNs (linear 
regression models) will give rise to an understanding of rules hidden in the data set. 
 
1a
 
2a
 0 0 
0 1
1 0 
1 1 
 
Table 4.3 XOR data set 
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4.5 Reducing the Number of SSNNs in Modelling a Non-linear Data 
Set  
 In the previous section it has been shown how non-linear data sets can be 
modelled with a number of SSNNs. However, for fast mining of rules, too many SSNNs 
should not be allowed because it will affect the speed of convergence of the mining 
algorithm. The following example demonstrates how the order of submitting instances 
affects the number of SSNNs required in modelling them. Let six instances 
621 ,,, ppp L  be scattered in the space as shown in Figure 4.3. Instances following the 
sequence 621 ,,, ppp L  are modelled with three SSNNs. However, this number of 
SSNNs is not the minimum. In fact, two SSNNs can model them as shown in Figure 
4.4. Clustering the instances before submitting them to SSNNs can reduce the number 
of SSNNs. The KNNis utilised here in order to cluster instances before submitting them 
to SSNNs [Kohonen 1995]. 
Figure 4.2 Pattern space and regression lines 
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4.6 Rule Mining with SSNNs  
 This section proposes three rule mining methods for association, characteristics 
and classification rules. These proposed methods combine the results of Remark 4.3 and 
the local linearization concept as discussed in Section 4.3. Each of the methods contains 
three phases: (i) Clustering, (ii) Constructing a Set of SSNNs, and (iii) Extracting Rules 
and (iv) Forming Rules. In the Clustering phase, the given instances are subject to the 
KNNso that they can be clustered into groups with similar common features. The two 
dimensional KNN with an assumed maximum number of clusters, l. For the two-
dimensional case, the index l is defined as ×= )( rowsofnumberl )( columnsofnumber . 
The training algorithm used is the one in [Kohonen 1995] and the quantization error is 
used to measure the success of the training. The neurons in KNN represent the centres 
of the clusters formed by the instances with some common features. All the instances 
are submitted again to the KNNin order to determine the grouping of the instances, 
which can be ordered in a descending order of similarities between instances. In the 
construction phase, these ordered instances are submitted to a SSNN for training so that 
the specified tolerance level for training is satisfied. The remaining instances are fed to 
another SSNN for training, until all the data are modelled. The extracting rule phase is 
performed using the idea developed in Section 4.2. To satisfy user requirements each 
 
1 
1 
Figure 4.4 Ordered patterns that need 2 
SSNNs 
 
1 1 
Figure 4.3 Unordered patterns that need 3 
SSNNs 
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method utilizes two constraints, the support and the confidence as described in Chapter 
2.  
 
4.6.1 Association Rule Mining with SSNNs  
 Association rule describes the association between attributes of a data set. An 
Apriori method has been proposed to mine the association rule discussed in Chapter 3. 
This section proposes another method of mining association rules using SSNNs. This 
method starts after the ordering of data instances using a KNN. The method starts with 
the construction of a set of SSNNs that model the entire data set. Function 4.2 performs 
this task.  
Function 4.2 constructs a set of SSNNs where each SSNN is trained with the 
maximum number of instances using algorithm as described in Function 4.1. If an 
instance cannot be used with the SSNN, the method leaves it for the next SSNN. After 
attempting all instances with the SSNNs, it again creates another SSNN to train with 
those instances that could not be trained with the previous SSNN. This process goes on 
until all instances are modelled with a number of SSNNs. Function 4.3 starts by 
inputting these SSNNs to extract the association rules. 
Function 4.3, at first, examines the weight values of each SSNN. A cut-off 
parameter δ is needed to determine which weights are significant. The value of 
δ should be chosen as a small number defined by 
n
wmax
. The weights, which have an 
equal or higher value than δ are chosen. After that all the subsets of the selected weights 
are examined in order to determine which combinations can produce an output value 
closest to one. A maximum tolerance parameter θ  is needed to determine which 
combinations fulfil this requirement. One choice for the value θ  is the minimum 
training error mine as considered in Function 4.1. 
The combination of weights which produces an output value closest to one is 
used to determine which combination of attributes comes together in the data set. As 
each attribute is linked to a weight in SSNN, so the lists of weights is also linked to the 
lists of attributes. The list of weights that produce output values closest to one are 
chosen to determine which attributes come together frequently in the data set. The 
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Function Construct_Attribute_List performs construction of the attribute list from the 
weight list. This function is not outlined, as it is simple.  After determining the frequent 
attribute list, their support is calculated by a function Support using Definition 2.2. The 
list, which has equal or higher support than the required support, is passed on to the last 
phase of Function 4.3 to construct the association rules. The user set confidence 
parameter also refines the rules produced in this phase. The function Confidence 
calculates the confidence of a rule using Definition 2.3. Finally, Function 4.3 results in a 
set of association rules. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SSNN-SET-CONSTRUCTION 
INPUT: 
T   {ordered training examples niN Rtttt ∈},,...,,{ 21 },  
mine   {tolerance},  
α    {learning rate}, 
_cyclemax   {maximum cycle} 
 
STEPS: 
 
SSNN_Set:=[] 
T:=Make-Training-Pair(examples) 
while  []≠T  do 
        SSNN:=Construct-SSNN( n ) 
        T ′=[] 
        for each Tt ∈   do 
    ][: iTt i =  
              T ′′ :=T ′+ ][ it  
               temp_SSNN:=SSNN;  
               if  Train_SSNN(temp_SSNN,T ′′ , ,α  _cyclemax )< mine then 
                           T ′ :=T ′′   
               endif 
         endfor 
         SSNN_Set:= SSNN_Set+SSNN 
         TTT ′−=:  
endwhile 
 
Return: A set of SSNNs                             
 
Function 4.2 Construction of SSNNs  
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ASSOCIATION-RULE-CONSTRUCTION 
 
INPUT:  
SSNN_set   {Trained SSNNs}, 
δ     {Minimum weight } 
θ     {Maximum tolerance}, 
SupportMin _ , ConfidenceMin _  
 
STEPS: 
[]:=L  ; []:=R ; 
for each SSNN∈  SSNN_Set do 
       Weight_Set:=[] 
       for each iw ∈Weights(SSNN), ni ≤  do 
               if  iw ≥ δ  then   Weight_Set:= Weight_Set+ iw  
       endfor 
       Weight_Subset:=Subset(Weight_Set) 
       for each Weight_Subset_Set∈  Weight_Subset do 
                     if   θ≤1-t)_Subset_SeSum(Weight then 
                              =:l  Construct_Attribute_List(Weight_Subset_Set)  
                              if Ll ∉   and 2<l  then     lLL +=:   
          endif  
          endfor     
endfor 
while []≠L  do 
     remove( Ll, ) 
    if  2<l  then  continue 
    if  Support( l ) ≥ SupportMin _ then  L := L +subset( l )   
     else for  1=i  to l  do 
             ias =1 ;  Nulls =2  
             for  1=j  to l  do  
                if ji <>  then  
                          if Nulls <>2  then  jass +∧+= ''22    else      jas =2   endif 
               endfor 
              construct_rule( 12 ,, ssr ) 
             if  confidence( r ) ConfidenceMin _>=  and  Rr ∉  then   rRR +=:  
     endfor 
endwhile 
 
RETURN:  Set of association rules R  
 
Function 4.3 Association rule mining   
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4.6.2 Characteristic Rule Mining with SSNNs  
 One task of DM is to mine the characteristics of the data. This can be achieved 
by mining characteristic rules from the data set. The Apriori characteristic rule mining 
method was proposed in Chapter 3. This section continues that proposition by 
employing SSNNs in the rule mining method. In the characteristic rule mining problem 
the data set consists of the feature attributes of a class and rules are formed which have 
the common characteristics of the data set. Formally, a characteristic rule is an assertion 
that characterizes the concept satisfied by almost all the instances in the data set of 
concern. Like association rule mining, characteristic rule mining starts by inputting the 
ordered instances of the class of interest to SSNNs. The distinguishing property of the 
instances in this case is that the instances consist of the feature attributes ( naaa ,,, 21 L ) 
as well as class information attribute 1+na . The value for the instances’ class information 
attribute is chosen to be always one, to indicate that all the instances belong to the class. 
Thus each instance is a 1+n  dimensional vector, n  is the number of feature attributes 
and the remaining one is the class information attribute. Instances are trained with the 
Function 4.2 (note that here 121 },,...,,{ +∈ niN Rtttt ) and as a result a set of SSNNs are 
produced. These SSNNs are inputted along with other parameters such as minimum 
weight, maximum tolerance and minimum support into Function 4.4 in order to 
construct characteristic rules.  
At the beginning for each SSNN, Function 4.4 constructs a set of weights having 
a value equal to or higher than δ  which are significant in making the output value equal 
to one. After that, the subsets of the weight sets are constructed which make the output 
value almost one as shown in Function 4.4.  
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CHARACTERISTIC-RULE-CONSTRUCTION 
 
INPUT:  
SSNN_set   {Trained SSNNs}, 
δ     {Minimum weight } 
θ     {Maximum tolerance}, 
SupportMin _ , ConfidenceMin _  
STEPS: 
[]:=L  ; []:=R  
for each SSNN∈  SSNN_Set do 
       Weight_Set:=[] 
       for each iw ∈Weights(SSNN), ni ≤  do 
               if  iw ≥ δ  then     Weight_Set:= Weight_Set+ iw  
       endfor 
       Weight_Subset:=Subset(Weight_Set) 
       for each Weight_Subset_Set∈  Weight_Subset do 
                     if   θ≤1-t)_Subset_SeSum(Weight then 
                              =:l  Construct_Attribute_list(Weight_Subset_Set)  
                              if  Ll ∉ and  lan ∈+1 then  lLL +=:   
          endfor     
endfor 
while []≠L  do 
     remove( Ll, ) 
     if 2<l  or lan ∈+1  then continue 
    if  Support( l ) ≥ SupportMin _ then 
         L := L +subset( l )   
    else 
      11 += nas ;  Nulls =2  
       for  1=i  to l  do  
                if 1][ +<> nil aa  then  
                          if Nulls <>2  then   ][22 '' ilass +∧+=     else   ][2 ilas =    endif 
                endif 
        endfor 
        construct_rule( 12 ,, ssr ) 
        if Rr ∉  then 
              rRR +=:  
   endif 
 endwhile 
 
RETURN:  Set of characteristic rules R  
 
Function 4.4 Characteristic rule mining 
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The associated attributes of these subsets are used to construct the lists of 
attributes which are frequent. Lists which do not have the class information attribute are 
removed. The resultant lists of attributes are passed on to the last phase of Function 4.4 
for characteristic rule mining.  In this phase the lists that have at least two attributes are 
checked as to whether they have the required user set support or not. The list that has 
user support is then translated into a characteristic rule by keeping all the attributes 
except the class information attribute at the antecedent part of the rule and the class 
information attribute at the consequent part of the rule. Finally, Function 4.4 produces a 
set of characteristic rules for the class which data set is submitted for rule mining. 
 
4.6.3 Classification Rule Mining with SSNNs  
 Classification rules classify data sets into disjoint groups by identifying 
discriminant characteristics among them. In Chapter 3 classification rule mining using 
the Apriori approach was presented. In this subsection a method using SSNNs is 
proposed for classification rule mining.  
Assume a data set with n  feature attributes will be submitted for classification 
rule mining using the proposed method. Each instance in the data set belongs to one of 
m  classes. The training instances are constructed for this data set as 
mniN Rtttt +∈},,...,,{ 21 , which has two parts, the first n  values for n  attributes and the 
next m  values for class information attributes. If an instance it  belongs to the j th class 
then its component 1=+ jna  and kjmkja kn ≠≤=+  and ,,0 . These training instances 
are the inputs to Function 4.2 for modelling with SSNNs. After training SSNNs are 
submitted to Function 4.5 for classification rule mining. This function uses the 
parameters Min_weight δ and Max_tolerance θ . The values of these two parameters 
are set to 
n
wmax
 and mine values as described in association rule mining (Section 4.6.1). 
Two more parameters, e.g., minimum class support  (MinClass_Support) and maximum 
allowable class error (MaxClass_Error) are used to prune rules which are unwanted by 
the user. Their definitions are found in Chapter 2.  
For each SSNN, Function 4.5 at first takes all the significant weights which have 
a value equal to or higher than δ . It then determines the sets of significant weights 
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which make it close to a value of 1. After that, the set of associate attribute lists of these 
significant weights are constructed using the function Construct_Attribute_List. This 
function is straightforward. Since each weight is associated to an attribute, the list of 
attributes can be constructed from the list of significant weights. The following lists of 
attributes are not considered in the final lists of attributes for classification rule mining, 
since they cannot produce a classification rule of interest to the user. 
(i) The list of attributes has less than 2 members, 
(ii) The list which does not have the required class support, 
(iii) The list which does not contain any class information attribute (since in that 
case the classification rule can not be constructed), and 
(iv) The list in which all the members have the class information attribute. 
 
The Functions Has_Class_Attribute and All_Class_Attribute are used to prune the lists 
of attributes in Function 4.5 
The final task for obtaining the lists of attributes suitable for classification rules 
is to check whether more than one class information attribute exists or not in any list of 
attributes. If it does, then the feature attributes are copied across the class information 
attribute and new lists are created where a single class information attribute exists. For 
instance the list ( 4251 ,,, ++ nn aaaa ) has two feature attributes 1a , 4a  and two class 
information attributes 2+na , 4+na . This list is replaced by 251 ,, +naaa  and 451 ,, +naaa . 
The function Make_Single_ClassInfo_Attribute performs this conversion in Function 
4.5. The resultant lists of attributes are passed on to form classification rules. Keeping 
all the feature attributes in the antecedent part and class information attribute in the 
consequent part form the classification rules. These rules are further pruned by applying 
the class error constraint. Rules which have less than or equal to user set maximum class 
error are selected for the end-user as the classification rules for the submitted data set. 
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CLASSIFICATION-RULE-CONSTRUCTION 
INPUT:  
SSNN_set   {Trained SSNNs}, 
δ     {Minimum weight } 
θ     {Maximum tolerance}, 
SupportMin _ , ErrorMaxClass _  
STEPS: 
[]:=L  ; []:=R  
for each SNN∈  SSNN_Set do 
       Weight_Set:=[] 
       for each iw ∈Weights(SSNN), ni ≤  do 
               if  iw ≥ δ  then  Weight_Set:= Weight_Set+ iw  
       endfor 
       Weight_Subset:=Subset(Weight_Set) 
       for each Weight_Subset_Set∈  Weight_Subset do 
                     if   θ≤1-t)_Subset_SeSum(Weight then 
                            =:l  Construct_Attribute_List(Weight_Subset_Set)  
                           if  Ll ∉ and 2>=l  and 
                           Has_Class_Attribute ( l ) and not All_Class_Attribute ( l  )then 
                                    lLL +=:   
                           endif 
          endfor     
endfor 
Make_Single_ClassInfo_Attribute( )L  
while []≠L  do 
     remove( Ll, ) 
    if  Support( l ) ≥ SupportMin _ then   L := L +subset( l )   else      
        1s =Get_ClassInfo_Attribute( L ); Nulls =2 endif 
        for  1=i  to l  do  
                if 1][ sa il <>  then  
                          if Nulls <>2  then   ][22 '' ilass +∧+=  
                          else      ][2 ilas =     endif 
         endfor 
         construct_rule( 12 ,, ssr ) 
         if Rr ∉  and  ClassError( r ) ≤ ErrorMaxClass _   then rRR +=:      
 endwhile 
RETURN:  Set of classification rules R  
 
Function 4.5 Classification rule mining  
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4.7 Experimental Evaluation 
 The animal world data set was chosen to test the proposed methods using 
SSNNs for association, characteristics and classification rule mining. This data is shown 
in Appendix A1. The results of the experiments with this data are reported in the 
following subsections. 
 
4.7.1 Experiment for Association Rule Mining  
 As described in Section 4.6.1, association rule mining starts with ordered 
instances for training with SSNNs. The ordering of these instances is carried by a typical 
1010 ×  KNN. The training parameters for SSNNs are set as follows: learning rate 
01.0=α , tolerance 002.0min =e , maximum cycle max_cycle=5000 and target 1=T . 
The activation function for each SSNN is defined by a logistic function
xe
xf
−+
=
1
1)( . 
Function 4.2 produces three SSNNs to model the entire the animal world data set. The 
SSNNs weights and corresponding instances modelled by the three SSNNs are shown in 
Table 4.4. These SSNNs weights are examined by Function 4.3 to find out the lists of 
attributes which have the corresponding weights that can produce the target output. 
These attribute lists are shown in Table 4.5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SSNN Weights Modelled 
Example 
1 0.000,2.477,0.200,0.000,2.582,0.095,0.095,0.000,0.0
00,2.582,0.230,0.000,1.644 
8 
2 0.000,0.000,0.021,0.000,0.000,0.021,0.021,0.000,0.0
00,0.000,0.000,0.021,0.000 
1 
3 0.000,1.060,0.965,0.280,0.000,2.306,2.306,0.134,1.1
18,0.000,2.172,1.245,0.000 
7 
 
Table 4.4 SSNNs required to model animal data for association rule mining 
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The final step of Function 4.3 produces association rules from these lists of 
attributes. In this step the minimum support and confidence are set to the values 0.4 and 
0.8 respectively. At first a list of attributes is checked as to whether it the has required 
support or not. If it does then the list produces association rules that have the required 
confidence directly. If it does not then the subsets of that list are added to the list of 
attributes lists for the next examination.  This procedure of producing association rules 
continues until there is no list of attributes left to produce association rules. Table 4.6 
contains the association rules, reflecting the justification of using SSNNs in rule mining. 
SSNN Attribute lists of significant weights Modelled 
Example 
1 {a1,a4,a9},{a1,a2,a4,a9},{a1,a4,a9,a10},{a1,a2,a4,a9,a10},{
a1,a4,a12},{a1,a2,a4,a12},{a1,a9,a12},{a1,a2,a9,a12},{a4,a
9,a12},{a1,a4,a9,a12},{a2,a4,a9,a12},{a1,a2,a4,a9,a12},{a1,
a4,a10,a12},{a1,a2,a4,a10,a12},{a1,a9,a10,a12}, 
{a1,a2,a9,a10,a12},{a4,a9,a10,a12},{a1,a4,a9,a10,a12}, 
{a2,a4,a9,a10,a12},{a1,a2,a4,a9,a10,a12} 
8 
2 {a2,a5,a6,a11} 1 
3 {a1,a2,a5,a6},{a1,a2,a3,a5,a6},{a1,a5,a6,a8},{a2,a5,a6,a8},
{a1,a2,a5,a6,a8},{a1,a3,a5,a6,a8},{a2,a3,a5,a6,a8},{a1,a2,a
3,a5,a6,a8},{a1,a2,a5,a10},{a1,a2,a3,a5,a10},{a1,a2,a6,a10}
,{a1,a2,a3,a6,a10},{a5,a6,a10},{a1,a5,a6,a10},{a2,a5,a6,a10
},{a1,a2,a5,a6,a10},{a3,a5,a6,a10},{a1,a3,a5,a6,a10},{a2,a3
,a5,a6,a10},{a1,a2,a3,a5,a6,a10},{a1,a5,a8,a10}, 
{a2,a5,a8,a10},{a1,a2,a5,a8,a10},{a1,a3,a5,a8,a10},{a2,a3,a
5,a8,a10},{a1,a2,a3,a5,a8,a10},{a1,a6,a8,a10} 
 
7 
 
Table 4.5 A portion of attribute lists of significant weights during association rule 
mining 
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4.7.2 Experiment for Characteristic Rule Mining  
 Three experiments are set to mine characteristic rules for bird, hunter and 
peaceful animal. Each instance in these experiments consists of thirteen feature 
attributes ( ),, 131 aa L  and one class information attribute ( )14a . Similar to association 
rule mining, characteristic rule mining starts with the instances ordered by a KNN of 
1010 ×  dimensions. The SSNN training parameters are set to be the same as the 
experiment for association rule mining discussed in subsection 4.7.1. Function 4.2 is 
used to train SSNNs for the experimental bird class data. After training, SSNNs and 
their weights are shown in Table 4.7. These SSNNs weights are examined in Function 
4.4 to find out the lists of attributes which have corresponding weights that can produce 
the target output. These attribute lists are shown in Table 4.8.  
Association rule description 
1. (Has 2-legs) and (Has feather) ⇒  (Is small size), rs=0.438,   rc=0.857 
2. (Has 2-legs) and (Has feather) ⇒  (Does fly), rs= 0.438,  rc=0.857 
3. (Has feather) ⇒   (Has 2-legs),  rs=0.438, rc=1.000 
4. (Is small size) ⇒   Has 2-legs,  rs= 0.438, rc=0.857 
5. (Has 2-legs) ⇒   (Has feather),  rs=0.438, rc=1.000 
6. (Is small size) ⇒   (Has feather),  rs=0.438, rc=0.857 
7. (Has hair) ⇒   (Has 4-legs),  rs=0.563, rc=1.000 
8. (Has 4-legs) ⇒   (Has hair), rs=0.563, rc= .000 
 
 
Table 4.6 Mined association rules (rs=Rule support, rc=Rule confidence) 
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The final step of Function 4.4 produces the characteristic rules from these lists of 
attributes. In this step the minimum support is set to the value 0.4. At first a list of 
attributes is checked to see whether it has the required support or not. If it does then the 
list produces characteristic rules by keeping the feature attributes in the antecedent part 
and the class information attribute in the consequent part. If it does not have required 
support the subsets of that list are added to the list of attributes lists for the next 
iteration. This procedure of producing characteristic rules continues until there is no list 
of attributes left to produce a characteristic. Table 4.9 contains the characteristic rules of 
bird, hunter and peaceful animal. 
 
Class SSNN Weights Modelled 
Example 
Bird 1 0.000,1.779,0.000,0.000,1.779,0.000,0.
000,0.000,0.000,1.779,0.010,0.000,1.2
12,0.031 
7 
Hunter 2 0.000,0.141,1.706,0.019,0.000,1.866,1.
866,0.000,0.019,0.000,1.410,0.493,0.0
00,0.000 
6 
Peaceful 3 0.000,0.000,0.000,0.987,0.000,0.987,0.
987,0.987,0.987,0.000,0.000,0.987,0.0
00,0.000 
3 
 
Table 4.7 SSNNs to model bird, hunter, and peaceful animal for characteristic rule 
mining
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Class SSNN Attribute lists of significant weights Modelled 
Instances 
Bird 1 {a1,a4,a9,a12},{a1,a4,a9,a14},{a1,a4,a12,a14}
,{a1,a9,a12,a14},{a4,a9,a12,a14},{a1,a4,a9,a1
2,a14} 
7 
Hunter 1 {a2,a5,a6,a10},{a1,a2,a5,a6,a10},{a2,a5,a6,a1
0,a11}, 
{a1,a2,a5,a6,a10,a11},{a2,a5,a6,a14},{a1,a2,a
5,a6,a14},{a2,a5,a10,a14},{a1,a2,a5,a10,a14},
{a2,a6,a10,a14},{a1,a2,a6,a10,a14},{a5,a6,a10
,a14},{a1,a5,a6,a10,a14},{a2,a5,a6,a10,a14},{
a1,a2,a5,a6,a10,a14},{a1,a5,a6,a11,a14},{a2,a
5,a6,a11,a14},{a1,a2,a5,a6,a11,a14},{a2,a5,a1
0,a11,a14},{a1,a2,a5,a10,a11,a14},{a2,a6,a10,
a11,a14},{a1,a2,a6,a10,a11,a14},{a5,a6,a10,a1
1,a14},{a1,a5,a6,a10,a11,a14},{a2,a5,a6,a10,a
11,a14},{a1,a2,a5,a6,a10,a11,a14} 
6 
Peaceful 1{a3,a5,a6,a7,a8,a11,a14} 3 
 
Table 4.8 Attribute lists of significant weights for characteristic rule mining 
 
Class Characteristic rule description 
Bird 1. (Is small size) and (Has 2-legs) and (Has feather) ⇒   
(class = Bird), rcs=0.857, rc=1.000 
2. (Has 2-legs) and (Has feather) and (Does fly) ⇒  (class = 
Bird), rcs=0.857, rc=1.000 
Hunter 1. (Has 4-legs) and (Has hair) and (Does hunt) ⇒   (class = 
Hunter), rcs=0.833, rc=1.000 
Peaceful (Is big size) and (Has 4-legs) and (Has hair) and (Have hooves) ⇒  
(class = Peaceful), rcs=1.000, rc=1.000 
 
Table 4.9 Mined characteristic rules (rcs=Rule class support,  rc=Rule confidence) 
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4.7.3 Experiment for Classification Rule Mining  
 The classification rule mining experiment starts with the instances 
ordered by a 1010 ×  KNN for training with SSNNs. The same training parameters as the 
association and characteristic rule mining experiment are chosen. The after training 
results of the required SSNNs weights and the corresponding instances modelled by the 
four SSNNs are shown in Table 4.10. These SSNNs weights are examined by Function 
4.5 to find out the lists of attributes which have corresponding weights that can produce 
the target output closest to 1. These attribute lists are shown in Table 4.11. The final 
step of Function 4.5 produces the classification rules from these lists of attributes. These 
attribute lists are converted to classification rules by keeping the feature attributes in the 
antecedent part and the class information attribute in the consequent part. The class 
support and class error of these classification rules are calculated using Definition 2.2 
and Definition 2.4. If the class support of a rule has the required minimum class support 
and class error is less than or equal to user set MinClassError 0.0, then it is added to the 
resultant classification rule list. This procedure of producing classification rules 
continues until there is no list of attributes left to produce a classification rule. Table 
4.12 contains the classification rules of bird, hunter and peaceful animal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SSNN Weights Modelled 
Instances 
1 0.000,1.887,0.112,0.000,1.944,0.055,0.055,0.000,0.000,
1.944,0.141,0.000,1.321,0.051,1.944,0.055 
8 
2 0.000,0.000,0.017,0.000,0.000,0.017,0.017,0.000,0.000,
0.000,0.000,0.017,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.017 
1 
3 0.000,0.700,0.826,0.060,0.000,1.585,1.585,0.000,0.830,
0.000,1.585,0.886,0.000,0.000,0.000,1.585 
5 
4 0.000,0.000,0.000,0.939,0.000,0.939,0.939,0.939,0.762,
0.000,0.000,0.762,0.000,0.000,0.000,0.000 
2 
 
Table 4.10 SSNNs to model animal data for classification rule mining 
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SSNN Attribute list of significant weights Modelled 
Instances 
1 {a1,a4,a9,a12},{a1,a4,a9,a10,a12},{a1,a4,a9,a14},{a1,a4,a
9,a10,a14},{a1,a4,a12,a14},{a1,a9,a12,a14},{a4,a9,a12,a1
4},{a1,a4,a9,a12,a14},{a1,a4,a10,a12,a14},{a1,a9,a10,a12,
a14},{a4,a9,a10,a12,a14},{a1,a4,a9,a10,a12,a14} 
8 
2 {a2,a5,a6,a11,a15} 2 
3 {a1,a2,a5,a6,a10},{a1,a5,a6,a8,a10},{a2,a5,a6,a8,a10},{a1,
a2,a5,a6,a8,a10},{a1,a2,a5,a6,a8,a11},{a1,a5,a6,a10,a11},
{a2,a5,a6,a10,a11},{a1,a2,a5,a6,a10,a11},{a1,a2,a5,a8,a10
,a11},{a1,a2,a6,a8,a10,a11},{a5,a6,a8,a10,a11},{a1,a5,a6,
a8,a10,a11},{a2,a5,a6,a8,a10,a11},{a1,a2,a5,a6,a8,a10,a11
},{a1,a2,a5,a6,a15},{a1,a5,a6,a8,a15},{a2,a5,a6,a8,a15},{a
1,a2,a5,a6,a8,a15},{a1,a2,a5,a10,a15},{a1,a2,a6,a10,a15},
{a5,a6,a10,a15},{a1,a5,a6,a10,a15} 
5 
4 {a3,a5,a6,a7,a8,a11,a16} 1 
 
Table 4.11 A part of attributes of significant weights for classification rule mining 
Classification rule description 
1. (Is small size) and (Has 2-legs) and (Has feather) ⇒   (class  = Bird), 
rcs= 0.857,  rce=0.000 
2. (Has 2-legs) and (Has feather) and (Does fly) ⇒   (class = Bird), rcs= 
0.857 ,  rce=0.000 
3. (Has 4-legs) and (Has hair) and (Does hunt) ⇒  (class = Hunter), rcs= 
0.833,   rce=0.000 
4.  (Is big size) and (Has 4-legs) and (Has hair) and (Have hooves) ⇒  
(class  =   Peaceful), rcs= 1,  rce= 0.000 
 
Table 4.12 Mined classification rules (rcs=Rule class support, rce=Rule class error) 
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4.8 Guided Rule Mining 
 In Sections 4.6 and 4.7 we have discussed automated rule mining using SSNNs. 
Due to the unguided nature of these techniques, one can end up with a large amount of 
knowledge with these techniques, which may not be the primary goal of DM and the 
data miners may not be interested in such knowledge. If the data miner is allowed to set 
or specify the type of goals before starting the DM process, then the process itself can be 
easy and faster to complete and produce meaningful results. This idea is analogous to 
searching for a specific ore/oil deposit.  Like intelligent geologic miners data miners 
should have some Apriori idea about what they are going to look for in the data. This 
technique is termed guided DM. The aim of this section is to achieve guided DM using 
a neural network based framework with a significantly improved learning and 
convergence speed.  The proposed method in this section will extract rules from the 
dataset with user guidance and hence it is known as Guided Rule Mining (GRM). This 
section proposes using SSSNN to develop the GRM model.  Experimental results are 
provided to show the effectiveness of these algorithms.  
 
4.8.1 GRM Process 
The data values in a data set used for GRM can be boolean, categorical, date or 
numerical. The boolean variable is simplest one to handle. Date and Numerical variables 
are ordinal and the discretization method is adapted to use this kind of data [Liu and 
Setiono 1995]. The categorical variable contains text data, which needs encoding before 
being fed to the mining process.  For categorical variables, if we use concept hierarchy 
for encoding and mine rules based on the concept hierarchy, then the mined rules are 
more precise and oriented to the requirements. However, for ordinal data if we apply 
discretization like [Liu and Setiono 1995; Holsheimer and Siebes  1998] and mine rules 
on ranges, we may have too many rules and some of them may not be practical. In order 
to avoid this situation, we propose that user should be given the choice to choose what 
he wants to mine, how he wants to mine and how he wants to see the result. This type of 
rule mining is Guided Rule Mining  in the broad sense of Guided Data Mining. The 
main components of GRM are described below. 
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(i)  Input: The input of a GRM system is a data set that can be chosen from any type 
of database, which has proper schema. Any field of the table of the database 
(normal or calculated) of a database is regarded as a variable in a GRM system. 
(ii)  Meta-Rule: A meta-rule or meta-query is a rule template and a user has to define 
it in advance. The usual form of the meta-rule is QP → , where P is antecedent 
and Q is consequent.  
(iii)  Dictionary of predicates: A dictionary of logical predicates is defined by queries 
in advance, which appear in the meta-rules. Predicates in meta-rules are drawn 
from the dictionary.  
(iv)  Quality Measure: A set of quality measures is used to measure the quality of the 
discovered information.  The well-known support and confidence can be used to 
define the quality of the discovered rules. 
(v)  Output: The output of GRM is the knowledge or information. The output is 
expressed in the form of rules. It should be taken into account that the conditions 
in the antecedent and the consequent part of the output rules come from the 
Dictionary of predicates that the user defines upfront. 
 
The mining process consists of three steps:  construction of binary data, SSNN 
training and the discovery of rules from the trained SSNNs. The steps in GRM using 
SSNNs are described below. 
(i) Binary Training Data Construction 
The following steps are needed to generate the binary training data for SSNNs 
with a dictionary of logical predicates. 
 
Steps: 
(1) Construct a structured query by concatenating all the logical predicates from 
the predicate dictionary in the form: 
SELECT ndn
dd PIPIPI === ,, 2211 L , m
I
m
II POPOPO === ,, 2211 L  
FROM mTTT L21 ,  
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where iI  is the chosen name of the antecedent predicate i
dP , jO  is chosen 
name of the consequent predicate IjP  and iT is the required table from the 
database to execute the SELECT operation.  
(2) Execute the query constructed in step (1) and produce a large number of binary 
strings. It is noted that present SQL does not have the ability to execute the 
query given in step (1) but with the help of a parser technique the conditions 
succeeded by SELECT statement can be executed. 
 
(ii) Model and Training 
We used a set of SSNNs the ADALINE  structure that was developed by 
Widrow and Hoff [Zurada 1992]. The neural model that we have followed has been 
described in [Kohonen 2001]. With ADALINE, the building block for feed forward 
neural networks, is defined as xwy t=  where y is the output, with tnwwww ),...,,( 21=  
and tnxxxx ),...,,( 21=  representing the inputs and the weights respectively. The 
learning algorithm, which is often referred to as the Widrow-Hoff delta rule is:  
))((,1 xwdexeww tkikkkk −=+=+ α   (4.5) 
or in a modified form:  
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The change of the i th weight at (k+1) th  iteration of the SSNN is found from (4.5) as 
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The term 1+∆ kiw  has the role of changing the initial weights of the SSNN. The 
components of the input vectors which have non-zero values, change the weight vectors 
significantly in order to reach the target output. The learning rule (4.6) will be the main 
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algorithm we use for training SSNNs. We use the weight vectors of the SSNN as the 
main clue for mining rules. We choose antecedent predicates as the inputs and the 
consequent predicates are output to the SSNNs.  If the SSNN is trained with the 
antecedent predicates (1 or 0) to produce a target consequent predicate with an output of 
1, we take into account the fact that  the weights which have higher values must have a 
significant influence in making the output 1 and that they form positive rules of the form 
kji OII ⇒ΛΛL . We can also mine negative rules as kOjIiI ⇒¬ΛΛ¬ L  by taking 
into consideration that the antecedent predicate which is considered 0 in positive rule 
mining as 1 and the antecedent predicate which is considered 1 in positive rule mining 
as 0.  
 
 (iii) Algorithm: MineViaSingleSSNN 
Steps: 
(a) Apply all the logical predicates from the dictionary of the GRM to the given data 
set. Each row of the data set will make a binary string resulting from both the 
antecedent and the consequent logical predicates. Let P be the number of 
training instances such as, mnRiaPaaa +∈},,...,2,1{ . The alphabets which 
are constructed from the antecedent are considered as the inputs to the SSNN 
and the rest of the alphabets are outputs to the SSNN. 
(b) For each output do the following steps: 
(c) Select all rows, which output 1 to the consequent part. We call them training 
pairs, nRiIPIII ∈},,...,2,1{  with the desired output 1=d . 
(d) Initialize 1=iteration , 0=i , 0_ =errorsum , 0=∆w  and zero weights nRw∈ . 
Set 0, >εα ; 
(e) The training cycle begins here. First the input is presented and the output is 
computed: it Iwy ∗=  
(f) Weights are updated as: 
(g) If 0)( >iItiI  then  





∗−∗=∆
')(][ II
Iydalphaw
ti
i
. Otherwise 0=∆w   
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(h) www ∆+=  and  errorerrorsumerrorsum += __  ; 
(i) If ε>errorsum _  and iteraioniteration max_<= , go back to Step (e); 
(j) If more input is available which is not being used in training, take the available 
input and compute the output as iItwy ∗=  and go back to Step (e); otherwise 
the training terminates here. 
(k) Select the weights which have a significant contribution to the output d 
compared to others and then extract the rules by varying the value of the weights 
which give an output close to 1; 
 
The rule with the maximum number of attributes in the antecedent part is called 
the largest rule. In real DM the data is normally non-linear and the SSNN is incapable of 
handling a large amount of non-linear data by itself. Hence, an incremental approach is 
needed to build a set of SSNNs to handle the large non-linear data set. We consider the 
SSNN model as a local linear model for a non-linear function [Rahman et al 1999]. The 
piecewise local linearization idea has been used extensively for function approximation. 
Inspired by this idea, we propose to use a set of SSNN as the local linear models to 
model a “piece” of the large non-linear data set so that, as a whole, the entire large non-
linear data set can be modelled and hence the rules can be extracted. We call this is an 
incremental identification of the set of SSNNs. It should be noted that such a structure 
for modelling a large non-linear data set should give rise to a fast mining tool, evidenced 
by its simple structure, parallel implementation of SSNNs, and fast dynamic 
adjustments.  
The algorithm proposed for a single SSNN, generates rules but it is not 
guaranteed that all the generated rules are meaningful and have practical use in DM. To 
make the rules useful and precise, two DM parameters, such as support and confidence 
[Piatetsky-Shapiro 1991] are used in this method which also provides strength to the 
discovered rules.  There are many practical cases (e.g. Fraud detection, churn 
prevention), where rules are needed with high confidence. However, high confidence 
rules are possible when they have many numbers of items (conditions) in antecedent 
part. If such rules are preferred and the learning algorithm given in (4.6) are used to 
mine such rules where the initial weights of neurons are set to be zero, we may reach the 
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goal without having found any such rules. This glitch occurs when zero weights do not 
get updated and zero weights cannot be converted to conditions. In order to avoid this, 
the weights are initialized with a tolerance (δ , a small number e.g. 0.001) and the 
learning rule is adapted as given in (4.8). 
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In the proposed method, desired rules are found from the rules of the SSNNs weights. 
These rules are also named as neurorules since they are derived from neurons weights. 
Desired rules are mined from neurorules in such a way that we get all the items in the 
antecedent part. The method constructs 1-itemset to k-itemset that have support and 
confidence more than or equal to the desired support and confidence. Finally, rules are 
mined from the k-itemsets guarantying that it has the largest number of conditions in the 
antecedent part. During the rule mining process, the set of neurorules are also updated in 
each pass by removing some items from antecedent part which makes rules have less 
support and also to remove some rules that do not have any chance of becoming the 
desired rule in the next pass. The proposed methods for the GRM have the following 
steps: 
 
(iv) Algorithm: SSNNs Training 
Steps: 
(a) Apply all the logical predicates from the given dictionary of predicates of the 
GRM to the given data set. Each row of the data set will make a binary string 
with alphabets resulting from both antecedent and consequent logical predicates. 
Suppose we have P training binary data, 1},,...,2,1{ +∈ nRiaPaaa The 
alphabets which are constructed from the antecedent are considered as the inputs 
to the SSNN and the rest of the alphabets are outputs to the SSNN. 
(b) Select all rows, which output 1 to the consequent part. We call them training set 
T as nRiIPIII ∈},,...,2,1{  with the desired output 1=d . 
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(c) Initialize the set of SSNNs, denoted as SSSNN  to empty 
and TSetPatternTraining =   ; Set also the SSNN parameters learning rate 
0>α , maximum allowable error 0>ε and max_iteration>0; 
(d) Training the SSNNs starts here. Create a new SSNN with the weights nRw ∈  
having an initial value equal to δ  and put the SSNN into SSSNN ; 
(e) Initialize emptySetPatternNonTrained =    and emptyattern Trained P =Set ; 
(f) Take an instance nRiI ∈  from the SetPatternTraining     and set 
0_ =errorsum ; 
(g) Train the current SSNN with iI  using the learning algorithm (3) until 
ε<sum_error  or iteration >max_iteration; 
(h) If ε<errorsum _  Then put iI  into the SetPatternTrained  _  and commit the 
change of weights with iI , Otherwise put iI  into the 
SetPatternTrainedNon    and rollback the changes done by iI  ; 
(i) If SetPatternTraining  _  is not empty, go back to step (f). Otherwise the 
training of the current SSNN terminates.  ttern SetTrained Pa  is the set trained 
by the current SSNN; 
(j) IF tPattern SeTrained Non __  is not empty, set tPattern SeTrainedNon __  to 
SetPatternTraining    and go back to step (d) for the next SSNN, Otherwise the 
training session of the algorithm ends. 
 
(v) Extraction of  Neurorules  
Steps: 
(a) Initialize emptyRuleSetNeuro =_ ; Set the tolerance  δ . 
(b) Do the following steps until there is no SSNN in the SSSNN; 
(c) Extract a SSNN from SSSNN and find the rule by inspecting the significant 
weights;  
(d) Calculate ∑=Ω ijw  where
i
jw  is the j
th
 significant weight of  the i th SSNN; 
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(e) IF δ≤−Ω 1  then construct a rule of the form { }
mixixix ΛΛ L21  where jix  
denotes the ji th  attribute;  
 
(vi) Extraction of desired rules  
Steps: 
(a) Initialize iteration 1=l  and do the following steps until Nrule_set is empty or  k-
itemset kC is equal to zero; 
(b) Calculate the support of all rules from the Nrule_Set which have not been 
calculated before and mine the rules which have a support equal or larger than 
Min_supp. Store the results into GuideRule_Set; 
(c) Delete the Neuro rules which have a support lower than Min_supp or which have 
a fewer number of items in the antecedent part than l ; 
(d) Update Nrule_Set using the function:  
Update_Nrule(Nrule_Set,GuideRule_Set, 1−kC ,Min_Supp,Min_Conf). Note that 
at first the iteration 1−kC  has no items and after calling the function  1−kC  
becomes kC ; 
(e) Mine the desired rules from kC  at this step. Desired rules are those rules that 
have equal or higher support and confidence than Min_Supp and Min_Conf.  
Store the result into GuideRule_Set; 
(f) Remove all rules from GuidedRule_Set in which the antecedent part is a subset 
of at least one rule from GuidedRule_Set; 
(g) Increment l  and go to step (b) for the next iteration; 
(h) Remove all rules from GuideRule_Set which have a confidence lower than the 
required confidence and prune rules further in which the antecedent part is a 
subset of the antecedent part of  any other rule of GuideRule_Set; 
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(vii) Algorithm: Update_Nrule 
This function changes the antecedent part of neuro rules in Nrule_Set and also 
constructs kC  from 1−kC . 
Steps: 
(a) Take all the distinct items from the antecedent part of Nrule_Set and construct 
Distinct_Set with them; 
(b) Construct  kCn  combinations with the items of Distinct_Set and call it as 
CombK; 
(c) Remove combinations from CombK  which are not present in the antecedent part 
of  at least one  Neuro rule belonging to Nrule_Set; 
(d) Construct the k-Item_Set kC  of Apriori using the (k-1) Item_Set 1−kC ; 
(e) Remove any member of kC  which are not present in CombK; 
(f) Do the following steps (g) to (i) for each member im  of CombK; 
(g) If im  exists in kC  and im  does not exist in the antecedent parts of previously 
mined guide rules Then  
(i). Calculate the support of im ; 
(ii). If the support of im  is lower than Min_supp Then mark the items of the 
antecedent parts of  all Nrules of Nrule_Set as removable items those are 
also present in im  and not marked as non-removable previously. Also 
remove the same im  from  kC ; 
(iii). If the support of im is greater than or equal to Min_supp then mark the 
items of the antecedent parts of  all Nrules of Nrule_Set as non-removable 
items to those that are also present in im  and marked as removable 
previously; 
(h) If im  exists in kC  and im  also  exists in the antecedent parts of previously 
mined guide rules Then mark the items of the antecedent parts of  all Nrules of 
Nrule_Set as non-removable items those are also present in im  and  marked as 
removable previously; 
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(i) If im does not exists in kC  then mark the items of the antecedent parts of all 
Nrules of Nrule_Set as removable items those are also present in im  and  not 
marked as removable previously; 
(j) Remove all removable items from the antecedent parts of all Neuro rules in 
Nrule_Set and also remove any duplicate Neuro rules from Nrule_Set; 
 
4.8.2 Experiment Results 
The purpose of this experiment was to test the effectiveness of proposed method 
for GRM. The Apriori algorithm for association rule mining [Agarwal et al 1993] was 
selected to compare with the proposed GRM method. The proposed GRM and Apriori 
were applied to the CAR data set in order to conduct a performance analysis between 
them for association rule mining. This dataset was used first for the evaluation of HINT 
(Hiearchy INduction Tool) in machine-learning and promising results were found 
[Zupan et al 1997]. This dataset was created from a hierarchical model and HINT is able 
to completely reconstruct the original hierarchical model from this dataset [Bohanec and 
Rajkovic 1988].  
The data set consists of 1728 instances that are described using 6 attributes and a 
corresponding four-valued class. The attributes are numeric and multi-valued and they 
are buying price, price of maintenance, number of doors, capacity in terms of persons to 
carry and estimated safety of the car. In our experiment the calculation of the support 
measure was selected as the criterion for the comparison of GRM to Apriori. Both 
methods compute a huge number of support measures during rule mining and it is one 
of the most time consuming operations in the rule mining method. For GRM, 13 
antecedent predicates and 2 consequent predicates are constructed from the CAR dataset 
for the dictionary as shown in Table 4.13. 
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 In Table 4.13, first 13 predicates are the antecedent predicates and last two 
predicates are the consequent predicates. In the experiment, we are interested to mine 
association rules from the CAR dataset where antecedent predicates and consequent 
predicates form both positive and negative rules. At the beginning, the predicates of the 
GRM dictionary (Table 4.12) are used to build the binary training data for the SSNNs 
training. The GRM experiment’s parameters were set as 001.0=α , 0001.0 =ε , 
001.0=δ  and max_iteration = 5000. Then a set of experiments were conducted with 
different minimum support and confidence values for the GRM and the number of the 
support calculation was observed during the rule mining process. Some of the 
Symbol Predicate logic 
1a  Buying=[V-High, High] 
2a  Buying=Medium 
3a  Buying=Low 
4a  Maintainace=Medium 
5a  Maintainace=Medium 
6a  Maintainace=Low 
7a  4≤Door  
8a  4>Door  
9a  4≤Passanger  
10a  4>Passenger  
11a  Safety=Low 
12a  Safety=Medium 
13a  Safety=High 
Unacceptable_Car EvaluationResult=UACC 
Acceptable_Car EvaluationResult=[ACC, GOOD, V-GOOD] 
 
Table 4.13 Dictionary of GRM for CAR dataset 
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association rules mined with GRM are shown in Table 4.13.  The same support, 
confidence values, dataset and predicates were also used in Apriori to conduct the set of 
experiments and the number of support calculations was also observed for this 
algorithm. The comparative performance between the two methods is shown in Figures 
4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8. The results show that Apriori is better when the support is chosen 
to be very high but proposed method is much better when the support is chosen to be 
low. In a practical DM problem since there is a large amount of data it is understood that 
in order to mine rules we have to set low support otherwise the experiment may not 
produce any rules. Therefore, the results of this experiment show that the proposed 
method GRM is promising in practical DM.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Association rule description 
9. CarAcceptableaaaaa _1310842 ⇒∧∧∧∧ , s=0.012,    cf=0.916 
(Positive rule) 
10. CarAcceptableaaaaa _1310861 ⇒∧∧∧∧ ,  s= 0.012,   cf=0.916 
(Positive rule) 
11. CarAcceptableaaaa _11941 ⇒¬∧¬∧¬∧¬ ,  s= 0.051,   cf=0.916 
(Negative rule) 
12. CarAcceptableaaaa _121194 ⇒¬∧¬∧¬∧¬  , s= 0.051,   cf=0.916 
(Negative rule) 
13. CarAcceptableaaaa _121191 ⇒¬∧¬∧¬∧¬  , s= 0.051,   cf=0.916 
(Negative rule) 
14. CarleUnacceptabaa _119 ⇒∧ ,s=0.22,    cf=1.000 (Positive rule) 
15. CarleUnacceptabaa _117 ⇒∧ ,s=0.25,    cf=1.000 (Positive rule) 
16. CarleUnacceptabaa _41 ⇒∧ ,s=0.23,    cf=0.916 (Positive rule) 
17. CarleUnacceptabaaa _13126 ⇒¬∧¬∧¬ ,  s= 0.25,   cf=1.000 
(Negative rule) 
 
 
Table 4.14 Guided rules from CAR data set (Partial results, s=Rule support,  
cf=Rule confidence, AND  =∧ )  
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NN Vs Apirori For Unacceptable Car dataset and positive rule type
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 Figure 4.5 Performances of SSNN and Apriori on the acceptable car data set (positive 
rule) 
NN Vs Apirori For Acceptable Car dataset and negative rule type
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Figure 4.6 Performances of SSNN and Apriori on the acceptable car data 
(negative rule) 
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NN Vs Apirori For Unacceptable Car dataset and positive rule type
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Figure 4.7 Performances of SSNN and Apriori on the unacceptable car data  
(positive rule) 
NN Vs Apirori For Unacceptable Car dataset and negative rule type
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Fig 4.8 Performances of SSNN and Apriori on the unacceptable car data 
 (negative rule) 
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4.9 Summary 
 This chapter has dealt with the use of SSNNs to form an effective model for 
mining association, characteristic and classification rules, so that the learning speed is 
much improved. The multi-layer supervised NNs based on BP are very powerful in 
solving many complex problems. But until today, it has not been widely used in DM 
partly due to its time consuming training process. The rule mining methods proposed in 
this chapter do not suffer from this weakness since it uses SSNNs, which have simple 
and fast learning algorithm compared to multi-layered NNs.  The SSNN is limited in 
handling non-linear data. However, the proposed methods overcome this limitation by 
adopting a non-linear function approximation technique using a set of linear functions. 
A set of SSNNs is used in this technique to perform this approximation.  These SSNNs 
are the basis of the proposed rule mining method. The proposed rule mining method was 
tested with a real data set and results show the effectiveness of using SSNNs in rule 
mining.  
As unguided DM generates a huge volume of information, this phenomenon 
should be avoided. We have proposed a solution for guided rule mining where the user 
is given more control. It produces rules by training SSNNs and this kind of NN learns 
very fast as shown by comparisons with other DM methods. Moreover, it can introduce 
parallelism to speed up the learning phase. Our solution has the robust feature to be able 
to handle any number of data sets as it incorporates a dynamic number of neurons within 
itself. Both positive and negative types of conjunction rules can result from this method. 
The proposed method was tested on a practical database and compared to the existing 
Apriori algorithm. The results show the effectiveness of the proposed method and show 
that it performs better than the Apriori algorithm. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Rule Mining with Unsupervised Neural Networks 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
In the preceding chapters, we have presented rule mining methods for three 
classes of major rules using Genetic Algorithms and Supervised Neural Networks. In the 
previous chapter the application of SSNNs for rule mining has been demonstrated. 
SSNNs have been found to be faster at mining rules than other types of supervised 
neural networks. This is because the learning algorithm used in this type of NN is 
simple and therefore less computation is involved. Moreover, the use of piecewise 
linear approximations of the non-linear relationships in the data has enhanced the 
performance of these rule mining methods. However, the scope of these types of NNs in 
rule mining is limited since the learning algorithms of these neural networks require the 
class information in advance. There are many real situations where the class information 
may not be known but sought. In such cases, unsupervised rule mining methods have 
better uses. The present chapter will propose some unsupervised rule mining methods. 
 Market segmentation is one example where unsupervised rule mining has good 
potential. Market segmentation is the process of dividing the customer datasets from a 
company into discrete customer groups based on specific criteria. Customers can be 
grouped into homogeneous groups according to age, income or any combination of 
attributes. Customer segmentation is a powerful tool to identify customer needs and 
helps companies to catalogue customer segments that have not been served as yet, and 
achieve market leadership by being among the first to serve them. In the customer 
segmentation problem, the number of customer segments available in the customer 
database is not known apriori and hence the unsupervised rule mining technique is 
suitable to deal with this kind of problem for the purpose of DM.  
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So far, not much research has been done in the area of unsupervised rule mining. 
A novel method for unsupervised rule mining from time series data has been found in 
[Hetland et al 2004]. Unlike previous methods, this method places few constraints on 
the rule representation and the quality measure for optimization. The method operates 
by evolving rules through genetic programming, and uses specialized hardware to 
calculate the fitness (interestingness) of each candidate rule. An unsupervised rule 
mining method combining a clustering method with the generation of a small set of 
rules that describe the membership of the instances to the clusters has been proposed in 
[Robardet et al 2002]. It improves the symbolic characterization of the identified 
clusters by providing for each cluster a small set of general and reliable rules.  
 This chapter will apply the SOM for the purpose of unsupervised rule mining. 
The SOM is called a topology-preserving map because there is a topological structure 
imposed on the neurons in the network. A topological map is simply a mapping that 
preserves the neighbourhood relations of data points. The SOM is also referred as the 
KNN in some literature. The SOM is one of the most popular DM tools, which is 
especially suitable for high dimensional data visualization and clustering [Oja and Kaski 
1999]. The SOM can learn complex relationships within the data. The advantages of 
SOM include its fast learning algorithm as well as its simple architecture. It is used 
mainly to discover non-hierarchical and hierarchical clusters. In this chapter the method 
will be discussed in relation to mining rules from these two types of clusters. 
 This chapter is organized into the following sections. Section 5.2 provides a 
study of the KNN. There are many types of KNNs described in the literature such as 
adaptive and non-adaptive KNNs. This section describes their architectures and 
algorithms and explores its suitability for the purpose of rule mining. In Section 5.3, the 
related work to rule mining using KNNs will be discussed. Next, two rule mining 
models e.g. CCR-SOM and CAR-GHSOM, which use KNNs are proposed. The first 
model forms the clusters first and then mines rules from these clusters. The second 
model performs both clustering and classification rule mining at the same time. The 
implementation of these two models and the experimental results against benchmark 
datasets are also provided in this section. Section 5.4 concludes this chapter. 
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5.2 Kohonen Neural Network 
Since the 1960s, Dr. Teuvo Kohonen has been a key pioneer in the research field 
of unsupervised neural networks. He has introduced several new concepts to neural 
computing e.g. the fundamental theories of distributed associative memory and optimal 
associative mappings, the learning subspace method, the SOMs, the learning vector 
quantization (LVQ), novel algorithms for symbol processing like redundant hash 
addressing and dynamically expanding context, and recently, the emergence of 
invariant-feature filters in the Adaptive-Subspace SOM (ASSOM). Among these 
theories, SOMs have received much attention over the years and been applied to many 
areas of Artificial Intelligence. In the literature many people refer to the KNN as the 
SOM. But this reference is improper and this lack of precision may lead to confusion in 
understanding its architecture. The phrase KNN refers to any one of the types of 
networks as described in the following subsections. 
 
5.2.1 Vector Quantization 
Vector quantization (VQ) is widely used in many areas such as image and voice 
compression, voice recognition and pattern recognition. VQ is a competitive type of 
KNN and is known as unsupervised density estimators or autoassociators in the neural 
network literature [Kohonen 1995; Hecht-Nielsen 1990]. The VQ goal is to determine a 
finite set of disjoint clusters which is similar to k -means cluster analysis [MacQueen 
1967; Anderberg 1973]. To do so, vectors in the vector space kR  are submitted into VQ 
to determine the number of clusters. Each cluster is represented by a Kohonen neuron 
vector and which has the same dimension as the input vectors. These Kohonen neuron 
vectors are also known as code words. A set of code words is referred to as a code book. 
The vector quantizer is defined by a code book { }NyyyY ,,, 21 L=  and its associated 
partition { }nvvvV ,,, 21 L=  that divides the k dimensional input vector space ( kRx ∈ ) 
into N disjoint regions as shown in Figure 5.1. Each disjoint region iv is known as a 
Voronoi region and defined as follows. 
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An optimal code book is needed to ensure that vector quantizer performance is 
optimal. The optimal code book is the one that has code words that are the best 
representation of input vectors. Kohonen designed a competition learning algorithm 
based on a winner-takes-all rule to determine the optimal code book in [Kohonen 1995]. 
When an input vector is submitted to the VQ, the nearest code word is declared as the 
winner code word and its weight vector is updated in this learning algorithm. The 
Kohonen VQ learning algorithm has the following steps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ix  
1y  
2y  
3y  
4y  
5y  
6y  
Figure 5.1 A vector quantizer with six Voronoi regions partitioned by lines 
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(a) Code book initialization  
 Define the number of code words N  for the code book. Initialize N  vectors 
with random weights as code words. 
(b) Code book updation 
For each input vector ix  do the followings: 
(i) Find the closest code word jy  to ix  
(ii) Change jy  using the following learning algorithm 
)( jijj yxyy −∗+=′ α  where α is a learning rate. 
(c) Repetition 
Repeat steps (b) until either the code words do not change or the change in the code 
words is small.  
 In the machine learning literature, there has been much written about the design 
time and performance efficient code book updation algorithm.  Shintaro et al. proposed 
a space partitioning code book design algorithm in order to accelerate the competition 
of the code book design [Shintaro et al 2004]. The algorithm reduces the searching 
complexity by employing portioning in the learning algorithm. Moreover, the algorithm 
is highly scalable, fast and convergent. MacQueen's on-line k -means algorithm is 
similar to Kohonen's learning law for VQ. The exception is that the learning rate is the 
reciprocal of the number of instances that have been assigned to the winning code 
vector [MacQueen 1967]. If there are n  training instances for VQ, the learning rate is 
defined as 
1+
=
n
n
α .  The reduction of the learning rate by using a higher number of 
training instances makes each codebook vector the mean of all instances assigned to its 
cluster.  This guarantees the convergence of the algorithm to an optimum value of the 
error function (the sum of squared Euclidean distances between cases and codebook 
vectors) as the number of training cases goes to infinity. Kohonen's learning law with a 
fixed learning rate does not converge. As it is well known from stochastic 
approximation theory, the training convergence requires the sum of the infinite 
sequence of learning rates to be infinite, while the sum of squared learning rates must be 
finite [Kohonen 1995]. These requirements are provided in MacQueen's k-means 
algorithm.  
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The learning algorithm for the Kohonen VQ described earlier is known as on-
line learning since the code book vector updation is carried out with the selection of the 
winning code book vector by a single instance. MacQueen's k -means algorithm has the 
on-line version as well as another kind of learning algorithm known as off-line learning. 
In off-line learning, the entire set of training instances are assigned to the nearest code 
book vectors first and later the code book vectors are modified with the mean value of 
the assigned instances. This modification continues until convergence is reached [Forgy 
1965]. As mentioned before, VQ is a popular topic in the signal processing and image 
compression literature. The on-line Kohonen and MacQueen learning methods are 
called adaptive vector quantization (AVQ) in this context. Kohonen described VQ as 
the non-parametric density estimation and hence equiprobable clusters are expected in 
VQ [Kohonen 1984; Hecht-Nielsen 1990]. Equiprobable clusters are those where the 
proportions of training instances assigned to each cluster are usually equal. Kohonen 
VQ does not produce equiprobable clusters. If D  is the input instance dimension, VQ 
quantizes 2)( +D
D
xp  density function of the training instances [Zador 1982; Cottrell et al 
1997]. The clusters are approximately equiprobable only if the data density is uniform 
or in other words the dimension of inputs is large for VQ. 
 
5.2.2 Learning Vector Quantization 
 VQ as described in the previous section is known as an unsupervised KNN, in 
which the learning algorithm is unsupervised and is suitable for clustering. However, 
this method can also easily be used for supervised classification. In this approach, after 
VQ training, instances with class information are submitted to VQ and each instance is 
assigned to a code book vector that has the shortest distance to it (winner). Thus all 
instances get represented by code vectors in a supervised VQ. Each code book vector 
has a number of training instances assigned to it. The class probability of the thi  code 
book vector is calculated as 
 
N
n
cp ci =)(  
where cn  is the number of instances belonging to class c  and N is the total number of 
instances assigned to the code book vector i . At the time of class prediction the new 
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instance is submitted to the code book vectors and determines which code book vector 
is the winner. The class information is determined from the winner class probability 
function )(cip ,. This supervised classification method is also known as universally 
consistent classification which even can be designed with unsupervised learning 
[Devroye  et al 1996]. 
Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) is a supervised version of VQ method 
based on the early work pursued by Linde et al. [Linde et al 1980] where supervised 
learning is established. Later Kohonen adapted it for pattern recognition problems 
[Kohonen 1988]. It can also be applied to multi-class classification and data 
compression tasks, e.g. speech recognition, image processing or customer classification 
etc. The Kohonen VQ network approximates the density functions of a class sample 
where as LVQ approximates the decision boundaries of the classes. The main idea in 
LVQ is to cover the input space of training instances with codebook vectors 
representing a region labelled by a class. A codebook vector can be seen as a prototype 
of a class member. A class can be represented by an arbitrary number of codebook 
vectors but one codebook vector represents one class only. In Figure 5.2 an LVQ with 
two class data samples is shown. The decision boundary is outlined by solid lines which 
separate each class from the others. 
The training algorithm of LVQ modifies the weights of the Kohonen neurons for 
the representations of code vectors in accordance with adapting rules to change the 
position of code vectors in the training instance space. The class boundaries on code 
vector space are considered to be piecewise linear and they are adjusted during the 
training. During training, the training instances with class information are submitted to 
the Kohonen LVQ, the closest code vector (also known as Kohonen neuron weight 
vector) is computed and this vector is updated in such a way that it gets closer to the 
training instance if both belong to the same class and is moved away from it if they 
belong to different classes.  
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The overall LVQ training algorithm is given below. 
(a) Initialize code or weight vectors e.g. W  and label each vector with a class. 
(b) Select a random training instance e.g. x . 
(c) Find the closest weight vector for x  e.g. iw  where jijwxwx ji ≠∀−≤− , ,   
(d) If x is correctly classified i.e. class label of iw  is the same as the classification 
of x  then update iw  using the following rule  
  )( iii wxww −∗+=′ α  
else  
  )( iii wxww −∗−=′ α  
(e) If there is a next training instance available and repeat from step c. Otherwise go 
to next step f. 
(f) Decrease the learning rate by a fraction (e.g. 0.01%)  
(g) If 0≥α  and it does not reach the maximum number of iteration repeat from 
step b. Otherwise the training stops. 
 
Figure 5.2 LVQ with decision boundaries 
Class 1 
Class 2 
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 The above algorithm is also known as LVQ1 where one nearest code vectors are 
adjusted when a training instance is presented to the LVQ. When two nearest code book 
vector is adjusted then the LVQ is named as LVQ2. Between two nearest code book 
vectors, one must have the same class information as the training instance e.g. iw  and 
the other have the different class information e.g. jw . Then the following weight update 
rule is used in LVQ2 [Kohonen 1990]. 
 )( iwxiwiw −∗+=′ α  
 )( jjj wxww −∗−=′ α  
Another version of LVQ is found in which the three weights are updated and is 
named LVQ3 in [Kohonen 1990]. In LVQ3 when a training instance is submitted the 
two nearest code book vectors iw  and jw  are determined. If iw  and jw  belong to 
different classes then the LVQ2 weight updating rule is applied for LVQ3 as 
 )( iii wxww −∗+=′ α  when iw and x  belong to the same class, 
 )( jjj wxww −∗−=′ α  when jw and x  belong to different classes. 
If iw  and jw  belong to the same class then the extra weight update is applied as 
 )( kkk wxww −∗∗−=′ αε where jik or  =  
With the introduction of third weight update rule the LVQ3 algorithm gains better 
stabilization than LVQ2. 
 
5.2.3 Self-Organizing Map 
 Inspired by the way in which various human sensory impressions are 
neurologically mapped into the brain such that spatial or other relations among the 
stimuli correspond to spatial relations among the neurons, Kohonen proposed SOM as 
one of the distinguished unsupervised neural networks in [Kohonen 1995]. Like VQ and 
LVQ, SOM is based on unsupervised learning and performs competitive learning over 
the training dataset. In addition to that, it provides a topology preserving mapping from 
a high dimension input space to a lower dimension map space. The map space is usually 
two dimensional but one dimensional or three or more dimensional spaces are also 
possible. The map displays the training instances in such a way that similar instances 
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are located close to each other on the map. The SOM architecture consists of an ordered 
set of neurons which are often organized into a two dimensional grid. The grid separates 
the input space and can fit on any dimension of inputs as long as the dimension of the 
inputs is greater than the dimensionality of the grid space. The grid is commonly known 
as the map. The most common shape of the SOM map is rectangular but it is possible to 
form other shapes e.g. hexagonal. A typical SOM has been shown in Figure 5.3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 This SOM has an input layer and a neuron layer. Each neuron is connected to 
the input layer. In Figure 5.3, a typical connection from the input layer to a neuron 
labelled j  is shown. If the dimension of the inputs is n , then the dimension of the 
weight vectors of the neurons is also n . During training the input [ ] ,,, 21 nxxxX L=  
flows from the input layer to all of the neurons attempting to change their weights e.g. 
[ ]
 ,,, 21 njjjj wwwW L= . The change of weights of neurons is determined by the training 
algorithm. The change of weights of neurons moves weight vectors toward the nearest 
input instance in the input space. Similar instances are spaced or clustered in the same 
region of the map. There are mainly two SOM training algorithms in the literature. They 
( )
njjjj wwwW ,,, 21 L=  
Input layer 
Neurons (Kohonen Map) 
.... 
njw  jw2  
ijw  
( )nxxxX ,,, 21 L=  
Figure 5.3 SOM architecture 
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are online and batch algorithms. In the on line algorithm, the weight vector of the 
neuron is updated after submitting each input to the input layer. The on line version of 
SOM algorithm is referred as the SOM algorithm in most of the literature. On the other 
hand, in the batch algorithm, weight updates take place after the submission of all 
inputs. 
  The on line SOM algorithm has been proposed in [Kohonen 1995] and it has 
been described below.  
(i) Initialize the neuron weight vector Mj ≤≤1 ,  Wj  with random numbers between 0 
to 1 
(ii) For each input instance NiX i ≤≤1 ,   perform following steps: 
(a) Find the winning neuron e.g. k  in the map such that   
jkjWXWX jiki ≠∀−≤−  , ,  
Where WX −  is the measure of the distance between two vectors X  
and W . 
(b) Modify the weights associated with all neurons using the following update 
rule:  
( ) jtWXttkjtWtW jijj ∀−∗∗+=+    ,)()(),,()()1( αδ   
where 
t  denotes the iteration number,  
),,( tkjδ  refers to the neighbourhood gain, 
The neighbourhood gain is a typical function. The Gaussian function which 
is )2/(
22
tkj rre
σ−−
, is a good choice for this purpose, , where krjr ,  is the 
distance between the thj and  thk  neuron (that is the winning neuron) on the 
map space. The other terms in the Gaussian function are defined as 
( ) fttft /00 /σσσσ =  
where f0   and  σσ  are initial and final variances (a typical setting is  
m m  1.0  and 0.5= f0 =σσ ) and 
 f0   tand  t  are the initial and the final number of iterations. 
 tα  is a gain function and it is defined as  
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( ) 00001.0/ /00 −= fttft αααα  
       where f0   and  αα  are initial and final gains (a typical setting is 
   00001.0  and  1.0= f0 =αα ) and 
  f0   tand  t  are the initial and the final number of iterations. 
(c ) Repeat step (b) until the gain function tα  is positive. 
(iii) Repeat step (ii) for a finite number of iterations or cycle until the map becomes 
stable. 
 
In the above on line SOM algorithm ),,( tkjδ  can be viewed as the selector of 
the neighbourhood size of the winning neuron in which the weight update takes place. It 
is a decreasing function. The online SOM algorithm is also known as being sequential, 
incremental or stochastic. The batch SOM algorithm takes all the instances as inputs per 
iteration of weight updates. This causes a bigger weight change each time in this type of 
algorithm. That is why all the instances need to be in hand before the training starts. The 
batch SOM algorithm is found in [Kohonen 1992]. The batch SOM algorithm for 
training the weights is roughly as follows. First the map is initialized with random 
numbers. Then, for each neuron in the map, a set is formed of all the input instances in 
which the weight vector for the neuron is the nearest or closest. Finally, for each neuron 
the union of the sets belonging to the neuron and its topological neighbourhood is 
produced, the average of this set is computed and taken as the new value of the weight 
vector of that neuron. The process repeats from the second step until one obtains a 
stable map. The batch SOM algorithm is much faster than online SOM algorithm. 
Moreover, the batch SOM algorithm, unlike the online one, does not suffer from 
convergence problems. 
General guidelines for deciding whether to use online or batch SOM learning 
algorithm are as follows. Online SOM algorithms should be used in situations where the 
input set may be redundant, i.e. the input may contain several instances having identical 
values. Otherwise the batch SOM algorithm should be chosen. The online algorithm is 
stochastic in nature. It means that it is less likely to get stuck in a local minimum than 
the batch SOM algorithm. However, the stochastic nature also makes it sometimes 
difficult to determine the conditions for convergence while the batch SOM algorithm 
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converges under simple conditions [Hautaniemi et al 2003]. In many cases fast 
computation and the guarantee of convergence makes the batch learning algorithm more 
appealing than the online SOM algorithm [Haykin 1999]. 
 Performance is also a key issue in training the SOM. The better the 
representation of inputs in a SOM, the better the performance in training.  There are 
three performance criteria listed in [Fritzke 1992] against which an SOM training 
algorithm should be studied. The first criterion is topological preservation. Topological 
preservation refers to the property that ensures similar input instances are mapped onto 
identical or closely spaced neurons on the map. In this way neighbouring neurons 
should have similar weight vectors. Topological preservation becomes interesting when 
the SOM is used to reduce the dimension of the input instances. Such a dimension 
reduction takes place when the dimension of the SOM map is lower than the input. The 
superior training of SOM preserves the similarity of the data in the map. The topology 
is preserved during the training of the SOM due to the effect of lateral feedback, i.e. 
when an input instance is presented to the SOM, not only the winner, but all the 
neighbouring neurons have their weight vectors adapted. Due to this adaptation, neurons 
represent the input instances more closely. In this way, it creates regions of similar 
weight vectors, which in turn again causes similar input instances to be mapped onto 
similar regions of SOM, thus further enforcing this clustering effect. A simple method 
to measure the topological preservation error is 
)(1
1
∑
=
=
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i
it XuN
E  (5.2) 
where N is the total number of instances and )( iXu  is a discrete function which 
becomes 1 when the input instance ix ’s first and second winning neurons are not 
positioned next to each other, but becomes 0 when they are neighbouring neurons.  
The second performance criterion is the ability of the SOM to model the 
probability distribution of input instances. This ability is desirable to make the SOM 
fault tolerant. If the SOM is able to model the probability distribution function of the 
input, then each neuron is only responsible for a small fraction of the input space and 
hence damage to the map degrades the performance proportionally to the mapped input 
space represented by the number of destroyed neurons. The spare input space is 
unharmed and can be used further. This phenomenon is termed as a soft fail of the SOM 
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[Fritzke 1992]. The third and last performance criterion of a SOM is the minimization 
of the quantization error (QE). The quantization error for a given input instance is the 
distance between the instance and the weight vector of the winning neuron. The mean 
quantization error (MQE) of a SOM is measured by the following equation. 
∑
=
−=
N
i
ikq XWN
E
1
1
 (5.3) 
where kW  is the winning neuron of the SOM when an iX  is submitted to the SOM. 
Lowering the mean quantization error in a SOM gives a better representation of the 
input. 
 Some of the SOM algorithm properties have been illustrated in Figure 5.4 to 5.7. 
The dataset for the training instances have been generated using the random function of 
the java Math package. This dataset is shown in Figure 5.4. After 20 iterations of 
training the SOM arrangement has been shown in Figure 5.5. It can be observed that the 
SOM has started to follow the structure of the data with a larger neighbourhood size. 
After 200 iterations the SOM has started spread more over the dataset as shown in 
Figure 5.6. After 20000 iterations the SOM has finally adapted to the fine structures in 
the data. The resulting map is a nonlinear projection of the data space onto the map 
space. The final SOM as shown in Figure 5.7 successfully preserves the order or 
structures of the input instances. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Input examples Figure 5.5 SOM after 20 iterations 
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5.2.4 Adaptive Self-Organizing Map 
 The SOM discussed in 5.2.3 has been successful in many applications such 
as data analysis, time series prediction and industrial control [Pampalk et al 2004]. 
Despite its overwhelming success, some of its weaknesses have not been studied much 
so far. Among them the first one is its fixed network architecture. SOM uses static and 
fixed network architectures in terms of the number and arrangement of neurons that 
have to be defined prior to training. In the case of largely unknown input data 
characteristics, when the SOM architecture is fixed then it may not be able to address 
the problem at all. Thus it is worth considering the determination a SOM’s architecture 
during its unsupervised training. Secondly, hierarchical relationships in the data are 
difficult to detect using the fixed architecture of a SOM. Hierarchical relationships are 
important to explore in a wide spectrum of applications. Rule mining especially, 
becomes easier if the hierarchy can be detected from data. The above issues have been 
addressed in research work by proposing adaptive architectures for the SOM in 
[Alahakoon  et al 2000; Blackmore et al 1993; Fritzke  1994, 1995; Dittenbach  et al 
2000]. The two common adaptive architectures are: the Incremental Growing Grid  
(IGG) and the Growing Hierarchical Self-Organizing Map (GHSOM). 
 The IGG model has been proposed in [Blackmore et al 1993, 1995]. The IGG 
model keeps the topological preserving nature of the original SOM.  It also makes the 
SOM architecture flexible and adaptive during the unsupervised training process in 
order to represent clusters in the data. The IGG model starts with a few neurons 
connected to each other for unsupervised training. Each neuron’s weight vector is 
Figure 5.6 SOM after 200 Figure 5.7 SOM after 20000 
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initialized using some features of the training instances. During the training phase, the 
network changes its architecture dynamically. The first feature of IGG training is to add 
new neurons at the boundary of the map.  If this leads to a high quantization error for 
this neuron then a large number of input instances are mapped onto a single neuron. 
Thus the map grows in size in order to keep the topology of the training instances so 
that a better representation of the input is provided. The second feature is that 
connections between neighbouring neurons are added or deleted if the weight vectors 
assigned to them are similar or if they differ a lot in terms of the input space distance. 
This leads to several sub-maps which consist of a set of neurons with rather similar 
weight vectors. These sub-maps represent different clusters of the input instances. The 
IGG training algorithm is based on the standard SOM algorithm as outlined in Section 
5.2.3. However, a few steps are added to this algorithm for the growing grid process. 
The overall training for the IGG is given below.  
(i) Construct an initial map with a small number of neurons. e.g. 22×   and 
initialize their weight vector Mj ≤≤1 ,  Wj  with random numbers between 
0 to 1; 
(ii) Select an instance niX ℜ∈  randomly from all possible instances;  
(iii) Find the winning neuron e.g. k  in the map such that   
jkjWXWX jiki ≠∀−≤−  , ,  
where WX −  is the measure of the distance between two vectors X  and 
W ;   
(iv) Adapt the weight vectors of the thk  neuron and the neurons in its 
neighbourhood using the SOM weight update rule as described in Section 
5.2.3; 
(v) Repeat steps (ii) –(iv) until an organizational phase is completed;  
(vi) Check the cumulative quantization error iE  of all the boundary neurons;  
(vii) Grow new nodes on the perimeter of the boundary neurons exhibiting the 
largest cumulative quantization errors and initialize their weight vectors 
accordingly;  
(viii) Add or delete connections between neurons according to the distances of 
their weight vectors. 
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 In the above IGG algorithm, step (vii) uses the cumulative quantization error to 
decide to grow the map dynamically. The cumulative quantization error is collected 
from the training steps (ii)-(iv) as defined in (5.4).  
∑
=
−+=+
n
k
ikkii wxtEtE
1
2)()()1(  (5.4) 
where t refers to the current cycle of the SOM training, kx  is the 
thk  component of the 
input vector nX ℜ∈  which is submitted to the thi  neuron in the map of this cycle and 
ikw is the 
thk  component of the weight vector niW ℜ∈  associated with thi  neuron. The 
cumulative quantization error iE  of all neurons at the boundary, are checked at step 
(vii). The largest iE is selected for expansion by the adding of new neurons as shown in 
Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(c). The expansion of the map takes place at step (viii) by adding 
new neurons in all directions of the error neuron as shown in Figures 5.8(b) and 5.8(d). 
After the expansion the weight vector of the new nodes need to be initialized. If there 
are neighbouring neurons found for the new node, the new neuron’s weight vector is 
calculated as the average value of all the neighbouring neurons weight vectors. 
Otherwise the new neuron’s weight vector is initialized so that the error neuron’s weight 
vector is the average of all its neighbouring neurons weight vectors and the new 
neuron’s weight vector. In the last step of the IGG algorithm, step (ix), the addition and 
deletion of connections between neighbouring neurons take place. A threshold value 
connectτ  is used to determine which similar neurons need to be connected after map 
expansion. When the distance between two neuron weight vectors falls below this 
threshold value then the two neurons are connected by a link as shown in Figures 5.9(a) 
and 5.9 (b). After completing the link connections between similar neurons, the 
disconnection or deletion of dissimilar links between neurons takes place. Another 
threshold value disconnectτ  is used to perform this deletion of links. When the distance 
between two neuron vectors which are connected exceeds disconnectτ , then the link is 
deleted. Deletion in a IGG is shown in Figures 5.9(c) and 5.9(d). When the training of 
IGG is finished, the missing connections within the map clearly show the cluster 
boundaries. 
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Figure 5.8(a) Detecting error  
neuron in IGG 
new1  
error  
Figure 5.8(b) Adding new neurons in IGG 
new2  
error  
new1  
new2  
new3  
Figure 5.8(c) Detecting error  
neuron in IGG 
Figure 5.8(d) Adding new neurons in IGG 
Figure 5.9(a) Selection of two 
neurons for connection in IGG 
Similar weight vectors  
Figure 5.9(b) New connection for 
two neurons in IGG 
new connection 
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The IGG model is adaptive in nature and can produce a better representation of 
data than the standard SOM. As a result of adding and removing the connection 
between neurons in IGG, the final map may become very irregular in shape which poses 
a difficulty in understanding the representation of the data. The isolation of clusters 
from a IGG also requires a different algorithm. Moreover, the IGG fails to explore the 
hierarchical relationships within the data. 
Similar to the IGG, the Growing SOM (GSOM) is proposed in [Alahakoon et al 
2000]. GSOM uses a spread factor to control the growth process of the SOM. Manual 
intervention is also provided in a GSOM to train specific neurons. As a result of manual 
intervention the SOM has manually created hierarchies, which is basically possible with 
each variant of the SOM [Dittenbach et al 2000].  
The Hierarchical Feature Map (HFM) is proposed in [Miikkulainen 1990] to 
reveal the hierarchical relationships of the input data using a balanced hierarchical 
structure in a SOM. The hierarchy of HFM consists of multiple layers where each layer 
consists of a number of independent SOMs. A SOM is used at the first layer of the 
HFM. For every neuron in this map a SOM is added to the next layer of the hierarchy. 
This principle is repeated until the HFM represents the training data. For example in a 
HFM, if first layer contains a 22× SOM (2 row and 2 column neurons) then at the 
second layer there will be 4 independent SOMs for each neuron of first layer. In the 
same way, the third layer will consist of 16 independent neurons since there are 16 
Figure 5.9(c) Selection of a link of 
two neurons for disconnection in IGG 
Dissimilar weight vectors  
Figure 5.9(d) Map after 
disconnection a link in IGG 
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neurons in the 4 SOMs at the second layer. The training of the HFM starts with the 
standard SOM training algorithm on the first layer. When this first layer SOM is stable 
then training proceeds with all the SOMs of the second layer and this continues until the 
stopping criteria are met.  The SOM of the lower level layer receives only the training 
instances that are mapped onto the respective neurons in the higher layer. In this way, 
the number of training instances for a particular SOM is reduced on the way down the 
hierarchy. Furthermore, the vectors representing the input instances may be reduced in 
dimension on the transition from one layer to the next layer i.e. towards down hierarchy. 
This reduction of dimension is due to the fact that some input vector components can be 
expected to be equal among those input instances that are mapped onto the same 
neuron.  These equal components may be absent for training the next layer SOMs 
without loss of information because these are already represented by a higher layer. 
Although the HFM break up the training instances into many subsets according to 
hierarchies, it does not reveal the genuine hierarchy of the input data. Rather it reveals 
the predefined and balanced hierarchy, which makes the whole thing peculiar. This is 
because the whole hierarchy is to be defined in advance prior to training. 
The Tree-Structured SOM known as TS-SOM is a modification of the SOM with 
a hierarchy architecture [Costa and Netto 2001]. It is a combination of the SOM, tree-
structured clustering and computational speedup techniques. TS-SOM reduces the 
computational complexity of the basic SOM by speeding up the winner selection in a 
small set of neurons from the tree based organization. This hierarchical model does not 
show the hierarchical relationships of the input data, rather the input data gets a 
representation similar to a basic flat SOM [Dittenbach et al 2000]. 
The GHSOM is another type of adaptive SOM which grows hierarchically and 
consists of multiple layers unlike the IGG where the neurons of the SOM are positioned 
on one layer only. As a result of the hierarchical architecture of the GHSOM, it can 
exhibit the hierarchical relationships between the input data in a wide range of real life 
applications. An example of the GHSOM is shown in Figure 5.10. The GHSOM starts 
with a single layer like the SOM and when it detects error neurons it grows 
hierarchically along these neurons to lower errors. The details of the GHSOM algorithm 
are found in [Dittenbach et al 2000]. A brief outline of the GHSOM algorithm is given 
below.  
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(i) Construct the first layer with a standard nm ×  SOM architecture and initialize 
the neuron’s  weights. 
(ii) Train all neurons using the standard SOM algorithm. 
(iii)Perform one of the following tasks depending on the quality of the input 
instances representation: 
(a) Insert new rows or columns and go to (ii) 
(b) Grow the SOM to the next level adding a new nm ′×′ SOM to the 
respective neurons and go to step (i) recursively. 
(c) Stop the training if the SOM represents the input training instances. 
In the above algorithm, the training process of the GHSOM starts with step (i) 
where a small SOM (e.g. 22 × ) is constructed and its weights are initialized 
accordingly. The principle of this architecture is its adaptation to the training data. The 
adaptation takes place with a finite number of weight updates in this SOM.  After 
training decisions are made as to whether a new row or column of neurons should be 
inserted on the current SOM or whether to grow the first layer to the second layer in 
order to improve the representation of the input instances by the SOM. These decisions 
are substantial to the GHSOM. In step (iii) when new columns or rows are added the 
SOM gets retrained again, but when it grows to the second layer, the new training and 
growth process starts again in the same way at with the first layer. This continues 
recursively until the GHSOM represents the input instances well enough to reveal its 
hierarchical relationship. An example of the GHSOM architecture has been shown in 
Figure 5.10. One of the salient features of the GHSOM is that it is a scalable 
hierarchical architecture for the SOM. Its training is faster since it uses the standard 
SOM algorithm to train the map. The number of input instances reduces as it grows 
from the upper layer to the lower layer. Each map on the GHSOM explains a set of 
characteristics of its input data. The training and growth process of the GHSOM is data 
driven and no prior knowledge or estimate of the parameter specification is needed. 
The GHSOM has been successfully applied to the document clustering and information 
retrieval [Dittenbach et al 2000]. 
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5.3 Rule Mining Using SOM  
Different architectures for SOMs have been discussed in the earlier sections of 
this chapter. Although their architectures and trainings are easy to implement, their 
conversion to rules are not as easy. So far, little research has been pursued in this area. 
The rule mining algorithm sig* was the first attempt to mine characteristic rules using 
the SOM in [Ultsch et al 1993].  The sig* algorithm is an inductive machine learning 
algorithm which takes training instances which have been classified by a SOM as the 
inputs and produces a description of classes in the form of Characteristic rules. An 
interpretation of SOM clusters and a novel framework for automated hierarchical data 
analysis and rule mining from clusters was proposed in [Siponen et al 2001]. This 
framework first automatically divides the dataset into clusters.  The characteristics of 
these clusters are then established by constructing rules. 
 Automatic clustering and rule extraction is discussed in [Hsu at el 2000] with 
the application of a dynamic SOM to DM problems. This work proposed the attribute 
cluster relationship model (ACR) for rule extraction from clusters. In this model the 
spread factor is used to control the growth of the cluster tree, which indirectly controls 
the number of extracted rules as well. The rules extracted from the cluster are examined 
Layer 0 
Layer 1 
Layer 2 
Figure 5.10 An example of GHSOM 
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with some statistical measures. The generalized relevance learning vector quantization 
(GRLVQ) has been proposed recently in [Hammer et al 2002] as an extension to LVQ. 
The GRLVQ is a self organizing neural network with supervised learning which 
achieves an enhanced convergence in learning compared with other LVQs. The 
GRLVQ has been proposed to mine rules from data in [Hammer et al 2002]. In this 
method a decision tree is constructed from the trained GRLVQ to be used as a classifier 
of the given training instances. This decision tree is named a BB-tree and results in a set 
of logical rules. During the building of the decision tree this method is also capable of 
performing the automatic discretization of the real-valued attributes in the dataset.  
The common feature of aforementioned techniques is that the rules are extracted 
from the clusters after the SOM or the LVQ training and the DM rule metrics as 
discussed in section 2.6 are never used for the control of the generation of the number of 
clusters. As a result rules obtained from these methods do not satisfy user expectations. 
In this section two models are proposed for rule mining from data using the SOM. The 
first model is named the constraint based cluster rule using self organizing map or CCR-
SOM. This model uses the same approach as [Ultsch 1993] where the cluster is 
generated first and the generation of rules is next. The cluster generation is carried out 
with the training of the SOM. This model can also be regarded as a hybrid model since 
the SOM and rule mining methods work in conjunction with each other to achieve the 
final goal. The second model is a constraint based automatic rule using a growing 
hierarchical self-organizing map or CAR-GHSOM. The motivation behind using a 
GHSOM in this model is to give recognition to the hierarchical relationships in the data, 
which later can be expressed in the form of rules. This method is similar to the work of 
[Hammer et al 2002] where rule generation is carried out along with the growth of the 
cluster. However, it will use rule metrics to control the growth of the cluster tree rather 
than a spread factor so that targeted rule set can be obtained at the end of the method. 
Automated extraction of rules from SOM has been demonstrated in [Melonal et al 
2005].  This technique first determines the important components e.g. fields which are 
responsible for SOM clustering. After that, this technique calculates the values of 
important components which form these clusters. Later important components along 
with their boundary values are translated into if-then rules. The core advantage of this 
method is that it can extract rules along with data visualisation and description of the 
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discovered clusters.  This rule extraction method is successfully tested with Iris, Monk, 
and Lung cancer datasets obtained from UCI Machine Learning Repository. 
 
5.3.1 CCR-SOM Conceptual Model 
The conceptual diagram of the CCR-SOM model is shown in Figure 5.11.  This 
model includes four phases and they are: training, clustering, rule mining and human 
judging. These phases are described below. 
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Figure 5.11 CCR-SOM model for rule mining 
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Phase 1: Training 
In the training phase an SOM is given instances from the dataset for which rules 
will be extracted. In this phase a flat SOM is chosen with a dynamic architecture. The 
standard training algorithm for the SOM as described in section 5.2.3 is used with a 
minor modification so that it has the dynamic architecture feature. The parameters that 
determine the quality of the training are the learning rate, the neighbourhood gain, the 
dimension of the map, the maximum allowable quantization error and the training cycle.  
The initial map size is chosen to be 44 × (row=4 and column=4). After all the training 
instances are submitted to the map and the training instances ownership of each neuron 
is determined. A neuron owns a training instance if the Euclidian distance between the 
neuron’s weight vector and training instance vector is the minimum over all Euclidian 
distance between other neuron’s weights and the training instance vector.  If the training 
quantization error is above the specified maximum quantization error and any neuron on 
a boundary of the map wins at least one training instance then the training is considered 
to be incomplete. The boundary of the map is then extended by adding a row or column 
of neurons to the map for further training. This phenomenon is demonstrated below. In 
Figure 5.12(a) a trained SOM is shown where black neurons win instances. Since the 
bottom row and right most column has winning neurons, this SOM is to be expanded 
for further training. Initially the dimension of SOM was 44 × , as a result of expansion 
it has become 55× . The training ends when there are no wining neurons in any 
boundary row or column on the SOM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12 (a) SOM before expansion Figure 5.12 (b) SOM after expansion 
Chosen for 
expansion 
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Phase 2: Clustering 
In the clustering phase the winning neurons of the SOM are examined to see if 
they form clusters. The winning neurons are the representations of the training 
instances. The clustering of winning neurons indirectly refers to the clustering of 
training instances. The k -Means [MacQueen 1967] algorithm has been used for 
clustering the winning neurons.  This algorithm follows a simple and easy way of 
classifying the winning neurons in a certain number of clusters. The main idea is to 
define k  clusters at the beginning and choose k  centre points for them. The centre 
points have the same dimension as the winning neurons. The weight of these 
dimensions is randomly chosen. Then the Euclidian distance between the winning 
neurons and the cluster centres is calculated. The new centres of the clusters are 
recalculated by taking the average weights of the closest winning neurons (shortest 
Euclidian distance) and again the Euclidian distance between cluster centres and 
winning neurons and the new centres are recalculated. If there is no change then the 
algorithm stops. Otherwise, it recalculates the new centres for the clusters until the 
stopping criterion is met.  After the stopping criterion is met, the number of winning 
neurons closest to a cluster centre forms a cluster of winning neurons. Training 
instances belong to these winning neurons belong to the same cluster is regarded as a 
class. Thus the training instances are grouped into classes using the SOM. The 
parameters that need to be chosen which affect the number of clusters and their training 
instances are the maximum number of clusters k  and the maximum allowed 
variance maxσ . The clustering of winning neurons is performed in order to get a number 
of clusters between 2 to k  with a variance maxσσ ≤ . 
 
Phase 3: Rule Mining 
The rule mining phase starts after the classification of training instances has 
been performed in phase 2. Since the class information is available in this phase both 
characteristics and classification rule mining can be extracted. The algorithm using the 
GA proposed in Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.2 is used for characteristics and classification rule 
mining. The parameters, minimum class support and maximum allowed classification 
error, are set in this phase. This phase results in a set of characteristics and classification 
rules, which are stored in a rule repository. 
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Phase 4: Human Judging 
As discussed in Section 2.7 the results of rule mining are subjective to the end-
users. Altering the parameters used by the rule mining system can change the results of 
rule mining. For the practical use of rules in business, human judgment is needed to 
verify that rules were accumulated in the rule repository in the earlier phase. After 
human judgment, if the mined rules are found to be unworthy to the end-users, the 
parameters used in phase 1 to phase 3 need to be tuned or changed to obtain the target 
set of rules in the rule repository.  
 
5.3.2 A Prototype of CCR-SOM  
In this section we present the operation of a prototype implementation of the 
CCR-SOM model. The interface that defines the training of the SOM are shown in 
Figure 5.13. The interface shows that the training will use maximum 36 neurons starting 
from 4 neurons that is an initial dimension of 22 × , the learning rate is 0.01, maximum 
allowable quantization error is 0.001 and maximum training iteration is 1000. The 
neighbourhood gain for the Kohonen algorithm is implicitly used as 
i+1
1
, where i is 
current cycle of training. The training data set is iris.csv, which is obtained from UCI 
Machine Learning Repository at ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/machine-learning-databases. This 
dataset consists of 150 instances and each has four attributes and one class information. 
The class information is deleted from the dataset to simulate the situation where the 
class information is unknown and the instances are available for unsupervised rule 
mining. 
 The visualization of a SOM is shown in Figures 5.14(a) and 5.14 (b). In Figure 
5.14(a), the initial SOM is shown which does not win any training instances. In Figure 
5.14(b) the SOM is shown while in the training process. In this figure, the complete 
black neurons represent no training instances where as the white neurons represent 
training instances. These white neurons are winners. The white neurons in the training 
cycle represent that a higher number of training instances were won by those neurons at 
that time of training. 
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The final SOM is shown in Figure 5.15 shows when training has reached the 
stopping criteria. In this figure only those neurons that win training instances are 
selected and the whiteness refers to their representation ability of training instances as 
explained before. The more the neuron is white, the stronger the training instances 
representation. 
Figure 5.14 (a) Initial SOM Figure 5.14 (b) SOM during training 
Figure 5.13 SOM training interface 
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 The fully trained SOM is used to form clusters in the next step. The parameters 
that are used in the formation of clusters are shown in Figure 5.16(a) and the formed 
clusters are shown in Figure 5.16(b). As described in the previous section, the k -Mean 
algorithm is used to form clusters of trained neurons using the cluster interface 
parameters. In the cluster interface, the parameters MaxCluster and MaxSeperation 
Measure are very important. The first parameter limits the number of clusters of trained 
neurons constructed by the k -Mean algorithm. The second parameter is the stopping 
criterion for the cluster separation algorithm. The role of the cluster separation 
algorithm is to construct clusters from 2 to MaxCluster i.e. MaxClusterk ,,2 L= . In 
every iteration, it verifies the separation measure value of clusters.  For example for the 
iteration 3=k , it first forms three clusters using the basic k -Mean algorithm and then 
it computes the variances of the neurons within the clusters. If all the variances have a 
lower value than the MaxSeperation Measure value than the algorithm terminates and 
produces 3  clusters. However, if the condition is not yet met, the cluster separation 
algorithm tries to meet the condition with the next possible number of cluster i.e. 4=k . 
This continues till MaxClusterk = .  It is obvious that the lower the value of 
MaxSeperation Measure, the higher the number of clusters that are formed and vice 
versa. Furthermore a lower MaxSeperation Measure value also produces compact 
clusters of trained neurons. In Figure 5.16(b) there are three clusters shown which color 
coded are. 
Figure 5.15 SOM after training 
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As soon as clusters are formed the class information of the training instances are 
known to the system. Every cluster is considered as a class. The class information for a 
training instance is the cluster that its winning neuron belongs to. To mine classification 
rules for such classes, we need to define the rule mining parameters first. The rule 
mining parameters contain the support, error, max condition in a rule and maximum 
generation length as shown in Figure 5.17. As discussed in Section 3.3.1 discretization 
is needed for encoding chromosomes to be used for the purpose of rule mining. Using 
Function 3.2, discretization is performed in this prototype system. The discretization 
result is shown in Figure 3.18. With this discretization result classification rule mining 
is applied to all the training instances. The proposed rule mining method as described in 
Section 3.4.3 is used in the prototype system for rule mining. The rules found from IRIS 
instances are presented at the end of this section. Since there are three clusters found in 
the IRIS data set in the earlier step, rules are formed for these three classes e.g. segment 
1, segment 2 and segment 3. From the real class information and the resultant rules of 
clusters, it can be seen that segment1, segment2, and segment3 is the representation of 
Iris-versicolor, Iris-virginica, and Iris-setosa. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 5.16 (a) SOM clustering interface Figure 5.16 (b) SOM clusters 
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Classification Rule Mining 
Mining date:   29/Dec/04 
Project name:   PhD-04 
Code name:   Code-1 
Cluster name:   Cluster-1 
Training name:   Iris 
Discretization name:   Discretization-1 
Used table:   IRIS 
Chosen minimum support:   80.00 % 
Chosen error tolerance:   10.00 % 
Total mined rules:   5 
 
Segment Name: Segment 1 
Rule No: 1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(1.70<=PETAL_LENGHT<4.70)==> (Segment 1) 
Class Support        : 35   (81.40 %) 
Classification Error : 7   (6.54 %) 
Class Patterns        : 43 
 
Figure 5.17 Rule mining parameters 
 
Figure 5.18 Discretization result of IRIS dataset 
Rule Mining Result 
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Segment Name: Segment 2 
Rule No: 2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(4.70<=PETAL_LENGHT<6.30)==> (Segment 2) 
Class Support        : 46   (80.70 %) 
Classification Error : 8   (8.60 %) 
Class Patterns        : 57 
 
Rule No: 3 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(1.60<=PETAL_WIDTH<3.50)==> (Segment 2) 
Class Support        : 48   (84.21 %) 
Classification Error : 4   (4.30 %) 
Class Patterns        : 57 
 
 
Segment Name: Segment 3 
Rule No: 4 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(1.00<=PETAL_LENGHT<1.70)==> (Segment 3) 
Class Support        : 44   (88.00 %) 
Classification Error : 0   (0.00 %) 
Class Patterns        : 50 
 
Rule No: 5 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(0.10<=PETAL_WIDTH<0.40)==> (Segment 3) 
Class Support        : 41   (82.00 %) 
Classification Error : 0   (0.00 %) 
Class Patterns        : 50 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3.3 CAR-GHSOM  
The basis of this proposed model has been adopted from the mathematics of the 
SOM training algorithm. In the SOM training algorithm, the weight of a neuron is 
adapted by the following rule. 
 
( )WXWW −∗+=′ α  (5.5) 
where α  is determined by the neighbourhood size and gain as explained in the earlier 
section. After a finite number of training cycles each neuron of the SOM is able to 
represent a number of training instances that were won by it. Each neuron becomes a 
representative cluster of training instances. Another name for these clusters can be given 
as a class. Since the weight of the neuron and the corresponding feature of the training 
End of Result 
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instances associated with the neuron get almost the same value after training according 
to (5.5), the set of weights can be a good candidate for investigation to determine the 
frequent feature of instances within a cluster. Subsequently, the frequent features of 
training instances can form classification rules for the class determined by the cluster. 
The proposed model will exploit this idea to mine rules from the data set in an 
unsupervised way. The GHSOM architecture of the KNN is chosen for the 
implementation of the proposed model.  This grows both in a hierarchical way 
according to the training data distribution, allowing a hierarchical decomposition and 
navigation in sub-parts of the data, and in a horizontal way, meaning that the size of 
each individual map adjusts itself to the requirements of the input space of the training 
instances. Two constraints, class support and class error, are used to control the growth 
of the GHSOM as well as the number of classification rules. This model works with 
binary data only and hence the real dataset needs to be converted to binary data before 
being applied to this model. This conversion has already been explained in Section 
3.4.1. The overall CAR-GHSOM algorithm is outlined in Function 5.1.  
 To explain how this algorithm works, consider a hypothetical datasetT , which 
has the boolean attributes 54321 ,,,, aaaaa  (i.e. value either false=0 or true=1) and N  
number of training instances.  The objective is to mine classification rules from the data 
set T , which have at least rule class support minrcs  and a maximum allowable class error 
maxrce . In the beginning when a SOM is created (e.g. 0aSOM ) with dimension wh ×  (e.g. 
2 2×  or 44× ), train this SOM for a finite number of epoch using training instances 
from the dataset T . Next determine the winning training instances list of all the winning 
neurons. A SOM is not considered well-trained if any winning neuron stays on the 
border of the map. If this happens it means that the instances won by winning neurons at 
border may go to other neurons if there were neurons beyond the border.  If this 
situation arises, the SOM needs to be expanded horizontally i.e. add either a row or 
column of neurons to allow a flexible space to form good quality clusters. This is 
demonstrated in Figures 5.19(a) and Figure 5.19(b). A training instance is added to the 
winning list of neurons if the Euclidian distance between its vector and the neuron 
weight vector is the minimum of the distances from other neurons weight vectors. The 
SOM after training is shown in Figure 5.20(a). The dark colour neurons ( 00 , ba nn ) are 
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those neurons that win training instances. These are the neurons that will be examined 
for rule mining.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CLASSIFICATION-RULE-MINING (GHSOM) 
 
INPUT:  
T   {Training examples niN Rtttt ∈},,...,,{ 21 },  
mins , maxe  {Minimum class support, Maximum class error}, 
bδ   {Threshold for booleanization} 
 
STEPS: 
[]:=M ; []:=R ; {Initializing SOM set and rule set} 
)2,2,( TSOMnews = ;   {Initial SOM creation} 
falseprocesseds =. ; )(. sAddM ;   
while 0)( >MdUnprocesse  do 
          )0(.deleteMs =  ; 
if falseprocesseds =.  then  
    if )(sngLastTraini  then ;. ++heights ;. ++widths endif 
        ),( TsTraining ; 
        );,( TsSetWinner  
         for each swinner ∈  do 
            );,( TsWeightBooleanize   
             if ), ,rcs ,( maxmin rrcewinnerRule  then rRR +=: ; endif 
          if 1)( >winnerSigField  then );,( winnerMsplit  endif 
          endfor 
          ;. trueprocesseds =  
                  endif 
     );(MMerge  
endif 
endwhile                 
RETURN:  the set of classification rules R  
Function 5.1 CAR-GHSOM algorithm  
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At the beginning of the rule mining investigation of these neurons, their weights 
are converted to Boolean values (0,1).  This conversion is straightforward.  The weight 
component (e.g. ),,,, 54321 wwwww  that has value lower than a predefined threshold 
value (e.g. 0.5) becomes 0 otherwise it becomes 1. The weights of the weight vector 
correspond to the attributes of the dataset. After booleanization, the weights of a neuron, 
which have a value 1, mean that the corresponding attributes of the most of training 
instances won by that neuron have a boolean value 1. In other words, their conditions 
are true.  The weights which have a value higher than the predefined threshold value are 
called the significant weights. The significant weights lead the method to form rules for 
the winning neurons. Since winning neurons correspond to clusters or classes, these 
rules become the classification rules. In the example, 0an  and 
0
bn  have significant 
weights 31ww and 542 www  as shown in Figure 5.20(b).  
Figure 5.19(a) SOM is not well trained 
 
Added row of neurons  
Figure 5.19(b) SOM is well trained 
Winner neurons at border 
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After the identification of the significant weights, the next step is to form rules 
from these significant weights. The training instances belonging to the neuron are 
considered to be belonging to a class. The rule is formed by taking the corresponding 
attributes of the significant weights. For example, 31ww  and 542 www  form rules 
0
31 anaa ⇒∧  and 
0
542 bnaaa ⇒∧∧ . These rules need to be validated against the users 
predefined minimum rule class support minrcs  and maximum class error maxrce . These 
rules’ class support is calculated using Definition 2.2 where the number of training 
instances won by the neuron is used as the denominator and the number of instances of 
those members supported by the rule is considered as the numerator. Definition 2.4 is 
used to calculate the class error of these rules where the number of instances that are not 
included in the winner list of the winning neuron is the denominator and the number of 
instances of those supported by the rule is considered as the numerator.  
Further illustrate the model, assume 031 anaa ⇒∧  is found to satisfy the user 
defined constraints of having a class support minrcs≥  and class error maxrce≤ . Thus the 
winner 0an  has a valid rule and a new SOM is created for this neuron named as 
1
aSOM . 
Its status is set as processed (black colour all neurons). The neuron of the 1aSOM  will 
have two dimensions (e.g. 31 , ww ) since the rule 031 anaa ⇒∧  has also two attributes. 
1
aSOM  will belong to the same training instances as the 
0
an  winning training instances. 
Suppose the other rule 0542 bnaaa ⇒∧∧ does not satisfy the user defined constraints. 
In this case we need to extend this neuron to the next level by using the Split process. 
 
1
aSOM  
31ww  54ww  52ww  42ww  
0
bn  
0
an  
Figure 5.20(a) SOM at level 0 
0
bn  
0
an  
Figure 5.20(b) SOM split at level 0 
1
bSOM  
1
cSOM  
1
dSOM  
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The split process of a winner neuron is iterative and creates a number of descendent 
SOMs. The illustration of Split process of 0bn  is shown in Figure 20(b). The illustration 
of Split process of 0bn is shown in Figure 5.20(b). If there are m  significant weights for 
the winning neuron { }mwww ,,, 21 L  which does not represent a target rule, then 
1−m
mC number descendent SOMs will be produced after Split process and each 
descendent SOM will have one subset of weights of { }mwww ,,, 21 L  with 
1−m cardinality. As described, in the example shown in Figure 5.20(b), 0bn  
produces 1bSOM , 
1
cSOM , and 
1
dSOM  after the split process and their weight vector 
become { }42 , ww , { }52 , ww , and { }54 , ww . After split process, the training instances of 
parent neuron need to be distributed among descendent SOMs. The distribution follows 
the strategy of considering an instance belonging to a newly created SOM if the 
Euclidian distance between it’s reference weight vector and the instance vector is the 
minimum among the all Euclidian distance between instance vector and all descendent 
SOM reference weight vectors. Reference weight vector of a SOM is the weight vector 
of the corresponding vector where all weight values are set to be 1. The illustration of 
this strategy is shown in Figure 5.21.  
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Figure 5.21 Training examples distribution of 0bn  
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After the distribution of training instances to its descendent SOMs, the 
constraints are checked to see whether any descendent SOM can represent any valid 
rule. The newly created SOM now has a different number of class members which is 
more precise in number and similarities and hence there is higher chance it can produce 
rules. Those SOMs which have classification rules are marked as processed SOMs. In 
the example shown in Figure 5.20(b), we suppose 1bSOM , 1cSOM  will produce valid 
rules but 1dSOM  does not produce any valid rule. Thus 
1
bSOM ,
1
cSOM  are marked as 
black coloured neurons(processed) while 1dSOM  has white coloured 
neurons(unprocessed). Now 1dSOM  is to be trained with its training instances and the 
split process is applied as before and the result is shown in Figure 5.22.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 In Figure 5.23, 2aSOM  and 
2
bSOM  have significant weights 4w  and 5w , which 
are the subset weights of 1bSOM  and 
1
cSOM .  If they produce a rule, the resultant rules 
will be subset rules of 142 bSOMaa ⇒∧  and 
1
52 cSOMaa ⇒∧ . These type of rules are 
known as redundant rules since they already exist in the previous rules and hence they 
need to be avoided in CAR-GHSOM. To do so we need another sub function in our 
algorithm 5.1 and that is called Merge. The Merge function combines the training 
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31ww  54ww  52ww  42ww  
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Figure 5.22 Split of 1dSOM  to the next level 2. 
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instance set of a super SOM to a sub SOM at the leaf level. In the example, 1bSOM  is 
the super SOM of 2aSOM and 
2
aSOM  is the sub SOM of 
1
bSOM .  As a result of the 
Merge function, the super SOM becomes unprocessed even if it had been processed 
before. This phenomenon is shown in Figure 5.23. Because the merging 1bSOM  and 
1
cSOM  become unprocessed (get white coloured neurons back) they need to be 
extended again using the Split process. Merging also makes 1dSOM  a processed SOM 
since there would be no descendent SOM from this any more. Since its training 
instances moved to super SOMs, 1dSOM  does not represent any class and hence it does 
not contain any rule. These two functions, Split and Merge, work together iteratively 
until there are no unprocessed SOMs left at the leaf level. At the end the leaf level 
processed SOMs are used for the extraction of classification rules from clusters. Their 
weight components are used to form rules as shown in Figure 5.23. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To evaluate the CAR-GHSOM, two datasets were selected. The first dataset is 
the animal dataset, which has boolean fields, and the second dataset is iris, which has 
numeric fields. Both datasets are benchmarks for evaluating machine learning and DM 
algorithms as contributed by [Blake et al 1998]. The animal dataset has 99 entries of 
animals, each has 16 characteristics e.g. aquatic, predatory, number of legs etc. These 
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16 characteristics are exposed in 20 boolean conditions. For example, the predator 
characteristic is considered as the Is predator boolean condition and the number of legs 
characteristic is converted into Has 2-legs, Has 4 legs, Has 5-legs, Has 6-legs, and, Has 
8-legs boolean conditions. An animal instance or record can be described by a number 
of boolean conditions connected by a logical operator e.g. and . The following is an 
instance of an animal.  
 
(Has feathers) and (Lay eggs) and (Has backbone) and (Take breathes) and (Is 
domestic) and (Has 2-legs) ⇒  Hen 
 
The entire dataset is converted into a boolean valued dataset with a boolean 
condition field, ( 2099× ), and is used to construct a CAR-GHSOM model for rule 
mining as explained earlier. The initial height and width of the SOM at any level is 
chosen to be 44 × , with a training epoch of 5000.  The maximum number of allowed 
neurons is 49.  The rule constraints minimum class support and maximum allowed error 
are chosen as 80 % and 10%. There were 15 SOMs needed to create the CAR-GHSOM 
model and at end of the experiment it produced three clusters with three classification 
rules. Needless to say the other clusters were not identified since they were not 
differentiable by the classification rule, which has a minimum support (80%) and 
maximum allowed error (10%). The result has been given below. 
 
 
 
Used table:   animal 
Initial height = 4 
Initial width= 4 
Maximum epoch = 5000 
Maximum allowed neurons = 49  
Minimum split instance = 2  
Chosen minimum support:   80.00 % 
Chosen error tolerance:   10.00 % 
 
Segment Name: Segment 1 
Rule No: 1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(Has feathers) and (Lay eggs) and (Is predator) and (Has backbone) and (Take breathes) 
and (Has tail) and (Has 2-legs) ==> (Segment 1) 
Class Support        : 9   (100. %) 
Classification Error : 0   (0.00 %) 
Class Patterns        : 9 
Rule Mining Result 
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Segment Name: Segment 2 
Rule No: 2 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
(Has hair) and (Produce milk) and (Is toothed) and (Has backbone) and (Take breathes) 
and (Has tail) and (Is catsize) and (Has 4 legs)==> (Segment 2) 
Class Support        : 22   (100.00 %) 
Classification Error : 0    (0.00 %) 
Class Patterns        : 22 
 
Rule No: 3 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(Lay eggs) and (Is aquatic) and (Is predator) and (Has backbone)  
and (Has tail)==> (Segment 3) 
Class Support        : 9   (100.00 %) 
Classification Error : 6   (6.52 %) 
Class Patterns        : 9 
 
 
 
 
  
The iris dataset was chosen to demonstrate how a non-boolean dataset can be 
used for the CAR-GHSOM model for the purpose of rule mining. This dataset has four 
numerical fields e.g. sepal-length (sl), sepal-width (sw), petal-length (pl), and petal-
width (pw). These field values are discretized before being applied to the CAR-GHSOM 
model. The discretization result is also found along with the dataset in [Blake et al 
1998]. The discretization result leads to 11 boolean fields for the dataset for CAR-
GHSOM and they are: 45.5<sl , 85.545.5 <≤ sl , 05.3<sw , 05.3≥sw , 
6.2<pl , 85.46.2 <≤ pl , 85.4≥pl , 75.0<pw , 65.1≥pw . These fields get the 
boolean value accordingly from the dataset. Each instance or record in the dataset 
consists of 11 boolean values for these fields. Thus the boolean training dataset is 
constructed for the CAR-GHSOM. The entire training dataset becomes ( 11150 × ) and is 
used to construct the CAR-GHSOM model for rule mining as explained earlier. The 
initial height and width of the SOM at any level are chosen to be 22 × , the training 
epoch 5000 and the maximum allowed neurons is 49.  The rule constraints minimum 
class support and maximum allowed error were chosen to be 80 % and 5% for this 
experiment. There were 8 SOMs needed to construct the entire CAR-GHSOM model 
and at the end of the experiment it produces three clusters with their three classification 
rules. The result has been given below. 
End of Result 
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Used table:   iris 
Initial height = 2 
Initial width= 2 
Maximum epoch = 5000 
Maximum allowed neurons = 49  
Minimum split instance = 2  
Chosen minimum support:   80.00 % 
Chosen error tolerance:   5.00 % 
 
Segment Name: Segment 1 
Rule No: 1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(sl>=5.85) and (pl>=4.85) and (pw>=1.65) ==> (Segment 1) 
Class Support        : 26   (100. %) 
Classification Error : 0   (0.00 %) 
Class Patterns        : 26 
 
Segment Name: Segment 2 
Rule No: 2 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(sl<5.45) and (pl<2.6) and (pw<0.75)==> (Segment 2) 
Class Support        : 30   (100.00 %) 
Classification Error : 0    (0.00 %) 
Class Patterns        : 30 
 
Rule No: 3 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(sw<3.05) and (2.6<=pl <4.85) and (0.75<=pw <1.65)==> (Segment 3) 
Class Support        : 26   (100.00 %) 
Classification Error : 0   (0.00 %) 
Class Patterns        : 26 
 
 
 
5.4 Summary 
 The most significant difference between the KNN and the supervised neural 
network is that the KNN gets trained in an unsupervised mode where as the supervised 
neural network gets trained in a supervised mode. This means that the KNN is presented 
with data, but the class information that corresponds to that data is not specified. We 
have presented two novel methods for unsupervised rule mining e.g. CCR-SOM and 
CAR-GHSOM using KNNs in this chapter. These unsupervised rule mining methods 
are capable of mining informative rules from data without knowing the class 
information apriori. These methods use KNNs for clustering for class information. This 
End of Result 
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class information is needed to perform the classification rule mining from the clusters 
discovered by KNNs. The discovered classification rules from the cluster not only 
provide the differentiation of one cluster from the others, they also provide a symbolic 
characterization of each cluster. In CCR-SOM, the rule mining follows the clustering 
and hence the quality of rule set is determined by the quality of the clusters.  In the 
CAR-GHSOM both rule mining and clustering take place simultaneously. The growing 
and adaptation effect guide the rule mining process in this method until the end. In both 
methods the quality of the rules is controlled by the preset constraints, class support and 
error. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Conclusion and Future Research 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
In this last chapter of the thesis some conclusions stemming from the results of 
the previous chapters will be drawn. Also included in this chapter, based on the previous 
results of this thesis, are some suggestions of what future research can be done in this 
area. 
 
6.2 Conclusion 
This thesis has covered a range of proposals for rule mining algorithms for DM 
and successfully tested them using benchmark datasets. These algorithms utilize AI 
techniques such as, GA and NN methods. The thesis began with a preamble on DM and 
then discussed its applications and relationships to other disciplines of knowledge. The 
thesis has recognized that classification, clustering, regression, summarization, link 
analysis and dependency modelling are the major functions in DM. Rule mining is a 
composite DM function, which covers classification, summarization, link analysis and 
dependency modelling. The thesis has focussed on rules as being the knowledge that can 
be discovered through DM. The rules are classified into three major groups e.g. 
association, characteristic and classification rules. Rule metrics have been defined in 
this thesis to provide quantity performance measures for evaluating or assessing the 
interestingness of rules as are required in any DM project. The thesis has advocated that 
rules with high confidence and low support are interesting and actionable in general.  
The soft computing method is the state-of-the-art approach to artificial 
intelligence and it mainly comprises GAs, NNs, and fuzzy logic. The thesis has 
reviewed their past applications in DM and found that they are promising in rule mining. 
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Among them this thesis has chosen GA, SSNN and SOM as tools to apply in rule 
mining problems. GAs are adaptive, robust and useful as global search methods. GAs 
are suitable for problems where the search space is large. Since the rule mining problem 
can be viewed also as a search problem where the rules are searched from a large sized 
dataset, the justification of using the power of GAs has been established in this thesis. 
The idea of using a GA algorithm in this thesis for searching frequent rule conditions 
from the dataset is similar to Apriori algorithm in DM where frequent item sets are 
sought for. This thesis has successfully implemented this idea by proposing three rule 
mining algorithms for the three major classes of rules by translating frequent rule 
conditions into meaningful rules.  . 
 Followed by GAs this thesis has also investigated the appropriateness of using 
NNs in rule mining algorithms. NNs were thought to be unsuitable for DM in the past 
because of their inherent black-box nature. Later researchers are convinced to use NNs 
for the classification and clustering functions of DM.  Although the reasons for the 
classification decision by NNs is not known straightforward, the classification accuracy 
in DM problems is found experimentally to be higher than other DM tools, e.g., decision 
tree. This fact has motivated DM researchers to extract embedded knowledge in NNs.  
This thesis has successfully attempted to extract embedded knowledge in trained NNs in 
the form of rules.  
The thesis has given importance to factors such as NN topologies and its 
learning algorithms before choosing NNs for rule mining. The NN topology can be 
either single-layered or multi-layered. The multi-layered topology is suitable for storing 
vast information inside the weights, but it makes the NNs much slower and needs a 
prior statistical study to compute the appropriate number of hidden neurons for a 
particular class of problems. In contrast, SSNNs are simple in structure and suitable for 
adaptive learning. A single SNN may have limited memory and be unsuitable for 
modelling the non-linear relationships in data. However, these limitations can be 
overcome with a set of SSNNs employed for the solution. Learning is also another 
important issue in NN design. Many researchers from different disciplines have 
proposed learning algorithms for NNs to develop new and more powerful algorithms. 
Among all of them, Widrow-Hoff learning for SSNNs is one of the most popular 
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learning algorithms. This thesis has made use of this learning algorithm in rule mining 
applications. The thesis has analysed the Widrow-Hoff learning algorithm 
mathematically. This analysis has resulted in the basis for the proposed rule mining 
algorithms. Three rule mining algorithms using SSNNs have been proposed for the three 
major classes of rules. The proposed rule mining algorithms have been tested using a 
benchmark dataset to support the argument for the application of SSNNs to rule mining 
problems.  
The thesis has also looked at the problem of rule mining where the unguided 
nature is present. GRM with SSNNs is a solution in this situation. In GRM the end-user 
is given the preference of whether to choose what s/he wants to mine, how s/he wants to 
mine and how s/he wants to see the result. The thesis has described the components of a 
typical GRM and also demonstrated the effectiveness of the GRM using SNNs with the 
CAR dataset. An experiment is conducted with the dataset used in this thesis to compare 
the performance of the GRM to Apriori. The results show that Apriori is better when the 
support is chosen to be very high but the proposed GRM is much better when the 
support is chosen to be low. Since, a large real dataset produces interesting rules with 
low support, therefore the proposed GRM method in this thesis is promising to mine 
interesting rules from real datasets. 
 Finally, the thesis has studied an unsupervised NN, the SOM, as a tool for rule 
mining algorithms. The most significant difference between SOMs and the SSNNs used 
earlier in this thesis is that SOMs get trained in an unsupervised mode. This means that 
SOMs can learn data without knowing the class information. The fast learning algorithm 
and the clustering competency of SOMs have been exploited in the rule mining models 
in this thesis.  Two SOM approaches to rule mining models have been proposed in this 
thesis. In the first approach a SOM defines a mapping from the input data space onto a 
regular two dimensional array of neurons and performs clustering to determine the class 
information of the training examples. Later this class information is used to mine 
classification rules using a suitable rule mining algorithm. In the second approach a 
SOM performs hierarchical clustering by organizing its outputs in a tree structure. The 
hierarchical growth of this arrangement is guided in such a way that the tree structure 
represents rules under the given DM constraints such as minimum class support and 
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maximum allowed classification error. The rules are extracted from the weights of the 
neurons at the lowest level (leaves) of the tree structure formed by the SOMs. 
 
6.3 Future Research 
The thesis has presented a rule mining technique using GAs and a number of approaches 
aimed to mine rules for DM using NNs. In keeping with this line of research, this 
section presents some possible avenues for further study. 
 In Chapter 3, a GA was proposed for use in rule mining techniques. Arithmetic 
crossover was used to the construct the population for each generation and the size of 
the population was controlled by the fitness function designed using the DM measures 
such as support and confidence. The crossover that is used in this proposal produced one 
new chromosome from two parent chromosomes, which is not commonly seen in GA 
applications. It would be interesting to see if this proposal could be extended to study 
the effect of the use of the commonly used crossover technique where two chromosomes 
exchange their parts to produce more than one new chromosome in the rule mining 
technique. This work can be extended by using fitness functions other than the support 
and confidence DM parameters such as kappa, J-measure, gini-index and others. 
 The thesis has considered three types of rules namely association, characteristics 
and classification rules. There are other possible types of rules such as fuzzy, sequential, 
regression rules that could be mined in future research work. The rules mined in this 
thesis were constructed using only the “AND” logical operator. There are other logical 
operators e.g. OR, XOR, NOT etc. found in the logic algebra. Either these operators can 
be used in the rules for future mining or a generalized logical operator can be employed 
in rules, which can stand for any possible logical operator. 
 The rule mining methods presented in this thesis extract rules of interest rather 
than mining whole sets of rules from the dataset. The interest is defined by the two DM 
measures support and confidence. These measures need to be set before starting the rule 
mining process. These measures give the user control over the rule mining process. 
However, from practical experience, it has been observed that rule mining may not be 
possible due to the high support and confidence value set in the experiment. In other 
words, there could be an empty rule set possible after rule mining with poorly chosen 
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values for support and confidence. To avoid this situation, the user should be known to 
the higher limit or pair of values for support and confidence specific to the dataset. A 
new research is needed to find such limits or pairs. 
 The thesis has presented different NN architectures and their algorithms such as 
single-layered ADALINE with the Widrow-Hoff delta rule and unsupervised self-
organization NNs with the Kohonen learning rule for rule mining tasks. However, there 
are other NN architectures and different learning algorithms available and some of them 
have great potential to be used for rule mining tasks. These include multi-layered back-
propagation NNs, recurrent NNs, radial basis functions and others. Future research work 
could be directed to apply these NN architectures and algorithms for rule mining. 
 Finally, the experimental part of this thesis can be extended by testing the 
proposed rule mining algorithms on many more datasets. This thesis has used the DNA, 
Churn, Animal and Iris datasets from the Machine Learning Repository to test the 
proposed rule mining algorithms. However, there are more datasets available in this 
repository. The proposed algorithms could be tested against all the machine learning 
datasets and their results can be reported in future research work to establish comparison 
benchmarks for future research work on rule mining using these datasets. 
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Appendix 
A1. Animal World Dataset 
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Dove 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
Hen 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Duck 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
Goose 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
Owl 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
Hawk 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
Bird
 
Eagle 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
Fox 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Dog 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
Wolf 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
Cat 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Tiger 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
H
u
nter
 
Lion 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
Horse 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
Zebra 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
P
eaceful
 Cow 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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